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ABSTRACT 

This report is one product of the project "Field Evaluation 
of the NSF-MIT Hypercube Patrol Sector Design Methods," funded by 
the National Science Foundation, Grant Number APR75-l7472. The 
hypercube system is a computerized planning tool used to evaluate 
alternative police beat structqres an,d patrol deployment policies. 
The study was conducted by The Institu~e for Public Program Analysis 
in cooperation with the California Innovation Group (an NSF-funded 
consortium of cities active in technology transfer) and police 
departments in St. Louis County, Missouri, and the California cities 
of Burbank, Fresno, Garden Grove, Huntington Beach, Pasadena, San 
Diego, San Jose, Santa Ana, and Santa Clara. 

This report has been designed for use as a handbook for a 
short training program for police planners about the use of the 
hypercube computer programs for the design and analysis of police 
patrol operations. Principal topics covered include: a review of 
concepts applicable to planning police field operations; criteria 
used to compare alb~rnative patrol dist:r.ict designs; the advantages, 
limi tations, and basic assumptions of the hypercube me'thod; a de
scription of the input data required for use of the hypercube com
puter programs, and of methods for obtaining it; operation of the 
computer programs using a time-share computer service accessed via 
telephone by an electronic data terminal, including how to input 
the data, how to interpret the output statistics, and how to modify 
a district design to obtain a "better" configuration; and use of 
the hypercube programs to resolve policy issues more complex th&n 
location of patrol district boundaries (e.g., how to compare field 
performance when patrol cars are assigned to specific districts 'with 
that when they are not). 
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PREFACE 

This report has been designed for use as a handbook for a 

short training program for polj.::e planners about the use of the 

hypercube computer programs for the design and analysis of police 

patrol operations. Principal topics covered include: 

o a review of concepts applicable to planning police 
field operations; 

o criteria used to compare alternative patrol district 
designs; 

o the advantages, limitations, and basic assumptions 
of the hypercube method; 

o a description of the input data required for use of 
the hypercube computer programs, and of methods for 
obtaining it; 

o operation of the computer programs using a time-share 
computer service accessed via telephone by an electronic 
data terminal, including how to input the data, how to 
interpret the output statis·tics, and how to modify a 
district design to obtain a "better" cJnfiguration; 
and 

o use of the hypercube programs to resolve policy issues 
more complex than loca~ion of patrol district boundaries 
(e.g., how to compare field performance when patrol cars 
are assigned to specific districts with that when they 
are not). 

The text includes a series of district design exercises designed 

to provide each trainee with experience in the use of the data 

terminal and the hypercube computer programs. Also included are 

reference charts and tables which summarize hypercube's command 

terminology and briefly outline the required procedures for running 

the programs. Once familiar with the text users will find this 

reference material handy for routine use of the programs. 

Some of the material presented in this text is in outline 

form, and is intended to be supplemented during each training program 
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session with detailed discussions led by an instructor knowledge-

able in police resource allocation methods and in the use of the 

hypercube programs. 

In addition to this text, it is suggested that trainees obtain 

the following related documents: 

(1) "Hypercube Queuing Model: Executive Summary," R-1688/ 
I-HUD 

(2) "Hypercube Queuing Model: User's Manual," R-1688/2-HUD 

(3) "Field Evaluation of the Hypercube Programs For Analysis 
of Police Patrol Operations: Final Report" 

(4) "How To Set Up Shop For Use of the Hypercube System," and 

(5) "Criminal Justice ,Models: An Overview," R-1859-DOJ. 

Items (1), (2), and (5) are available from the Rand Corporation, 

Publications Departmen't, 1700 Main Street, Santa Monica, California, 

90406. Items (3) and (4) are available from The Institute for 

Public Program Analysis, 230 South Bemiston Avenue, Suite 914, 

St. Louis, Missouri, 63105. A considerable amount of additional 

documentation on the hypercube model and programs is available 

from the M. I. T. project team which developed hypercube. A list 

of these reports is given in the bibliography at the end of the 

text. Inquiries regarding these reports should be directed to 

Dr. Richard Larson; Laboratory for Architecture and Planning, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

02139. Much of the material in this text draws on information 

contained in these reports. Additional useful material has been 

adapted from "A Training Course in Deploymen'c of Emergency Services: 

Instructor's Manual," by Chaiken, Ignall, and Walker. 

Throughout this report, detailed, step-by-step procedures for 
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performing basic computer operations have been included, (e.g" 

accessing the computer programs via the data terminal and creating 

the necessary input files). These pr0cedures reflect data process-

ing conventions in effect at the time-share computer service 

selected for the initial presentation of this training program in 

June 1976. This service, supplied by National CSS, Inc.,* of Norwalk 

Connecticut, was selected by The Institute for Public Program Analysis 

after a comprehensive review of the cost and convenience of operating 

the hypercube programs on a number of time-share systems. Users 

wishing to operate the programs on a time-share service other than 

National CSS will have to substitute appropriate data processing 

conventions and procedures in place of many of those given here. 

In the discussions which follow, and in other reports produced for 

this project, the time-share computer service is sometimes referred 

to as the "central site data processing service.!l This is because 

the actual calculations performed by the hypercube programs take 

place at the service's centrally located computer facilities, with 

only input and output being performed at the data terminal. 

The training program is designed to take advantage of the 

tutorial and error-correcting capabilities offered by the "inter-

active" version of the hypercube programs. In this version the 

user is led by the computer through a step-by-step question and 

answer procedure for inputting data and obtaining the results of 

hypercube analyses. This version of the programs can only be 

*CSS, always abbreviated in the corporate title, stands for 
Conversational Software System. 
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operated using data terminals and time-shared data processing. Once 

trained in use of the hypercube beat design method, some planners 

may prefer to use another version of the hypercube programs, called 

the "batch" version, which does not utilize a data terminal for 

input and output. Although the batch version consequently lacks 

the tutorial and error-correcting capabilities of the interactive 

version, it can be installed on some of the computers now used by 

police departments -- a capability not now available with the inter

active program (most such police computers support neither the time

share nor the data terminal operations required). Users of the batch 

program will find complete instructions for its operation in items 

(1) and (2) listed above. 

The hypercube queuing model of police field operations was 

first formulated by Dr. Larson about 1969 in connection with his 

doctoral dissertation research. In subsequent research projects 

headed by Dr. Larson, funded by the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development and by the National Science Foundation (Research 

Applied to National Needs Program), the capabilities of the model 

were expanded and the initial hypercube computer programs were 

written. Since these first computer programs were developed, 

numerous improvements have been incorporated into them, including 

many made by The Institute for Public Program Analysis based on' its 

field tests of earlier versions. The software documented in this 

text embodies all the capabilities available and tested at the 

time the text was prepared (December 1976). Other, more powerful 

versions of the software are likely to emerge from current research 

on the hypercube model, which includes study of: 
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o procedures for automatic sequential improvement of 
a district plan by selection and transfer of reporting 
areas among districts; 

o an improved technique for accounting for patrol-initiated 
(non-called-for-service) work performed by patrol units; 

o a method for computing travel times when barriers such as 
rivers or expressways lead to detours of considerable 
length; and 

o a procedure for modeling two priority classes of incoming 
calls-for-service (e.g., "now" or emergency calls, and 
routine calls), rather than treating all calls as if 
they were the same priority. 

Users seeking information on recent software improvements should 

direct their inquiries to Dr. Larson at the address given above. 

The terminology used to describe police patrol operations 

varies considerably among police departme~ts. For this reason, 

a glossary of police terms has been included in Appendix A. To 

clarify the discussions which follow, some of the most essential 

definitions are repeated here: 

district - an area in which one patrol unit has (usually exclusive) 
preventive patrol responsibility. When districts overlap, such 
responsibility is no longer exclusive, but each car's district is 
the area in which it is expected to perform preventive patrol. 

region - a group of district,s administered as an autonomous field 
operations territory (i.e., cars in one region are rarely dispatched 
to respond to calls in another region) . 

reporting area - a subarea within a district, sometimes no more 
than a few city blocks in size, that is used as the smallest 
geographical unit for aggregating statistics on the spatial 
distributions of calls for service and preventive patrol coverage. 
Reporting areas are the geogra:phic building blocks with which dis
tricts are con5tructed. 

These terms are used throughout this text. Since many synonyms for 

them exist, readers should carefully relate "district," "region," 

and "reporting area" to the corresponding terms used in their own 

police departments before reading the rest of this document. 
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I. Introduction to Planning Police Field Operations 

1. Police Patrol Operations 

This text is concerned with methods of planning the deploy-

ment of police patrol units which have responsibility for responding 

to calls for service, and for preventive patrol (or routine sur-

veillance) when they are not otherwise occupied handling calls. 

Figure I-I diagrams the major event sequences in the activities 

of these patrol units and of the dispatchers who give them their 

assignments. 12 Another view of the event sequence involved in the 

arrival and servicing of calls for police service is shown in 

Figure 1_2. 12 Both figures provide a convenient framework for 

discussing police patrol operations in general, and for highlighting 

the features of these operations which can be studied with the 

hypercube queuing model. 

2. Features of Patrol Allocation Plans 

A complete plan for allocating or deploying patrol units to 

"cover" a specified jurisdiction usually deals with the following 

. 11 
~ssues: 

o number of men on duty 

variation by day of week and/or season 

variation by time of day 

o mode of patrol 

one-man cars 

two-man cars 

scooters or motorcycles 

foot: patrols 

other (e.g., canine, evidence collection) 
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o number of units in each geographicai region 

o design of patrol districts for each unit 

o when calls are queued (stacked, backlogged) 

-- variation with type (priority) of call 

o number of units dispatched 

variation with location 

variation with type (priority) of call 

o which units dispatched 

type· 

closest unit? 

district car? 

--across region boundaries? 

o redeployment as unavailabilities occur 

o manpower scheduling 

o scheduling of "other ll unavailabilities 

o alternative uses of priorities assiqned to calls for 
service 

if queue forms, dispatch free unit to oldest 
high priority call (The average delay for all 
calls remains unchanged, but the average delay 
for priority calls is decreased.) 

hold one or two units (regular or special units) 
in reserve for high priority calls (The average 
delay for all calls is increased.) 

screen out low priority calls when busy (an 
"adaptive" dispatch policy) 

schedule low priority calls for handling at a 
more convenient time 
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3. Criteria Used in Assessin<], Patrol' Allocations 

Police administrators, police patrol officers, and members 

of the public use a wide range of criteria in assessing patrol 

allocations. The most commonly used include: 

o length of time a caller must wait until a unit is 
dispatched 

o travel time to the scene of the incident 

o dispatches of patrol units out of their assigned areas 

o balance of workload among units 

o time available to patrol units for other patrol activities 

preventive patrol 

meals and personal breaks 

patrol-initiated investigation 

traffic 

maintenance of vehicle 

interaction with citizens 

o cost 

labor costs including salaries and overtime 

equipment costs (e.g., vehicles) 

o ability to supervise patrol manpower 

unity of command 

neighborhood integrity 

simplicity of geographic deployments 

simplicity of work schedules 

o officer safety considerations 

-- availability of backup assistance 
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ease of communication with dispatchers 

availability of vehicle location information 

o officer morale considerations 

o adequacy of patrol coverage of "hot spots" and areas 
having special crime problems 

o citizen expectations regarding speed and level of 
. police response 

o impact of the patrol allocation on other services required 
of the police department (e.g., investigations, records, 
etc. ) 

o r.elation to radio communication system 

number of channels 

voice or digital 

o relation to services demanded by active public interest 
groups and influential citizens 

4. Problems With Manual Allocation of Police Manpower 

Decades ago important advances in the allocation of police 

patrol manpower were made as many police departments initiated 

routine procedures for compiling information on where and when 

calls for service and crimes were occurring. This information 

made possible the assignment of patrols to districts and watches 

in proportion to the anticipated workload or crime hazard. Two 

popular allocation procedures used then, and still used by many 

departments today, are based on a "hazard formula" and a "work

load formula."ll 

o description of hazard formula 

F. = jth factor 
J 

examples of factors: 

Number of outside violent crimes 
Number of other Part I crimes 
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Number of street miles 
Number of arrests 
Number of commercial establishments 
Number of emergency calls 

f .. = amount of factor j in region 
~J 

F. = f lj + f 2j J 
+ f3j + ... + fNj 

w. = "importance" of factor j 
J 

i 

fiM 
+ ••• +wMF-

M 

manpower proportional to H. 
~ 

o description of workload formula 

w· = number of man-hours associated with factor j 
J 

H; = wlfil + w2f i2 + ... + wMf iM 

manpower proportional to Hi 

mathematically the same as hazard formula with 
different weights 

o problems 

apples and oranges 

interrelated 

proportional increase for emergency calls 

no way to determine "correct" weights fo~ hazard 
formula 

workload formula accomplishGs only one objective: 
equalizing workload 

hazard formula does not do what it appears to do 

example: assume regions with high numbers of out
side crimes have proportionately more unimportant 
calls. Then increasin~ Wj for outside crime 
decreases manpower ass1gned to high-crime regions. 

no credit for good performance 

o may be useful for manpower needs other than patrol 
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- ---- --------------------

Workload and hazard formulas have bean popular, not only be

cause they take into account where and when police services are 

needed, but also because all the needed calculations can be per-

formed by hand or with a desk calculator. Such manual allocation 

procedures, however, have a number of drawback~ (in addition to 

those already listed): 

o the calculations can be very tedious and time consuming 
(and therefore expensive) 

o if several alternate deployment plans are under con
sideration, the time (cost) required to make the 
needed calculations is cor~espondingly increased 

o only a limited number of performance criteria can be 
estimated manually 

o practically speaking, only a limited amount of field 
operations performance data can be utilized in a 
manual analysis, even if much more is available 

o the development of charts and figureL summarizing the 
results of a manual analysis is also time consuming 

o only a limited number of deployment constraints can be 
accounted for in a manual analysis. 

5. Mathematical Models of Patrol Operations 

Beginning around 1960 mathematicians and police planners began 

to work together to construct analytical methods for studying police 

patrol operations. These methods made use of "modeling" techniques 

1 d · h f' 11 ong use 1n ot er areas 0 SC1ence. 

o definition of model: abstraction of reality. Used 
to gain insight into, and answer questions about, the 
real world. Easier, safer, and less costly to use 
than manipulating real world 

o empirical models 

fit to data 
May have no explanation 

.. May be mathematically complicated 
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-- examples 
smooth fit to call rate by time of day 
how long to travel a given distance 
relationship between fraction of time cars 
are unavailable and number of calls for 
service 

o descriptive analytical models 

using simplified assumptions, some kind of mathe
matical formula is derived to permit estimating some 
performance characteristic(s) 

the numbers that go into such a model may corne from 
empirical models 

examples 
knowing number of units on duty, estimate 
average travel time to an incident 
knowing number of units on duty, estimate 
fraction of serious emergencies encountering 
a delay before dispatch 
knowing the patrol area of each unit and 
location of incidents, estimate workload and 
fraction of out-of-district dispatches for 
each unit 

-- (the hypercube model is a descriptive analytic model) 

o optimization models (prescriptive) 

tell how to achieve the most or the least of something 

examples 
how should districts be designed to minimize 
average travel time to incidents? 
how should a fixed total numqer of man-hours 
be distributed amoung tours so as to minimize 
the chances that a caller will have to wait 
before dispatch of a patrol car? 

o simulation models 

imitate patrol operations step by step 

collect all kinds of statistics 

can be extremely accurate 

don't tell you what to do 

things you try will be sugg8sted by other models 

likely not to be useful until close to the end of 
analysis; but have to start early to collect data 
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o why police deployment models often do not include 
explicit consideration of crime deterrence, arrests, 
property recovery, or community sense of security 

hard to measure 

relationship to allocation not known precisely enough 

we use proxy measures 

administrators can tell what changes in performance 
measures (up or down) are desirable, even if they 
don't know the exact benefit 

6. Computer-Based Models of Patrol Operation~ 

The hypercube queuing model is one of a number of computer-

based models of patrol operations developed in the last decade .. 

The reliance on computers to perform the mathematical calculations 

needed to use these models has occurred because: 

o computers can solve complex mathenlatical problems 
with great speed 

o modern computers have exceedingly large storage capac
ities and can therefore utilize enormous amounts of 
pertinent data 

o many of the calculations required by the patrol models 
are too compl~x and time consuming to be made manually 

o many police departments now have routine access to data 
processing services 

o computer printouts can serve as charts, tables, or 
maps without additional work 

o many more alternate deployments can be analyzed than 
when working by hand 

o computer-based analyses sometimes are considered more 
reliable than those done manually (the reverse is some
times also true), and 

o many computer programs may be useful even if the user 
does not have a comprehensive understanding of how their 
calculations are performed. 

a. Batch vs. interactive models 

Most computer-hased m9dels are embodied in computer programs 
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run in a "batch mode," which involves inserting the program and 

related data in a job queue at the data processing facility. The 

jobs are then run as time permits, and results are normally recorded 

on standard computer printout paper. Some models, however, have 

the useful capability of being operable in an "interactive mode" in 

which the user communicates directly with the computer via a remote 

teletypewriter terminal. These models often include tutorial and 

error correcting features which assist the user in their operation. 

Also, results of analyses may be obtained ~~stantaneouslYI being 

printed out at the terminal, and modified analyses may be easily 

submitted upon review of an earlier printout. 

b. Prescriptive vs. descriptive models 

If a computer-based model is designed to evaluate a police 

field operations plan without suggesting any alternate improved 

plans, it is said to be "descriptive" (i.e., it describes the field 

performance characteristi.cs which can be expected from use of the 

plan). If, however, the model is designed to find improved resource 

allocations it is called "prescriptive" (i.e., it prescribes 

alternate plans which should result in improved field performance.) 

c. Types of field operations models now available 

Reference 13 presents a comprehensive review of the types of 

computer-based police field operations models which have been 

developed. Those most relevant to learning to use the hypercube 

programs are: 13 

o Patrol car allocation models. These analytical models 
specify the number of patrol cars that should be on duty in each 
geographical region of a city at various times of day on each day 
of the week. They can be used to analyze policy issues' of the follow
ing types: (1) determining the total number of patrol officers 
a department should have, (2) allocating a fixed number of officers 
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among geographical regions, (3) determining how many officers in a 
region should work each tour or shift, and (4) determining the hours 
at which tours or shifts should begin. 

o District design models. These analytical models are used 
for evaluating alternate district boundaries, car assignments to 
districts, and dispatching policies. They are most readily used 
when the number of patrol units to be fielded for each day of the 
week, region, and shift have already been determined by some other 
method, but it is also possible to use them as patrol car allocation 
models. (The hypercube model is the only well-documented, generally 
available model of this type.) 

o Manpower scheduling model~. These analyt~cal models are 
used to determine which days of the week each off1cer sho~ld work, 
which days he should be off duty, and ~hen he shoul~ rotate,from 
one shift to another. These are espec1ally useful 1n plann1ng work 
schedules when the number of on-duty officers needed varies by day 
of the week and shift, but can also yield improved schedule charac
teristics when manning levels are uniform. 
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II. General Principles of Police Patrol Allocation 

1. Introduction 

Although the analytical models upon which the hyper-

cube computer programs and the other field operations models 

are based are quite complex, there are a number of useful, 

general principles of police patrol allocation which can be 

understood without having to understand very much about 

these models. Any police planner who understands these 

princi}:)les will find use of the computer-based models sim-

plified, and will also be able to check some of their re-

suIts himself to verify the correctness of his input data. 

The following sections, adapted from reference 11, outline 

these principles. 

2. Average Number of Units Busy Handling Calls for Service 

= 
[

AVERAGE NUMBERJl 
OF CALLS 
PER HOUR [

AVERAGE 1 
x UNIT-HOURS 

PER CALL J 

o example: 

2 calls per hour, average 
I car handles each 
Average length of time to handle call, 

30 minutes 
On the average, 1 car is busy 
If 2 ca.rs on duty each is busy ~ the time 
If 4 cars on duty, each is busy ~ the time 

o Number of units on duty must at least equal average 
number bURY 
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3. Emervencies Do Not Occur At Orderly Predictable Times And 
Servlce Times Are Not the Same For All Calls 

0 example: 

calls occur exactly on the hour and half-hour -
every call takes exactly 30 minutes 

1 car can handle--nobody waits 
--but car is Cllways busy 

but, when average number of calls is 2 per hour 

14% of hours have no calls 

27% of hours have 1 call 

27% of hours have 2 calls 

18% of hours have 3 calls 

9% of hours have 4 calls 

4% of hours have 5 calls 

1% of hours have 6 or more calls 

considering the usual spread of service times around 
30 minutes 

with 1 car on duty, every caller waits 

with 2 cars on duty, 
1/3 of calls wait 
1/3 of time no-car is on patrol 
average wait until a car can be dispatched is 10 

minutes (including no wait) 
17% of callers wait more than 20 minutes 

o conclusion: Number of units on duty must be considerably 
more than average number busy 

4. A Minimal Standard for Adequate Performance Is That No More Than 
15 Percent of Calls are Queued 

o many departments don't achieve this {especially during 
peak hours} 

o a goal set by some departments is: No more than 5% of 
important calls are queued 

o a few departments routinely have -less than 1% of important 
calls queued 
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o impossible to guarantee that no calls will be queued 

5. Cars Are Unavailable for Dispatch for Reasons Other Than Respon~~ 
to Previous Calls 

o what are these activities? 

meals, personal 

patrol-initiated crime or vehicle check 

notifications, warrants 

process arrestee 

supervision - field 

supervision - station 

waiting 

travel to assigned beat 

transport (something) 

assigned to fixed location 

maintenance, auto 

o ordinarily, at least 30 percent of each unit's time spent 
on such unavailabilities 

o in San Fernando Valley area of Los Angeles, average unavaila
bilities vary among divisions from 44% to 62% of total time 
on duty. In one New York precinct, 58 percent 

o for queuing purposes, effective number of units on duty may 
be less than half the number assigned 

6. Number of Units Needed to Meet Desired Level of Qu"euing Does 
Not Increase Proprotionately with Number of Calls 

o when the number of calls per hour is doubled, the number 
of cars needed is less than double (for the same proportion 
of queuing) -- see Figure II-l~ 

o example 

A region with 2 calls per hour needs 7 units. This is 
not twice the number needed in a region with 1 call per hour 
(namely, 5 units) -- see Figure II-I. 
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7. Average Number of Minutes Between Passings of A Random Point 
By A Unit on Patrol 

o is approximately equal to 

6 x NUMBER OF STREET MILES IN BEAT 
FRACTION OF TIME AVAILABLE 

o used as a measure of amount of preventive patrol or 
routine surveillance 

o incorporates results of studies of average patrol 
speeds and average number of street miles per square 
mile of patrol area 

8. Approximate Formula For Average Travel Time 

o formula 

2 min AREA (in square m~les) 
NO. UNITS AVAILABLE 

o example: 

area of region is 6 square miles 
5 patrol cars on duty 
each available 60% of time 

average travel time = 2 miny6/3 = 2.83 min 

o why this is a general principle 

o total response ti.me = 
(dispatching delay) 

+ (queuing delay) 
+ (travel time) 

o reducing response time is often assumed to increase 
probability of apprehending offender at the scene, but 
the effect is important only if very short response times 
can be achieved (and no conclusive evidence yet exists) 

o reducing travel time can help to reduce response time 
into the useful range if queuing delays areshdrt. It 
makes no sense to reduce travel times when queuing delays 
are long. 

9. Burden of Central Location 

o used in estimating each patrol car's workload of 
called-for-service assignments 

o if the numbers of hours of work required to handle the 
calls arriving in all districts are equal, then cars 
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assigned to centrally located districts will have higher 
workloads than those assigned to peripheral districts 

10. Cross-District Dispatching 

o police administrators often prefer patrol units to 
handle calls in their own districts as much as possible 

o unless all incoming calls in each district are queued 
until the district car becomes available, it is not 
possible to eliminate cross-beat dispatching entirely 

o the fraction of calls for service which are assigned 
to cars from a district other than that in which the 
call originated is approximately equal to 

(if the average car workload is low) the average 
car workload, expl:essed as the fraction of time 
spent handling calls 

(if the average car workload is high) one minus 
one divided by the~number of patrol cars (i.e., 
I-liN) 

(if the averaqe car workload is intermediate) a 
value between the two given above 
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III. Introduction to the Hypercube Queuing Model and Computer 
Programs 

1. Basic Pea tures of t.he Mod01 ("inti. P"o~F~l"~': 

o mainly used for district design, but can 
also be used as a patrol car allocation 
model 

o types of questions which can be answered 

is one set of district boundaries better 
than another (see Figures III-I and 1II-2)? 

what improvements can be expected from 
automatic vehicle location equipment? 

how do alternate dispatching policies 
affect field operations? 

how will the distribution of preventive 
patrol effort be affected by car 
deployment changes? 

o field performance measures estimated 

workloads (by region, district, car, reporting area) 

travel times (by region, district, car, reporting area) 

cross-district dispatching (by region, district, car, 
reporting area) 

preventive patrol passings (by region, reporting 
area) 

probability of queuing for incoming calls (saturation) 

o types of input data required 

geographic {reporting area locations, areas} 

called-for-service activity f.:cl ume , distribution by 
reporting area, service time) 

non-called-for service activity (per car) 

travel speeds (call response, patrol) 

dispatch policies (queue discipline, car assignments 
to reporting areas, dispatchers' rules, multiple car 
dispatching) 

preventive patrol effort (distribution by reporting 
area) 
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local terminology for region, district, car, 
reporting area 

type of output required 

o interactive (conversational, tutorial, error correcting) 
and batch versions of computer programs are available 

o descriptive model 

2. What the Hypercube Computer Programs Are Not 

o prescriptive 

o management information system 

o real time inquiry system like NCIC 

o computer assisted dispatching system 

o automati,c v:ehicle location system 
.. 

o day-to-day planni~g/dr evaluation tool 

o other resour~e\al1ocCl.tion planning tools 
(e.g., patrol car, allocation models, patrol simulation 
models, work 5che"dule design models) 

3. History of DeveloBment,of Hypercube 

o doctoral dissertation of pro Richard Larson 
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 

o additional research at M.I.~. and New York City Rand 
Institute, funded by National Science Foundation, 
Dept. of Housing and Urban D'evelopment 

o use of intermediate vers,ions of programs 

Arlington, Quincy - Massachusetts 
New York City PD ' 
New Haven - Connecticut 
National Research Council - Canadian Police 
Rotterdam PD - Netherlands 
Arlington, Garland - Texas 

o field test program conducted by The Institute for Public 
Program Analysis 

see Table 111-1 

studied accuracy, costs, technical assistance needs 
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, 
t>.J 
l.tJ 
I 

Department 

Burbank 

Fresno 

Garden Grove 

Huntington Beach 

Pasadena 

Table 111-1 

POLICE DEPARTMENTS PARTICIPATING 
IN THE HYPERCUBE FIELD TEST PROGRAM 

Popu1at.ion 
of 

Jurisdiction 

85,000 

175,900 

119,600 

146,400 

112,000 

Size of 
Jurisdiction 

(Square Miles) 

17.1 

51.0 

17.5 

25.8 

22.7 

Number 
of 

Beats 

14 

16 

6-8 

12 

7 

Saint Louis County (Mo. ) 
(unincorporated areas) 350,000 360.0 41-73 

San Diego 766,100 310.1 96 

San Jose 547,500 147.4 40 

Santa Ana 174,800 27.6 8 

Number of 
Statistical 

Reporting Areas 

367 

110 

127 

150 

476 

200 

127 
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Table 111-1 

POLICE DEPARTMENTS PARTICIPATING 
IN THE HYPERCUBE FIELD TEST PROGRAM 

Popu1aotion Size of Number 
of Jurisdiction of 

Department Jurisdiction (Square Miles) Beats 

.-

Burbank 85,000 17.1 14 

Fresno 175,900 51.0 16 

Garden Grove 119,600 17.5 6-8 

Huntington Beach 146,400 25.8 12 

Pasadena 112,000 22.7 7 

Saint Louis County (Mo. ) 
(unincorporated areas) 350,000 360.0 41-73 

San Diego 766 FI00 310.1 96 

San Jose 547,500 147.4 40 

Santa Ana 174,800 27.6 8 

Number of 
Statistical 

Reporting Areas 

367 

110 

127 

150 

476 

200 

127 



4. Advantages of Use of Hypercube Programs 

o easy to use - interactive version provides tutorial 
assistance for the novice user; data processing 
experience is not a prerequisite for using the 
programs 

o built-in error checking features (interactive 
version only) - data and command errors are revealed 
as soon as they are input 

o allows changes in the performance measures to be 
estimated without actual changes in patrol operations -
avoids costly and disruptive ~ield experimentation 

o unnecessary to own either a computer or the programs 
(interactive version only) 

o (efficient) use can reduce planning costs 

o automates all the calculations used in manual district 
design methods 

o powerful training tool for learning how to plan field 
operations 

o aids in creating a continuing data base for field 
operations planning, evaluation 

. 0 allows incorporation of constraints and objectives not 
explicitly included in the model; uses expertise of 
police planner to suggest alternatives 

5. Costs/Disadvantages of Use of Hypercube Programs 

o requires commitment of chief and others to support 
planning effort through field implementation 

o data collection is sometimes costly and time consuming; 
some data may not be available 

o results may be rejected by field· operations personnel 
because they're computer-based or ignore important 
considerations 

o if the batch version is used, it lacks the conversational . , 
tutorial, and error correcting features of the lnter-
active version 

o use of the interactive version requires a budget for 
commercial time-share data processing service (can't be 
done on most PD's computers) 

o data processing costs can be high, especially if used 
carelessly 
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o requires investment in training the program user, which 
may be lost if he is transferred or leaves PD 

o changes in patrol district boundaries may require costly 
changes in other police operations (e.g., communications, 
computer assisted dispatching systems, records) 

o most departments will use hypercube infrequently (e.g., 
every 6 months to a year) 

o technical assistance in use of the programs may not be 
free, if needed 

6. Cri teria By Which Dist'rict Plans Are Judged and Compared 

Chapter I included a discussion of the criteria used in 

assessing patrol allocations. In this section, the criteria 

specifically used in assessing district plans are identified. The 

relative importance of these criteria varies among police depart-

ments, and is dependent upon local policies and concerns. Also, 

some objectives may conflict with other objectives (i.e., the 

optimization of one performance measure may cause a de~radation in 

one or more other measures). As a result, an important, prelimi-

nary step in district design (or redesign) is the specification of 

an acceptable level of each performance measure and identification 

of the "most important" characteristic of a district plan from 

among the following attributes: 

o workload balance ~ the equalization over the patrol units 
of the work performed by each unit. A variety of 
workload measures have been used for district plans 
including: the number of major crimes handled by each 
unit, the total number of calls responded to by each 
unit, and the total amount of time spent in answering 
calls by each unit. (This last measure is used by the 
hypercube programs.) Equalization of time worked by 
patrol units in handling calls for service further implies 
tha"-~he amount of time available for activities other 
thaL calls for service (e.g., preventive patrol, conducting 
patrol-initiated investigations, or interacting with the 
community) is also balanced. 

o accessibility to police service - the equalization, to the 
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extent permitted by geographic factors, of average 
travel time to incidents in all areas of the 
jurisdiction. This requires accounting ,for natural 
barriers to travel such as rivers, canyons, and free
ways. 

o minimization of the number of cross-district dispatches
preserving each officer's district identity, and taking 
fullest advantage of his knowledge about the people and 
problems in his district. 

o minimization of response time - the length of time a 
citizen initiating a call for service has to wait before 
a patrol unit arrives, due to any temporary unavailability 
of units and to travel time. (Hypercube does not compute 
the total response time, only the travel time, but a 
simple manual calculation with other hypercube output 
yields response time.) 

o officer safety considerations - deploying patrol units in 
such a way that any car can receive prompt assistance from 
other cars in an emergency .. 

o extra coverage of "hot spots" - placement of district 
boundaries so that they pass through locations having a 
history of a high volume of crimes and calls for service, 
assuming that these areas will then be patrolled by more 
than one patrol unit. 

o political impact - assessment of the reception likely to 
be given to a district plan by influential individuals 
and groups, both within the police department and the 
community. 

o span of supervision - the extent to which patrol sergeants 
will be able to observe, assist, or conveniently deploy 
patrol units under their command. 

o preservation of neighborhood integrity - avoiding the 
splitting of a homogeneous neighborhood between two 
or more districts. 

o minimization of change from an existing district plan -
reduces the time required by officers and dispatchers 
to familiarize themselves with a new plan, reduces the 
effort required to update an existing computer-aided 
dispatching system (if one is in use), and reduces the 
impact on other police operations whose deployment 
plans are based on the existing beat plan (e.g., 
tactical units, ambulance service, detective operations, 
communications, records) 

o use of main streets and natural barriers as district 
boundaries 
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7. Assumptions On Which the Hypercube Programs Are Based 

In order to model the very complex operation~ involved in 

police patrol and response to calls for service, the designers 

of the hypercube programs chose to make a number of simplifying 

assumptions. Users of the programs should. be aware of these 

assumptions and of their impact on the patrol performance factors 

estimated by the programs. Many of these assumptions are not 

unique to the hypercube programs, having been used in other police 

operations analyses to reduce their mathematical procedures to 

managable dimensions. Available experimental evidence tends to 

indicate that these assumptions are generally reasonable, but 

corrective procedures may be needed in situations where actual 

operations differ considerably from the assumed circumstances. 

The following paragraphs discuss the most important of these 

assumptions and situations in which corrective procedures may be 

needed. 

a. Occurrence of calls for service 

o assumptions 

(1) Arrival of calls is random. 
(2) Average number of calls originating in any district 

during a watch can be reliably predicted using 
historical data. 

(3) The time intervals between the arrivals of consecu
tive calls, although random, can. be accounted for 
mathematically using probability theory. 

(4) The variation in number of calls arriving per hour 
in any beat is described by the Poisson distribution 
(see Figure III-3). 

o problem situations 

(1) Some unusual events, like storms, can cause signifi
cant increases in the numbers of calls received 
during a watch. 
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(2) Some calls for service occur regularly, not 
randomly. Some police departments treat 
school crossing duties as calls for service. 

b. Officer-initiated and administrative work 

o assumptions 

(1) Occurrence is random. 
(2) Incidents can be modelled in the same way as 

calls for service. 
(3) Workload for officer-initiated and a~~inistrative 

work should be added to that of called-for-services. 

o problem situations 

(1) The volume of officer-initiated and administrative 
work may depend on the volume of called for service 
work(e.g., as called for service work increases 
non-called-for-service work decreases) . 

(2) Officer-initiated and administrative work may not be 
distributed geographically in the same way as calls 
for service. 

(3) Some of this work occurs at scheduled intervals, not 
at random (e.g., school crossing coverage). 

c. Time required to service a call 

o assumptions 

(1) Service time includes travel time and time at the 
scene. 

(2) Travel time accounts for a small portion of service 
time.' \ 

(3) Service tllnes are random and are described by the 
negative exponential probability distribution 
(see Figure III-4). 

(4) Average service times may be predicted fr.-om 
historical data. 

(5) Average service times may vary from car to car, but 
(strictly speaking) not from district to district. 

o problem situations 

(1) Service times for consecutive dispatches may be 
related, not random (e.g., if the second is an 
assist car for the first). 

(2) Average service times may vary among reporting 
areas due to differences in the types of calls 
received. 

(3) For large rural or semi-rural beats travel time 
may not be a small part of service time. 

(4) Service times for officer-initiated and administrative 
work may depend on the called-for-service volume. 
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d. Dispatch policy" (assignment of calls to cars) 
/ 

o assumptions 
c 

(1) Strictly speaking only one patrol unit is 
dispatched to any call for service (multiple 
dispatches occur sufficiently infrequently 
to be ignored). 

(2) Calls for service received when all units in 
a district are unavailable are either queued 
by the dispatcher, or assigned to a"backup 
unit" (e.g., sergeant, canine) not explicitly 
represented in the model. 

(3) Cars are never reassigned to another (perhaps 
more serious) call once given a first assign
ment (i.e., not until the tirst assignment is 
completed) • 

(4) Queued calls are serviced on a first-in, first
out basis, regardless of the relative priorities 
of the calls. 

(5) Dispatches taking a car across a region boundary 
occur sufficiently infrequently to be ignored. 

(6) The procedures used by dispatchers to assign in
coming calls to cars are the same for all 
dispatchers. The assignments depend mainly on 
how well the dispatc.hers know the locations of 
the incidents and the locations of the available 
cars. For the interactive version of the pro
grams, one of five available dispatch policies 
will be a good model for any police department 
(other policies cannot be substituted). Some 
special rules are, however, allowed. 

(7) Time spent in processing incoming calls for 
service at headquarters, by telephone operators, 
or by dispatchers prior to attempting to locate 
an available car, is insignificant compared to 
call service time. 

(8) Only cars dispatched to an incident will respond 
to that incident. 

o problem situations 

(1) Department policy may require the dispatching of 
of more than one car to some types of incidents. 
These incidents may occur frequently enough to 
warrant inclusion in the analysis. 

(2) Cars may sometimes be preempted from a low priority 
assignment. 

(3) Queued calls for service may be dispatched on a 
priority basis, higher priority calls being 
dispatched before lower priority calls. 

(4) Cross region dispatches may not be infrequent. 
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(5) Dispatchers may vary in their procedures for 
assigning calls to cars, and may not follow 
any of the five policies available in the 
interactive program. 

(6) Time spent processing calls at headquarters 
may be considerable. 

(7) Available patrol cars not 'assigned ,to an 
incident may decide to respond to ("roll by") 
the iI' -::ident. ' 

e. Travel time and travel distance 

o assumptions 

(l) Travel speed can be approximated by two values 
one for response to calls for service, and the 
other for preventive patrol. 

(2) Travel distances between reporting areas are 
calculated using the "Manhattan metric" assuming 
a qrid of rectanqular city blocks (see Figure III-5). 

(3) The travel distance for a car responding to a call in the 
reporting area it is patrolling is calculated using the 
formula distance = C -V size (in square miles) of reporting area 
where C is a constant of proportionality. 

(4) The average travel distance (or time) for a car 
assigned to a given district responding to specified 
reporting area depends on the preventive patrol 
policy in use, and is estimated using a formula based 
on the Manhattan metric. 

(5) When a patrol unit is not assigned to a call for 
service it patrols among the reporting areas in its 
district. The fraction of time spent in each 
reporting area is dependent on either the called
fer-service workloads in the reporting areas, or on 
the preventive patrol factors assigned to the 
reporting areas. 

o problem situations 

(1) Travel speed may vary with traffic conditions and with 
the urgency of the call. 

(2) The Manhattan metric may not be an adequate formula 
for estimating travel distances between reporting 
areas. For example, the streets may cross at angles 
that are not right angles. Also, barriers such as 
freeways, rivers, or canyons, may significantly 
increase travel distances between some points. 

(3) None Ot the formulas for travel distances associated 
with the five alternate dispatch policies available 
in the interactive program may be accurate. 

(4) Cars not assigned to a call for service may not patrol 
their districts in the manner assumed (e.g., they may 
visit another district or be asked to meet with their 
sergeant) . 
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does not accept a grounded plug, an adapter will also be 
necessary) • 

b. Prior to telephoning the computer, check the paper supply in 
the terminal, connect the terminal to the electrical outlet, 
and turn on the terminal's power switch. 

c. Control switches and/or keys on the terminal should be set as 
follows: 

o Parity - if the terminal has a parity switch, it should be 
set to "EVEN". 

o Duplex - terminals with a switch should be set to ilHALF"; 
on terminals with a "HALF DUP" key, this key should be in 
its depressed position. 

o Operating speed - teletypewriter terminals can often be 
operated at a user-selectable speed of 10, 15, or 30 
characters per second*; the operating speed is specified 
by setting a switch on some terminals, or by placing a 
"LOW SPEED" key in it'3 depressed (IO CPS) or non-depressed 
(30CPS) position. 

o Operating mode - teletypewriter terminals can also be 
operated "on line" or in "loca.l" mode; in order to access 
a time-share system, the terminal should be "on line"; to 
specify this operating mode, set the mode switch to 
"LINE", or place the "ON LINE" key in its depressed 
position, depending on the type of terminal being used. 

o Interface - if the terminal being used has an internal 
acoustic coupler and an interface switch, this switch 
should be set to "INT." 

2. Accessing the NCSS Data Processing System 

a. . Information reguired 

Information required to access the NCSS system includes the 
following: 

o A one to eight character user identifier, referred to as 
the "userid" in the following discussion. 

*Higher-operating speeds correspond to faster printing of 
data transmitted from the computer to the terminal, and to higher 
hourly connect charges. 
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o A one to eight character password used to prevent 
unauthorized use of a user's account and access to 
his data files. 

o The telephone number of 'the nearest NCSS access point. 

These items are obtained from NCSS administrative per
sonnel when an account is established on the NCSS system. 
(See the report "How to Set-up Shop for Use of the Hypercube 
System" for a discussion of how to arrange for data processing 
services and equipment.) Both the userid and password should 
be treated as confidential information. Telephone numbers for 
accessing the NCSS system from other locations can be obtained 
by logging on and typing 

INFO PHONLIST location 

where "location" is the city or state for which you want a 
listing of telephone numbers. For reference, the telephone 
number of NCSS's national business office is 203-853-7200; 
users who require information on access points, and cannot 
conveniently obtain it by logging on to the system should 
phone the business office. 

b. Operating conventions during terminal sessions 

The following general conventions apply to operations in
volving the use of a teletypewriter terminal to communicate 
with the NCSS system: 

( 1) 

(2 ) 

All communications from the NCSS computer to the terminal 
are printed using uppercase alphabetic characters. Communi
cations from the terminal to the NeSS computer can use 
either uppercase or lowercase alphabetic characters (or 
both), unless the terminal employed does not provide this 
capability, in which case only uppercase letters are used. 
Sample terminal sessions in this report always use lowercase 
characters to represent user input typed at the terminal.* 

Whenever a 11;:.11 is printed on the terminal, the computer is 
waiting for additional user input. If the 1i:.,1' ia preceded 
by the time-of-day, the computer expects the user to enter 
an NCSS/hypercube command (see Table D-I). Otherwise, it 
is waiting for the user to enter data or respond to its 
previous question. 

*Note that a slightly different convention is used through
out the text. Specifically, uppercase characters are used to 
represent system responses or user input that must be typed exactly 
as shown. Lowercase characters are used to represent generic names 
for which the user can substitute other names. 
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(3) The l~tters "y" and "N" are acceptable abbreviations for 
"YES" and "NO". 

(4) Commands .and data typed at the terminal are transmitted to 
the computer only when the "RETURN" key (the "CR" key on 
some terminals) is depressed. Therefore, each line of 
input to the·computer should be followed by a carriage 
return, even if this operation is not explicitly stated in 
t~e instructions in this ~nd following chapters. 

(5) Since uger input is not transmitted until the lIRETURN" key 
is depressed, typing errors can be corrected. The "@" key 
is used to delete the last character typed. Multiple 
characters are deleted by depressing the "@" key the 
appropriate number of times. The "¢" key (or the "[" key on 
some terminals) is used to delete the entire line. 
Characters or lines entered prior to the last time the 
"RETURN" key was depressed cannot be deleted. 

(6) During some operations (e.g., program execution), a "$" 
is printed for every four ARDis of computer usage (i.e., 
after approximately $0.80 of processing). 

(7) The eAecutibn of a previously entered command can be 
terminated using the following procedure: 

(a) Depress the "BREAK" key 

(b) The computer should respond 

VP 

In reply, depress the "BREAK" key a second time. 

(c) The computer should respond 

In reply, key in 

KL 

(d) The computer should respond 

KILLED! 
CSS.301 10/23/76 
timeO-o f-da.y~ 

(e) At this point, execution of the previous command has 
been terminated, and any new command can be entered. 
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c. Logging on to the NCSS system 

The following procedure is used to log-on the NCSS 
system: 

(1) Dial the telephone number of the nearest access point. 

(2) When you hear the high pitched tone, place the telephone 
handset in the receptacles at the rear of the terminal, 
with the earpiece in the right most receptacle. The word 
"cord" appears on some terminals adjacent to the re
ceptacle which receives the handset mouthpiece, since 
the telephone cord is at this end of the handset. (On 
some terminals, the two receptacles are on the lefthand 
side. For these models, the telephone earpiece should 
be placed in the rear receptacle.) At this point, the 
"ready" light on the front of the terminal should be 
illuminated. 

(3) Key in the speed identification character which corresponds 
to the terminal operating speed that you have selected, 
and depress the "RETURN" key. Speed identification 
characters are shown in Figure IV-l. 

(4) At this point, the computer should respond 

CSS ONLINE -

In reply, key in 

LINK M168 userid 

Operating Speed 
(Characters Per Second) 

10 
15 
30 

Speed Identification 
Character 

S 
Y 
o 

*Rates in effect in January 1977 

Figure IV-l 

TERMINAL OPERATING SPEEDS 
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(5 ) 

(6 ) 

At this point, the computer should respond 

PASSWORD: 
.. ala.UUU! 

In reply, key in your password. 

At this point, the computer should respond 

A/C INFO: 

:::. 

In reply, key in up to 16 non-blank characters of account 
information in two eight character fields separated by a 
blank. This information can be used to provide a separate 
accounting of data processing charges for separate tasks, 
since the NCSS invoices provide a breakdown of charges 
for each unique identifier specified as "A/C INl!'O" during 
the billing period. 

(7) At this point, the computer should respond by printing 

system messages 
M168 READY AT time-of-day ON date 
CSS.301 10/23/76 
time-of-day ::.. 

(8) At this point, the process of logging-on is complete, and 
any NCSS/hypercube command may be entered. (See Figure E-l 
for a guide to the operations that can be performed at this 
point. ) 

d. Logging-off of the NCSS sys~em 

The following procedure is used to log-off of the NCSS 
system: 

(1) After the computer has printed 

time-of-day :::. 

kex' in 

LOGOFF 

(2) The computer should respond 

xx.xx ARUls, x.xx CONNECT HRS 
LOGGED OFF AT time-of-day ON date 

and the "ready" light on the terminal should go out. 
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(3) At this point, the telephone can be disconnected from 
the terminal. Approximate session charges can be com
puted by multiplying the number of ARUls by $0.20, the 
connect hours by the hourly connect charge corresponding 
to the operating speed being used (see Figure IV-I), 
and summing the results. (Rates given were those in 
effect in January 1977.) 

Figure IV-2 contains a sample terminal session in which a user 
with userid "HERCULES" logs on and off the NCSS system using a 
terminal with an operating speed of 30 characters per second. 
Approximate session charges are 

(0.2)x(2.42) + (13.00)x(.01) = $0.62 

Figure IV-3 contains a sample log for recording computer 
usage. 

e. Dealing with routine problems 

Following is a partial list of problems that may occur 
during terminal sessions, and procedures that should be followed 
when these problems arise: 

(1) Logging on 

(a) ~elephone access number busy - Occasionally, a "busy signal" 
is received when the NCSS access number is dialed. This in
dicates that all telephone lines into the computer are 
currently in use. This is most likely to occur during 
mid-morning or mid-afternoon when system usage is heaviest. 

When this occurs, dial an alternate access number if there 
is one for your location, or else hang up and wait several 
minutes before redialing. 

(b) NCSS system "down il 
- Periodically, the NCSS system may be 

unavailable because of equipment failure, or because the 
system has been shut down for the day. (This latter 
condition is rare, however, since the current (January 1977) 
schedule calls for system operations at all times except 
4:00 a.m. - 5:00 a.m., Eastern time, daily.) Depending on 
your location, this may cause the computer to not answer 
when the NCSS access number is dialed, or to respond 

M168 UNAVAILABLE 
LINK 
~ 

after the LINK command has been entered. In either case, 
hang up and wait several minutes before redialing. 
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DATE LOG-ON LOG-OFF ACTIVITY VPU 

Figure IV-3 

SAMPLE LOG FOR RECORDING COMPUTER USAGE 
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(c) Entering the "LINK" command during the log-on process 
If an error is made while keying in the "LINK" command 
when logging-on, the computer may respond 

or 

HOST NOT VALID 
LINK 
.::. 

INVALID ID 
LINK 
CSS ONLINE -
.:::. 

depending on the error made. When this occurs, reenter 
the entire "LINK" command. 

(d) Entering your password - If an error is made in entering 
the password, the computer will respond 

PASSWORD INCORRECT 
PASSWORD: 

When this occurs, reenter the password. If an error is 
made in reentering the password, the computer will respond 

LOGGED OFF AT time-of-day ON date 

and the telephone line will be disconnected. When this 
occurs, the entire log-on process must be repeated. 

(2) During a terminal session 

(a) Disconnected communication line - When terminal operations 
are interrupted by a disconnected telephone line, the user 
is not automatically logged-off the system for 10 minutes. 
This is significant for two reasons. First, the user is 
charged for the additional 10 minutes of connect time. More 
importantly, the interrupted activity can be resumed if the 
user reconnects his terminal to the NCSS system within 10 
minutes; otherwise, the results of the interrupted operation 
are lost. The following procedure is used to reconnect to 
the system: 

(i) Repeat the logging-on process. 

(ii) The computer should respond 

USER ON BUT DISCONNECTED 
HIT RETURN OR ENTER 'CONNECT' OR 'KILL' 
.::. 
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(iii) In reply, key in 

CONNECT 

to resume previous operation, or 

KILL 

to terminate the previous operation. 

(b) NCSS system failure - if the computer goes down in the 
middle of an operation, the results of all activities 
since the last time the computer printed the time-of-day 
are lost and cannot be recovered. This condition is 
distlnguished from a communication failure in that one 
of the computer responses described in (1) (b) above will 
result when you attempt to reconnect. 
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V. Input r~ 

1. Data Requirements 

In order to use the hypercube programs to design police 

patrol beats (referred to as "districts ll in the remainder of 

this report) three types of input data are specified: geo

graphic/call volume data describing the jurisdiction of interest 

(referred to below as a IIregionll), data describing the various 

important features of patrol operations (termed the "district 

plan ll ) in the region, and supplementary items used to modify 

other input data, as well as hypercube output. Each type of 

data can be further categorized as IIrequired" or "optional. 1I 

Required data must be measured or estimated by the user, and 

supplied to the programs in an appropriate format. (Data input 

is discussed in Chapter VI.) On the other hand, the user need 

not provide any or all of the optional data items. In some 

cases, failure to specify a particular data item will mean that 

certain hypercube output statistics will not be calculated. In 

other cases, the computer will assume a value for'omitted data 

items and calculate various performance measures as if the user 

had explicitly specified that value. Such assumed values are 

termed "defaults.1I Users should be aware of the hypercube 

defaults and assumptions being made to ensure that they are 

realistic in light of actual patrol operations. The various 

input data items are briefly discussed below. Table D-3 

classifies each item according to whether it is required or 

optional. Units of measure, applicable defaults and assumptions, 
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and restrictions on the data items are also surrunarized. 

a. Geographic/call volume data 

For any given beat design problem, the geographic/call 

volume data are independent of the pa.rticular district con-

figuration and patrol operations specified. Consequently, 

they need not be modified when new beat designs are examined. 

Geographic/call volume data include the following: 

o Reporting area - the jurisdiction of interest must be 
partitioned into reporting areas smaller than a district 
(ideally, there should be between 6 and 12 reporting 
areas for each district); these areas are given unique 
numeric identifiers. If a police department does not 
have reporting areas, other existing geographic systems 
such as census blocks or tax districts can be used. 

o Location of the geographic center of each reporting 
area-(x,y) coordinates for each area can be measured 
by superimposing a rectangular coordinate system on 
a city ;,,'>1;>. 

o Size of each reporting area in square miles - can be 
estimated using a system of grid lines superimposed on 
a city map. 

o Relative volume of calls for service in each reporting 
area - The expected proportion of calls for service in 
each reporting area during the watch, days of the week, 
and season of year for which the new district plan will 
be used. Either proportions or actual numbers of calls 
expected can be used. 

o Patrolled street miles in each reporting aFea - if 
actual data is unavailable, the number of street miles 
can be approximated by multiplying the size of each 
reporting area by 35, for most cities. 

b. Data describing patrol operations, dispatch policies, 
district configuration, etc. 

The following data items are used to describe the patrol 

operations in the region: 
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o Travel speeds - separate travel speeds can be specified 
for units on preventive patrol and for units responding 
to calls for service. In addition, separate' response 
speeds can be specified for units travelling in the 
direction of the x- and Y-coordinate axes used to measure 
the geographic centers of reporting areas. Travel speeds 
can usually be estimated using data on the distance 
travelled and the time from dispatch to arrival. Re
sponse speeds can also be used to calibrate the model 
so that the hypercube program's travel time estimates 
agree fairly well with department estimates of the 
average time between the dispatch of a unit and that 
unit's arrival at the incident location. To use the 
response speed to calibrate the model to reproduce the 
department's estimate of region-wide travel time, the 
hypercube program must be run once for the current 
district configuration using an arbitrary response 
speed, say 10 m.p.h. Region-wide average travel time 
will be calculated as part of the program's perfor
mance statistics. If the hypercube is rerun using a 
response speed of 

10 x (region-wide average travel time) / (empirical 
average travel time) 

then the program's estimate of region-wide average 
travel time should agree with the department's 
empirical estimate of the average travel time. 

o Dispatch policy - the dispatch policy is defined by 
specifying how accurately a dispatcher knows the loca
tion of each response u~it and each call, whether the 
district· car is preferred over a closer available unit, 
and whether calls are queued when no units are avail
able. This information must be obtained by interviewing 
dispatchers and other field operations personnell and 
by studying dispatchers' decisions when confronted with 
various field situations. Specification of the dispatch 
policy is discussed in more detail in Chapter VI. 

o District configuration - a listing of the reporting 
areas included in each district. 

o ?reventive patrol factors - the relative distribution 
of each unit's preventive patrol time among the re
porting areas in its district. 

o Average service time - average amount of time required 
to complete a call for service, including travel time, 
time spent on-scene, and administrative follow-up time 
(e.g., report writing) in minutes. Separate service 
times for each unit can be specified. 
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o Average call for service rate (in calls/hour). 

o Non-call-for-service (non-cfs) workload - the average 
number of minutes per hour that units spend on non
call-for-service work which makes them unavailable for 
dispatch to calls for service. 

c. Supplementary data used to modify hypercube input and output 

The following items are used by the hypercube programs to 

modify geographic and patrol input data, to modify the programs' 

output, and to perform internal calculations (e.g., travel times): 

o Proportionality constant 1..l3ed in computing intra
reporting area travel times - see Section 111.7. 

o Inter-reporting area travel times - the average time 
required to travel between pairs of reporting areas. 

o Scaling factor used to convert x,y coordinates to 
miles. 

o Title of the district plan - a descriptive title used 
as heading information in the hypercube output. 

o Glossary - terms to be used in hypercube output to 
refer to response units, districts, calls for service, 
reporting areas, and travel times. 

2. Storage of Input Data 

In time-sharing operations, data are stored in on-line 

disk storage units for later retrieval by both the user and by 

computer programs which use the data as input. Disk storage 

"compartments" which contain collections of data are termed 

"files." Hypercube input data are stored in two types of 

files: region files and district plan files. Region files 

contain the geographic and call volume data for a single 

jurisdiction, while district plan files contain both the data 

describing patrol operations and the supplementary data described 

above. Each file is referred to by a unique, user-defined name 
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which can be any combination of one to eight non-blank characters. 

Descriptive file names which give an indication of the file's 

contents (e.g., "PRECNTl" for the region file for the first 

precinct, or "DAYl" for the district plan file for the day watch 

in precinct 1) are recommended. In addition, users should 

keep a log showing the names and contents of their files since 

eight ch.aracter names tend to be somel-that cryptic. (See 

Figure D-2 for a sample file log.) 

3. Format of Region and District Plan Files 

a. Region files 

Region files are comprised of individual lines or "records" 
which are 80 characters in length. The first such record con
tains the number, R, of reporting areas in the region, right 
justified in the first seven columns. This is followed by R 
records (one for each reporting area) which can contain a 
reporting area identifier {right-justified in columns 1-7', 
·the x-coordinate of the reporting area's geographic center 
(right-justified in columns 8-14), it's y-coordinate (right
justified in columns 15-21), the size of the reporting area in 
square miles (right-justified in columns 22-28), a measure of 
the reporting area's relative workload (right-justified in 
columns 29-35), and the number of patrolled street miles in 
the reporting area (right justified in columns 36-42). A 
sample region file is shown in Figure V-I. 

b. District plan files 

District plan files are much less "regular" in their format 
than are region files. Their contents depend heavily on the 
features specified in the district plan. In general, the format 
is similar to that used for the data decks described in 
"Hypercube Queuing Model: User's Manual" (R-l.688/2-HUD) although 
differences do exist. These differences are discussed in 
Chapter VI. A sample district plan file is shown in Figure V-2. 

4. NCSS Commands Used for Managing Region and District Plan 
Files 

This section discusses commands that can be used on the 

NCSS system to perform certain management functions associated 
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o Travel speeds - separate travel speeds can be specified 
for units on preventive patrol and for units responding 
to calls for service. In addition, separate' response 
speeds can be specified for units travelling in the 
direction of the X- and Y-coordinate axes used to measure 
the geographic centers of reporting areas. Travel speeds 
can usually be estimated using data on the distance 
travelled and the time from, dispatch to arrival. Re
sponse speeds can also be used to calibrate the model 
so that the hypercube program's travel time estimates 
agree fairly well with department estimates of the 
average time between the dispatch of a unit and that 
unit's arrival at the incident location. To use the 
response speed to calibrate the model to reproduce the 
department's estimate of region-wide travel time, the 
hypercube program must be run once for the current 
district configuration using an arbitrary response 
speed, say 10 m.p.h. Region-wide average travel time 
will be calculated as part of the program's perfor-
mance statistics. If the hypercube is rerun using a 
response speed of 

10 x (region-wide average travel time) I (empirical 
average travel time) 

then the program's estimate of region-wide average 
travel time should agree with the department's 
empirical estimate of the average travel time. 

o Dispatch policy - the dispatch policy is defined by 
specifying how accurately a dispatcher knows the loca
tion of each response ur:tit and each call, whether the 
district· car is preferred over a closer available unit, 
and whether calls are queued when no units are avail
able. This information must be obtained by interviewing 
dispatchers and other field operations personnel, and 
by studying dispatchers' decisions when confronted with 
various field situations. Specification of the dispatch 
policy is discussed in more detail in Chapter VI. 

o District configuration - a listing of the repor,ting 
areas included in each district. 

o ?reventive patrol factors - the relative distribution 
of each unit's preventive patrol time among the re
porting areas in its district. 

o Average service time - average amount of time required 
to complete a call for service, including travel time, 
time spent on-scene, and administrative follow-up time 
(e. g'. , report writing) in minutes. Separate service 
times for each unit can be specified. 
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SAMPLE DISTRICT PLAN FILE 
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with files. Commands for creating and modifying region and 

district plan files are uiscussed in the next chapter. 

a. Listing the names of files 

In order to obtain a listing of the names of your stored 

files, enter the command 

LISTF 

after the computer has printed 

time-of-day:::' 

To list only the names of region and district plan files, enter 

LISTF * DATA 

and to list only the names of output files (discussed in Chapter 
VIII), enter 

LISTF * LISTING 

Figure V-3 illustrates the usage of the "LISTF" command. The 
computer responds to the "LISTF" command by listing file names, 
file types (i.e., "data" for region and district plan files, 
and "listing" for output files), file modes ("P" for region, 
district plan, and output files), and the number of items 
(i.e., the number of 80 character records). 

b. Changing the name of a file 

To change the name of a region or district plan file, 
enter the command 

ALTER oldname DATA P newname * * 
To change the name of an output file, enter 

ALTER oldname LISTING P newname * * 

In both cases, the computer will respond by printing the time
of-day. 

c. Listing the contents of a file 

To list the contents of a region or district plan file, 
enter the command 

PRINTF filename DATA 
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SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "LISTF" COMMAND 
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Listing of output files is discussed in Chapter VIII. Note that 
the listings of the sample region and district plan files in 
Figures V-.l and V-2 were produced using the "PRINTF" command. 

d. Deleting files 

Files are erased using the "DELETE" command. Unlike the 
commands discussed previously, the user enters only the command 
name after the computer prints the time-of-day. The computer 
then prompts the user for the additional information it needs 
to identify the files to be deleted. The "DELETE" command is 
therefore an example of "interactive" data processing in which 
the user and the computer converse in the English language 
rather than in a highly technical programming language. Similar 
interaction characterizes much of the hypercube system. An 
example of how the "DELETE" command is used is shown in Figure 
V-4. 
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SAMPLE PRINTOUT Ir,LUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "DELETE" COMMAND 
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VI. Creating and Modifying Region and District Plan Files 

This c.tapter discusses procedures for creating and modify-

ing region and district plan files, and describes various commands 

which facilitate these procedures. 

1. Region Files 

Region files are created and/or modified using the "NEWREG," 
"MODREG," and "CORREG" commands* described below. These commands 
can be entered whenever the computer prints the time-of-day. 

a. "NEWREG" command - the "NEWREG" command is used to create 
a new region file. Use of the "NEWREG" command involves 
the inpu.tting of geog:raphic and (optionally) call volume 
data in the format described in Chapter V. To invoke the 
command, enter 

NEWREG 

after the computer prints the time-of-day. The computer 
will then ask the user to supply a name to be given to the 
region file being created. After this information has 
been entered, the computer will respond 

EDIT 
NEW FILE. 
INPUT: 
:::. 

In reply, key in the number of reporting areas in the 
region, right justified·in columns 1-7 following the ":::'''. 
On the next line, the user can** key in the numeric identifier of 

*Users familiar with the "editor" facilities of the time
share system may wish to substitute the "EDIT" command for the 
commands described in this section. 

**Recall that the square mile area and patrolled street miles 
are optional (see Figure D-3). If these data items are not to be 
entered in the region file r blanks must be entered instead. Th,e 
ca.ll volume data can also be omitted and added using the "MODRE'G" 
command described below. 



the first reporting area (right justified in columns 1-7), 
the x-coordinate (in columns 8-14), the y-coordinate (columns 
15-21), the area in square miles (columns 22-28), the call 
volume (columns 29-35), and the number of patrolled street 
miles (columns 36-42), and depress the II RETURN " key. Continue 
keying in the data in the same manner for each of the 
remaining reporting areas. After all data have been entered 
depress the "RETURN" key after the computer has printed 
"~", without entering atiy characters on the line. The 
computer will respond 

EDIT: 
~ 

In reply, key in 

FILE 

At this point, the computer should print a listing of the 
region file that has been created. See Figure VI-l for an 
example of the use of the "NEWREG" command. 

b. "MODREG" command - the "MODREG" command is used to modify 
an existing region file by changing or adding call volume 
data without having to reenter the geographic data. After 
the user has entered 

MODREG 

the computer will prompt him for the name of the existing region 
file that is to be modified, and the name of the new region 
file being created. After this information has been entered, 
the computer will respond 

ENTER WORKLOAD DATA FOR THE FOLLOWING 
REPORTING AREAS: 

and will list the identifier of "each reporting area in the 
region file. Following the "~,, printed after each reporting 
area, key in the appropriate call volume, right justified in 
the first seven columns following the "~". After the data 
have been entered, the user can specify that the new region 
file is to be listed. See Figure VI-2 for an example of how 
the "MODREG" command is used. 

c. "CORREG" command - the "COItREG" command is used to correct 
data that have been erroneously entered or typed in the 
wrong columns in the line. A.fter the "CORREG" command has 
been entered, the computer prompts the user for the 
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SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "NEWREG" COMMAND 
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SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "MODREG" COMMAND 
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name of the region file being corrected. After the file name 
has been entered, the computer will respond 

EDIT: 
::.. 

corrections are then made to individual lines in the region 
file using the following subcommands: 

o IILOCATE II - the IILOCATE" subcommand (which can be 
abbreviated ilL") is used to locate the next line in 
the file which contains a specified sequence of 
characters. The reporting area identifier in the 
line to be corrected is a convenient character se
quence to use. (Note, however, that the reporting 
area identifier should be specified as it appears in 
the region file, even if the identifier is currently 
incorrect.) The IILOCATE II subcommand is invoked by 
keying in 

LOCATE $character sequenceS 

The computer should respond by printing the first 
line found with the specified sequence of characters, 
or EOF if no such line is found. 

o "REPLACE" - the "REPLACE lI subcommand (abbreviated 
i. R") is used to replace the previously located line. 
It is invoked by keying in 

REPLACE newline 

where "newline" is the replacement line, properly 
spaced and separated from the command by a single 
space. To list the new line, enter 

PRINT 

o "INSERT" - the "INSERT" subcommand (abbreviated "I") 
is used to insert a new line of data immediately 
following the previously located line. To use the 
IIINSERT II subcommand, enter 

o 

. INSERT newline 

where II newline II is the insertion line properly spaced 
and s~parated from the command by a single space. 

). 

IIDEI.ETE II - the "DELETEII subcommand (abbreviated 
is used to delete the previously located line. 
the "DELETEII subcommand enter 

DELETE 
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o "TOP" - the "TOP" subcommand is used to move to the 
top of the file. The "TOP" command, invoked simply 
by entering 

TOP 

must be used prior to attempting to locate a line in 
the file which precedes the last line located, since 
the "LOCATE" subcommand searches only those lines 
between the last line located and end of the file. 

After all corrections have been made, key in 

FILE 

to terminate ,the "CORREG" command. An example of the "CORREG" 
command is shown in Figure VI-3. 

The procedure for creating, modifying, and correcting region 
files is schematically summarized in Figure E-2. 

2. District Plan Files 

Unlike region files, dIstrict plan files are somewhat 
irreg'ular in that several different formats must be used to 
represent individual data items within the file. While 'che 
exact columns in which the data are placed are unimportant 
the order in which the data are entered is crucial, as is 
the placement of delimiters such as quotes, blanks, and 
semicolons. In addition, certain combinations of input data 
items are not allowed; and for some items, only certain 
values or ranges of values are permitted. 

In order to facilitate the creation of district plan 
files, the developers of the hypercube software have produced 
a companion program, referred to as the "rnonitor,l1 which 
allows the user to create or modify district plan files in 
a conversational way. The monitor -- not the user -- formats 
the file. In addition, warnings are printed to alert the user 
when he specifies an invalid data value or combination of 
values. The monitor is also capable of providing novice 
users with tutorial explanations of features available and 
user input that is being requested, either by printing the 
explanation at the user's terminal, or by referring him to 
an appropriate explanation in the hypercube user's manual.* 
The disadvantage of using the monitor to create or modify 
district plan files is that for users who thoroughly under
stand the format of district plan files, it is relatively 
expensive. For this reason, users have the option of creating 

*The user's manual referenced is "Hypercube Queuing Model: 
User's Manual," R-1688/2-HUD, July 1975. 
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and modifying district plan files with or without the assistance 
of the monitor. 

a. Creating and modifying district plan files using the monitor 

In order to use the monitor program to create or modify a 
a district plan file, the amount of available core storage 
(i.e., the area in which programs are loaded, variables and 
intermediate results are stored, and calculations are per
formed) must be increased. This is done by entering the command 

SET CORE 384 

after the c0mputer prints the time-of-day. The computer should 
respond 

css.301 11/03/76 
tirne-of-day~ 

At this point, one of the following c'ommands can be entered to 
invoke the monitor program: 

o "MONITNEW" command - the "MONITNEW" command is used to 
create a new district plan file. Use of this command 
will require the .. user to specify all required data 
items (see Figure D-3) including patrol and di~patch 
policies and a district configuration (i.e., an assign
ment of each reporting area in the region to one or more 
districts). This is in contrast to the "MONITOLD" 
command described below which enables the user to 
retain features contained in an existing district plan 
file without having to reenter all of the information. 
After the "MONITNEW" command has been entered, the 
user is asked to supply the name of an existing 
region file containing geographic and call volume data 
for the jurisdiction of interest, and a hame to be 
given to the district plan file being created. When 
this information has been entered, the computer should 
respond 

EXECUTION: 
NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 
MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE I?'. 
explanatory informatic;n 
ENTER COMMAND: 

At this point, any of tbe monitor subcomroands discu$sed 
below can be entered. 
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o "MONITOLD" command - the "MONITOLD" command is used 
to create a new district plan file by modifying the 
contents of an existing district plan file. After 
the command has been entered, the user is asked to 
supply the name of the existing district plan file 
being modified, as well as the names of the appropriate 
region file and the new district plan file to be 
created. After this information has been entered, 
the computer responds as described above for the 
II MONITNEWII command. Any monitor subcommand can then 
be entered. 

Once the point at which the computer prints 

ENTER COMMAND: 

is reached, the user begins communicating with the monitor, 
rath~r than with the NCSS system. until the user terminates 
execution of the monitor program by entering the IIKLII command 
(described in Chapter IV) or the appropriate monitor subcom-
mand, NCSS/hypercube commands are not recognized by the com
puter. Rather, the user must enter one of the following when 
the computer prompts him for a response (by printing "~II): 

o a monitor subco~~and if the computer's last request 
was "ENTER COMMAND:II; 

o the data item(s) requested by the computer; 

o "?II to obtain a more detailed explanation of the 
information that the computer has requested; or 

o IIQ" to terminate the last command entered. (In 
some cases, IIQ" is not a valid response, and the 
computer will so inform the user.) 

The monitor subcommands are briefly discussed below.* These 
subcommands have been grouped according to the functions they 
perform. 

(1) Subcon~ands used to describe patrol and response 
activities 

*Emphasis is placed on describing the uses of each sub
command, and on providing information not readily available as 
part of the monitor's tutorial capabilities. The use of many of 
the sub commands is illustrated in the sample terminal session in 
Appendix B. 
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o "CONFIG" subcommand - the "CONFIG" subcommand is used 
to specify or modify the district configuration. Dis
tricts are created by assigning a numeric identifier 
(32767 or less) to the district, and listing the re
porting areas in the district. Since terminal input 
is limited to 80 characters, all reporting areas must 
be listed on a single line if possible. If this is not 
possible, only as many reporting areas as can be speci
fied in SO characters should be listed initially, with 
the remainder added later (also using the "CONFIG" 
command). To create an overlay district (i.e., a dis
trict that completely overlaps one or more previously 
created districts), assign a unique numeric identifier 
to the new district and when the computer prompts the 
user with 

REPORTING AREAS: 

enter 

OVERLAY list 

(which can be abbreviated "OV") where "list" is a list 
of the existing districts that are to be overlaid. 
The district configuration can also be modified using 
the "CONFIG" subcommand by adding, deleting, or com
bining districts, adding or deleting reporting areas 
from a district, and transferring reporting areas from 
one district to another. Preventive patrol factors 
can also be modified. 

o "SPEED" subcommand - the "SPEED" subcommand is used to 
specify or modify the speed of patrol units when respon
ding to calls for service. Separate speeds can be 
specified for travel in the direction of the X- and 
Y- coordinate axes used to measure the geographic 
centers of reporting areas. If the user enters 

SPEED X 

or 

SPEED Y 

the computer prompts him for an x-directional or y
directional response speed, respectively. If the 
user enters 

SPEED XY 
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he is prompted for a respons~ speed to apply to travel 
in both the x and y direction. If the user enters 

SPEED 

he is prompted for both an x- and y-directional response 
speed if an individual x-speed has previously been 
specified, or for a single response speed otherwise. 

o "PATROL" subcommand - the "PATROL" subcommand is used 
to specify or modify the speed of response units when 
on preventive patrol. The patrol speed is used to 
calculate the frequency of preventive patrol passings. 
A patrol speed should be specified only if data on 
patrolled street miles have been included in the region 
file. To specify a patrol speed, enter 

PATROL patrol-speed 

where "patrol-speed" is the effective patrol speed in 
miles per hour. To remove the specification of a 
patrol speed in the district plan file, enter 

PATROL 0 

(2) Subcommands used to specify unit workloads 

o "WORKLOAD" subcommand - the "WORKLOAD" subcommand is 
used to specify or modify the average number of calls 
for service per hour and the average service time, in 
minutes, pe.r call. After i:he subcommand has been enter
ed, the computer prompts the user for the number of 
workload levels for which the hypercube program is to 
compute performance measures, the average service time, 
the (lowest) number of calls per hour for which perform
ance measures are to be computed, and, if more than one 
workload level is specified, an incremental call ar
rival rate used to compute the second and subsequent 
workload levels. 

o "VST If subcommand - the "VST" subcommand is used to 
speci'fy or modify average service times for the indi
vidual response units. In addition, it is used to list 
existing variable service times. After the subcommand 
has been entered, the computer prompts the user for 
an option number: option 1 is used to list the service 
times, and option 2 is used to enter or modify the var
iable service times. When option 2 is specified, the 
the user is further prompted for the service times 
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(one for each unit). Depressing the "RETURN" key at 
this point without entering any service times elimin
ates all variable service times. Note that when vari
able service times are specified or modified, the aver
age service time is recalculated as the average of the 
variable service times. Similarly, when variable ser
vice times have been specified and the "WORKLOAD" com
mand is used to modify the average service time, 
the variable service times are scaled such that their 
average is the same as the specified average service 
time. 

o "ADJUST" subcommand - the "ADJUST" subcommand is used 
to adjust the call rate to account for multiple unit 
dispatches and/or non-call-for-service workload which 
causes units to be unavailable for dispatch to a call 
for service. If the user wants to adjust for multiple 
unit dispatches, he is prompted for the fraction of 
calls requiring two or more units and the average ser
vice time for the first, second, etc. dispatched unit. 
If the user wants to adjust the call rate to account 
for non-call-for-service workload, he is prompted for 
the average number of minutes a response unit spends on 
non-call-for-service work per hour. Note that the ad
justments made depend on the number of units, the call 
rate, and the average service time. Therefore, these 
variables should not be changed after the "ADJUST" 
command has been used. 

If calls arriving when all units are busy are queued, care 
must be taken in specifying workload data. In particular, if 
the highest call arrival rate and average service time speci
fied as a result of using the "WORKLOAD," "VST," and "ADJUST" 
commands are such that* 

(highest call rate)x(average service time)~(number 
of units) 

the queue is said to be "saturated." In such cases, the hy
percube program is unable to compute performance measures. 
Consequently 1 when the monitor prints a warning indicating 
that the queue will be saturated, the user should increase 
the number of units by defining additional districts, decrease 
the hig"hest call arrival rate or average service time, or 
specify that calls are not to be queued. 

*The symbol ":.." is read "is greater than." 
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(3) Subcomma.nds used to specify the dispatch policy 

o "POLICY" subcommand - the "POLICY" subcommand is 
used to specify which of five dispatch policies 
available in the hypercube model most accurately 
describes the selection process used by dispatchers 
in assigning a response unit to a call for service. 
The dispatcher's selection process usually depends 
heavily on which unit he "perceives" to be closest 
to the call for service. This perception depends 
on how accurately he knows the location of calls and 
cars and how he estimates travel times. Consequent
ly, the five available dispatch policies differ ac
cording to the dispatcher's knowledge of car and 
call locations: 

-- SCM (Strict Center of Mass) - the SCM policy assumes 
that the dispatcher has minimal knowledge of both 
car and call locations. Regarding the call, the 
dispatcher assumes that it is located exactly ,in the 
center of the district from which it has originated, 
where "center" is 'defined in terms of the geographic 
distribution of arriving calls. Regarding the car, 
the dispatcher assumes that it too is centrally 
located in its district, vlhere "center" in this case 
is defined by the car's preventive patrol habits. 
Travel distance is measured from car center to call 
center~ 

--- ESCM (Expected Strict Center of Mass) - the ESCM 
policy assumes that the dispatcher IS slightly more 
familiar than under SCM with the geographic distribu
tion of incoming calls in each district, and with 
the district cars' patrol patterns when on preven
tive patrol. While ,the dispatcher knows neither 
the call or car locations exactly, he is able to use 
his knowledge of their usual locations to estimate 
more accurately the average travel distance (or 
travel time) for each car when responding to calls 
in each of the districts. He does this by intuitive
ly averaging travel distances from each reporting 
area in which the car may be located, when it gets 
the aSSignment, to each reporting area from which 
the call might originate. 
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-- MCM (Modified Center of Mass) - the MCM policy as
sumes that the dispatcher always imagines an avail
able response unit to be located exactly at the center 
of its district, where center is defined by the car's 
preventive patrol habits. Regarding the call loca
tion, however, the dispatcher knows its reporting 
area (he assumes that the scene of the incident is 
at the center of the reporting area). Because most 
dispatchers become familiar with street addresses 
in their dispatching areas, but have Ijr.tle location 
information about cars on patrol, MCM is probably 
the best model of a manual dispatch operation manned 
by reasonably experienced dispatchers. 

--EMCM (Expected Modified Center of Mass) - The EMCM pol
icy assumes even more knowledgeable and capable dis
patchers than are assumed under 'MCM. Like MCM, a 
dispatcher knows the reporting area from which each 
call originates. Regarding the car's location, how
ever, the dispatcher uses his knowledge of its preven
tive patrol patterns to average the travel distance 
(or time) from each reporting area in which the car 
might be patrolling to the call's reporting area. 
This gives the most accurate travel distance (or 
time) estimate of the four policies thus far described 
for selecting the car best able to respond to the 
call at hand. Consequently, EMCM represents the most 
sophisticated type of manual dispatching operation 
when the true positions of the patrol units are un
known. 

--AVL (Automatic Vehicle Location) - The AVL policy 
assumes that the dispatcher knows not only the re
porting area from which each call originates, but 
also the reporting area in which each car is located. 
The exact travel distance can then be calculated from 
the center of the car'p reporting area to the center 
of the call's reporting area. 

Figure ,7I-4 summarizes the dispatch policies in terms of 
the dispatcher's knowledqe of call and car locations. 

o "COMPARE" subcommand - the "COMPARE" subcommand is 
also used to specify AVL dispatching. When AVL dis
patching is specifi.ed using the "COMPARE" subcommand, 
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dispatch 
calls to 
would be 
dispatch 
command. 
command, 

error probabilities (i.e., the fraction of 
which other than the closest available unit 
dispatched) are also computed assuming the 
policy specified using the "POLICY" sub-

To cancel the effect of the "COMPARE" sub
"COMPARE" is entered a second time. 

o "QUEUE" subcommand - the "QUEUE" subcommand is used 
to specify the procedure used for handling calls for 
service which arrive when all units are unavailable. 
Users may specify one of two alternatives: calls 
may be queued until a response unit becomes available, 
or calls may be assigned to a backup unit (e.g., 
detectives, traffic car, etc.) not explicitly rep
resented in the district plan other than by noting 
their presence. (Procedures in which some calls 
are queued and others are assigned to backup units 
are not .representable.) If calls are queued, they 
aLe dispatched to response units on a first-arrived, 
first-served basis with no consideration given to 
call priority. If calls are assigned to backup units, 
it is assumed that enongh backup units are available 
to avoid all queuing of calls for service, and that 
backup units never_turn over an assigned call to a 
response unit. Use of backup units have the effect 
of decreasing the workload of district cars. Data 
on the workload of backup units, other than the 
fraction of calls they handle, are not available. 

o "FRST" subcommand - the "FRST" subcommand is used 
to specify whether the district car is to be dis
patched to calls for service in its district whenever 
it is available, regardless of whether the dispatcher 
perceives another unit to be closer to the call. 
Specification that the district car is to be given 
first preference for dispatch to calls in its district 
is ignored when the AVL dispatch policy is used. 
If district car first is specified, and districts 
overlap, it is the lowest numbered unit (i.e., the 
one specified first in the district plan file) whose 
district contains the call that is given first dis
patch preference. 
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o 

o 

o 

"FRONT" subcommand - the "PRONT" subcommand is sim
ilar to the "FRST" subcommand in that it is used to 
specify that a particular unit is to be assigned 
first dispatch preference in certain reporting areas. 
Unlike the "FRST" subcommand, the user is prompted 
for the unit identifier and a list of reporting areas 
which must be entered in 80 characters or less. If 
all reporting areas to which the unit is to be dis
patched first cannot be entered in 80 characters, 
then the "FRONT" subcoltunand must be reused to enter 
additional reporting areas. Assignments of first 
dispatch preferences to a unit are removed by using 
the "FRONT" subcommand and depressing the "RETURN" 
key when prompted for the list of reporting areas. 
Note that if district car first is specified, and the 
"FRONT" subcommand is used to assign first dispatch 
preference to a non-district car in some reporting 
areas, then two or more cars will be equally preferred 
by the dispatcher in these reporting areas. In this 
case, calls in these reporting areas are split evenly 
among these units when more than one are available. 
The "FRONT" subcommand should not be used if AVL 
dispatching is to be used. 

"BACK" subconmand - the "BACK" subcommand is used 
to assign la~t dispatch preference to a particular 
unit in certain reporting areas (i.e., to specify 
that the unit is to be dispatched to calls in those 
reporting areas only if it is the only unit available). 
After entering the subcommand, the uzer is prompted 
for the unit identifier and a list of reporting areas 
which must be entered in 80 characters or less. 
Assignments of last dispatch preference to a. unit 
are removed by using the "BACK" subcommand and de
pressing the "RETURN\! key when prompted for the list 
of reporting areas. The \!BACK" subcommand should 
not be used if AVL dispatching is to be used. 

"MIDDLE" subcommand - the hypercube program computes 
a "cost" associated with dispatching each unit to 
~dlls for service in each reporting area. These 
costs are related to expected travel tim(:ls from car 
to call locations, and depend on the user specified 
dispatch policy and preventive patrol factors. The 
"MIDDLE" subcommand is used to replace selected com
puted costs with user specified costs which must be 
between 0 and 999. (Dispatch costs are s,et to 0 
when first dispatch preferences are specified using 
the "FRST" or "FRONT" subcommands, and to 999 when 
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last dispatch preferences are specified using the 
II BACK II subcommand.) After entering the command, the 
user is prompted for the unit identifier, a dispatch 
cost, and a list of reporting areas (80 characters 
or less) to which the specified cost of dispatching 
that unit ie to apply. To cancel all previous speci
fications of dispatch costs for a unit, depress the 
IIRETURN II key when prompted for the list of reporting 
areas. The IIMIDDLE" subcommand can be used to speci
fy arbitrary fixed preference dispatch policies. 
It should not. be used if AVL dispatching is to be 
used. 

The monitor places no restrictions on the reporting areas 
specified when using the IIFRONT," "BACK," and "MIDDLE" sub
commands. As a result, conflicting specifications can re
sult (e.g., a unit might be assigned both first and last 
dispatch preference in a reporting area). When this occurs 
specifications from the "MIDDLEII subcommand take precedence 
over those from the "BACK " "FRONT " and "FRST" subcommands , , . , 
while specifications from the "BACK" subcommand take prece
dence over those from the "FRONT" and "FRST" subcommands. 

(4) Subcommands used to modify hypercube input, output, 
and assumptions 

o "D_SCALE" subcommand - in order to use the x, y 
coordinates of reporting area centers, the hyper
cube program must convert the coordinates in the 
region file to miles. The "D SCALE" subcommand is 
used to specify the scaling factor by which the 
coordinates must be multiplied to convert them to 
miles. To specify this factor, enter the subcommand 
followed by the scaling factor. For example, if the 
coordinates in the region file are measured in units 
of one-tenth mile, enter 

D SCALE 0.10 

If the coordinates in the region file are already 
measured in miles, the "D SCALE" subcommand need 
not be used. 

o "TXOV" subcommand - as discussed in Chapter III, the 
x,y coordinates of reporting area centers are used 
in computing inter-reporting area travel times using 
the manhattan distance metric. If, because of bar
riers to travel, the use of the manhattan metric 
produces unrealistic estimates of the travel time 
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between selected pairs of reporting areas, the II TXOVII 
subcommand can be used to specify actual travel times 
directly. After entering the subcommand, the user 
is prompted to 

ENTER TRIPLETS: 

To specify the travel time from reporting area 14 
to reporting area 211, for example, enter 

14 211 travel-time 

where IItravel-time" is the user's estimate of the 
travel time in minutes. Note that the hypercube 
program does not assume that the travel time from 
area 211 to area 14 is the same as the travel time 
from area 14 to area 211. To specify travel times 
for both directions, enter 

14 211 travel-time 211 14 travel-time 

To modify a previously entered travel time estima'te, 
reuse the "TXOV" subcommand specifying the appro
priate pair of reporting areas and the new travel time. 
To remove all travel times previously specified using 
the "TXOV ll subcommand, enter 

TXOV DELETE 

or 

TXOV D 

o IICORTM II subcommand - the IICORTM" subcommand is used 
to specify the constant of proportionality used by 
the hypercube program to compute intra-reporting 
area travel times (see Chapter III). To specify a 
constant, enter 

CORT~l constant 

If the user does not specify a constant using the 
"CORTMII subcommand, zero is assumed (i.e., all intra
reporting area travel times will be zero). If the 
region file does not contain data on the size of re
porting areas, the IICORTM II subcommand should not be 
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used. A commonly specified value of CORTM is 0.667; 
for increased values of intra-reporting area travel 
times use a larger value for CORTM (and, correspond
ingly, a lower value for decreased times.) 

o "TITLE" subcommand - the "TITLE" subconunand is used 
to specify up to 50 characters of information to be 
printed as heading information in the hypercube out
put. Suggested information items to include in the 
title are the region and watch being analyzed, the 
date, distinguishing features of the district plan, 
etc. Ncte that the title specified is completely 
independent of the names given to the region and 
district plan files. 

o IIGLOSSARY" subcommand - the "GLOSSARY" subcommand 
can be used to specify terminology to be used in the 
hypercube output to refer to districts, reporting 
areas, response units, travel times, and calls for 
service. For example, a user may specify that the 
output is to refer to "beats" rather than "districts." 
After entering the subcommand, the user is prompted 
for the number of the option he wants to use. Options 
are available for listing the glossary, terminating 
the "GLOSSARY" subcommand, and entering or changing 
'R DIST,' 'ATOM,' 'R UNIT,' "T COST,' 'CFS,' 'NM DIST,' 
and 'NM UNIT' which are used in-the subcommand as
generic-names for referring to the various terms 
that can be modified. These options are summarized 
in Figure VI-5. Note that both 'R UNIT' and 'NM UNIT' 
refer to "response units," and both' 'R DIST' and-
'NM DIST' refer to "district." The difference is that 
terms specified for 'NM UNIT' and 'NM DIST' are used 
to refer to particular units and districts in the 
hypercube output and are limited to eight characters 
or less, whereas 'R UNIT' and 'R DIST' are used to 
refer to units and distric,ts in general and are limi t
ed to 18 and 8 characters or less, respectively. 
Figure VI~-6 illustrates how the terms specified in 
the glossary affect the hypercube output. 

(5) Subcommands used to specify which of the available 
hypercube output tahles are to be generated 

The hypercube program is capable of generating voluminous 
amounts of output. Some of the tables produced may not be 
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option Generic Name Maximum Length Default 
Modified (No. of Characters) Definition 

2 'R DIST' 8 DISTRICT 

3 'ATOM' 8 ATOM 

4 'R UNIT' 18 RESPONSE UNIT 

5 'T COST' 18 TRAVEL TIME 

6 'CFS' 18 CALLS FOR SERVICE 

7 'NM UNIT' 8 UNIT 

8 'NM DIST' 8 DIST 

1 option used to list the current glossary 

9 Option used to terminate the "GLOSSARY" subcommand 

Figure VI-5 

OPTIONS OF THE "GLOSSARY" SUBCOMMAND 
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Glossary items are underlined in this table. Asterisks in 
these items have been used to represent the length and 
position of the terms in the output. 

Figure VI-6 

SAMPLE HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING THE USE OF GLOSSARY TERMS* 
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of interest to many users. Other tables will not change 
from one run to the next unless certain features of the 
district plan are changed. For this reason, several subcom
mands are available for specifying whether the various tables 
are to be produced. These subcommands are summarized in 
Table VI-l. 

Conceptually, the production of each table can be viewed 
as being controlled by a switch: when the switch is "on," 
the table is produced, and when the switch is "off," the 
table is not produced. The subcommands shown in Table VI-I 
have the effect of "flipping" the appropriate switch. For 
example, if the district plan specifies that the table of 
dispatch costs is not to De printed when the "PRNT COST" 
subcommand is used, the plan is changed to specify-that the 
table is to be printed. 

In addition, the following subcommands can be used to modify 
several switches simultaneously: 

o "PRN':e.". ALL " subcommand - the "PRNT ALL" subcommand is 
used to turn all switches "on" except the one control
ling the printing of the table of inter-reporting area 
travel times. 

o ~'BO_P~NT" subcommand - the II NO-PRNTII subcommand is 
1+sed to turn al: swi,tches 1I0ff" except the one control
ling the printing of the table of inter-reporting 
area travel times. 

Note that until the user specifies otherwise, all switches 
are off. In this case, only tables showing region, unit, 
and district performance measures are generated. (These 
tables are always produced and cannot be suppressed.) 

(6) Subcommands used to list information contained in the 
district plan file 

o "PRINTDIST" subcommand - the "PRINTDIST" subcommand 
is used to list the district configuration specified 
in the plan (i.e., a list is printed showing which 
reporting areas are contained in each district). 
Preventive patrol factors can also be listed. 

o "INSPECT" subcommand - the "INSPECT" subcommand is 
used to list reporting areas in the region file that 
have not been assigned to any district, and to list 
reporting areas contained in more than one district. 
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Table VI-I 

SUBCOMMANDS USED TO CONTROL THE PRINTING OF HYPERCUBE OUTPUT 

Subcommand *1 Tables AfFected 

"PRNT ATOM" Tables showing performance 
measures specific to each 
reporting area 

"PRNT CFS" Table showing the distribu
tion of calls for service 
by reporting area 

"PRNT COST" Tab;Le showing the estimat
ed cost of dispatching each 
response unit to each re
porting area 

"PRNT PATROL' Table sh0wing the number of 
patrolle2 street miles in 
each reporting area 

"PRNT SP ALC" Table showing fraction of 
available time each re
sponse unit spends in each 
reporting area 

"PRNT TRlI Table showing inter-report
ing area travel times 

lIPRNT TTlI Table showing mean travel 
times of each response unit 
to each reporting area. 

"PRNT VST" Table showing each response 
unit's service time 

Sample Table 

Figures VIII-lOt 
VIII-II, and 
VIII-16 

Figure VIII-3 

Figure VIII-7 

Figure VIII-4 

Figure VIII-8 

Figure VIII-5 

Figure VIII-6 

Figure VIII-12 

*Note that the "underscore" symbol used in these names, 
such as in PRNT ATOM, is a required character and may not be 
replaced with a-blank space. 
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o "SUMMARY" subcommand - the "SUMMARY" subcommand is 
used to list all other features of the district plan. 
Figure VI-7 shows a sample "summary" listing. The 
format used to represent the basic data items in the 
district plan (e.g., number of units, number of re
porting areas, title, etc.) is self-explanatory. 
Most other features of the district plan are usually 
summarized by listing the subcommand used to specify 
them (e. g., 'PRNT CFS', I PA.TROL' 7.5, 'COMPARE'). 
Features specified as a result of the "FRONT," "BACK," 
"MIDDLE,II "VST," and "TXOV" subcommands are displayed 
using the format for the analagous data cards de
scribed in "Hypercube Queuing Model: User's Manual." 

o ltTYPOUT" subcommand - the ltTYPOUT" subcommand is 
used to print the contents of the district plan file 
exactly as it will be stored. The subcommand is equiva
lent to the "PRINTF" command described in Chapter 
V, except that it is used within the monitor. 

(7) Miscellaneous subcornrnands 

o II STA·TISTICS" subcommand - certain calculations wi th
in the hy·percube program can be made "exactlylt or they 
can be made using certain mathematical approximations 
which greatly simplify the procedure and produce 
results which are generally within two percent and 
almost always within five percent of those produced 
by the exact model. The It STATISTICS II subcommand is 
used to specify which model is to be used. The 
following should be considered in selecting the model': 

o The exact model is much more expensive, and re
quires much more core storage (see Chapter VII) 
than the approximate model; 

o The exact model cannot be used if more than 15 
districts are specified; and 

o The approximate model cannot be used if AVL dis
patching or variable service times are specified. 
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t'1 UI of BE I:;:: OF L,lCtRI<LOFiD L[I"IEL!::;: 1 
PATROL UNIT SERVICE TIME: 25.0 
t'1UI'ofBER or cm.L!:; FOR SEF.:I.) I CE PER HOUF:: i:~. 9 
DISPATCH POLICY: SCM 
NO SPECIAL PREFERENCE FOP DISTRICT CAR. 
INFINITE CAPACITY QUEUE. 
STATISTICS GENERATED: ONLY APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 

, PF:I"n ."..!:;p.".. ALe' 
, PF:nT +C:F:::; , 
, PPI'-n ..;-I')ST ' 
, PRt'n 'E-PATF.: OL ' 
, FHI'-n.".. TT ' 
, PRt'n ..;-COST ' 
, PF':!'·n ..;-TP' 
rn 0 I'" I,,::rn'::i I,ITLI.. IE FF:II'-fITJ 

Figure VI-7 

SAMPLE LISTING PRODUCED BY THE "SUMMARY" SUBCOMMAND 
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o "CREATE" subcommand - use of the "CREATE" subcommand 
is a convenient way of specifying the basic data 
required in a new district plan file. The "CREATE" 
subcommand is equivalent to successive uses of the 
"TITLE," "SPEED," "POLICY," "FRST," "QUEUE," "STATIS
TICS," "CONFIG," "WORKLOAD," "SUMMARY," and "INSPECT" 
subcommands. Note that the "CREATE" subcommand also 
resets all default features of the district plan 
(see Figure D-3). 

o "MODIFY" subcommand - use of the "MODIFY" subconunand 
is a convenient way of making many changes in the 
basic data in an existing district plan file. It is 
equivalent to successive uses of the commands listed 
in the description of the "CREATE" subcommand. De
faults are not reset when the "MODIFY" subcommand 
is used. 

o "STORE" subcommand - the "STORE" subcommand is used 
to store a created or modified district plan file on 
disk without terminating the monitor program. This 
provides a safeguard against the loss of previously 
input data or modifications in the event of an inter
rupted terminal session. Should such an interruption 
occur, the stored district plan will reflect all 
input up to the last time the "STORE" subcommand was 
used or the last time the district configuration 
was changed (at which time the district plan file 
is automatically stored). 

o "LISTCMDS" subcommand - the "LISTCMDS" subcommand 
rs-llsed ~o list a brief description of the commands 
available for entering or modifying basic features 
of a district plan. 

o "LISTADVCMDS" subcommand - the "LISTADVCMDS" subcom
mand is used to list a brief description of the sub
commands available for specifying more advanced 
features of the district plan. 

(8) Subcommands used to terminate the monitor program 

o "SAVE" subcommand - the "SAVE" subcommand is used to 
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terminate the monitor program after first storing 
the district plan on disk. The district plan file 
thus created will contain all modifications made 
during the terminal session. 

o "EXIT" subcommand - the "EXIT" subcornmand is used 
to terminate the monitor program without storing 
the district plan. Note, however, that a district 
plan file (possibly incomplete) will have been created 
if the "STORE" subcommand was used or the district 
configuration was modified during the terminal session. 

b. Creating and modifying district plan files without using 
the monltor 

Users wishing to create or modify distric t plan files wi th (111 i
using the monitor program can do so using the commands des
cribed in this section. Since the user must ensure that the 
resulting district plan file is properly formatted, and that 
no constraints are violated (i.e., no error checking facil-
ities such as those provided by the monitor are available), 
the procedures described in this section should be attempted 
only by users thoroughly familiar with the format of district 
plan files, and with hypercube restrictions on the features 
they can contain. The latter are summarized in Figure D-3. 
The former can be gained by referring to "Hypercube Queuing 
Model: UseJ;:"s Manual. 1I The format of district plan files 
is the same as the format of the data decks described in 
the user's manual with the following exceptions: 

o 'ATOM NO' instruction - if reporting area identifiers 
are non-sequential, the "ATOM NO" instruction is en
tered into .the district plan file but the reporting 
areas are not since they are in the region file. 

o 'BACK' instruction - if the 'BACK' instruction is used, 
the actual reporting area identifiers in the region 
file should be entered. 

o 'CORTM' instruction - if the 'CORTM' instruction 
is to be used, enter the constant of proportionality~ 
but not the sizes of the reporting areas since these 
data are in the region file. 

o 'FRONT' instruction - the actual reporting area identi
fiers in the region file should be used in the 'FRONT' 
instruction. 
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o 'GLOSSARY' instruction - the names given to indivi
dual units (Le., to 'NM_UNIT{I)') should be the same 
for all units if the district plan file is to be 
modified using the monitor. Similarly the narn~s given 
to individual districts 'NM_DIST{I) , should be the 
same. 

o 'LAM' instruction - reporting area workloads should 
not be entered following the 'LAM' instruction since 
these data are in the region file. 

o 'MIDDLE' instruction - the actual reporting area 
identifiers in the region file should be used ill the 
'MIDDLE' instruction. 

o 'PATROL' instruction - the patrolled street miles 
should not be included in the 'PATROL' instruction 
since these data are in the region file. 

o 'RERUN' instruction - the 'RERUN' instruction should 
not be used in any district plan file that will be 
modified using the monitor. 

o 's' instruction - the actual reporting area identi
fiers in the region file should be used in the'S' 
instruction. 

o 'ss' instruction - the actual reporting area identi
fiers in the region file should be used in the ;SS' 
instruction. 

o ~TX' instruction - x,y coord~nates of reporting area 
centers should not be entered following the 'TX' 
instruction since these data are in the region file. 

The following instructions can also be entered: 

o 'ALLOCATE' instruction - the 'ALLOCATE' instruction 
should be used if more than one workload level is 
specified. 

o 'AVL' instruction - the 'AVL' instruction is used 
to specify the AVL dispatching policy. 

o 'COMPARE' instruction - the 'COMPARE' instruction is 
used to specify that dispatch error probabilities 
are to be computed. 
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----~ -- ~- --~----------

o 'D SCALE' instruction - the 'D SCALE' instruction 
should be entered followed by a scaling factor to 
specify a constant multiplier required to convert 
x,y coordinates in the region file to miles. 

o 'PRNT CFS', 'PRNT COST' 1 'PRNT_PATROL', 'PRNT SP ALC' , 
'PRNT-TT', and 'PRNT VST' instructions - these in
structions are used to request the printing of in
dividual hypercube tables. 

The ordering of all instructions is surrunarized in Table VI-2. 

(1) "NEWPLAN" command - the "NEWPLAN" command is used to 
create a new district plan file. To invoke the command, 
enter 

NEWPLAN 

after the 'computer prints the time-of-day. The computer 
will then request a name to be given to the district 
plan file being created. After.this information has 
been entered, the computer will respond 

EDIT 
NEW FILE. 
INPUT: 
:::. 

In reply key in the instructions to be included in the 
district plan file in the order and format described 
above and in "Hypercube Queuing Model: User's Manual." 
After all instructions have been entered, depress the 
"RETURN" key after the computer has printed ":::''', without 
entering any characters on the line. The computer will 
respond 

EDIT: 

In reply, key in 

FILE 

At this point, the computer should print a listing of 
the district plan file that has been created. See 
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Table VI-2 

ORDERING OF INSTRUCTIONS IN DISTRICT PLAN FILES 

1 Basic program specifications 

2. 'GLOSSARY' 

3. 'TITLE' 

4. 'PRNT CFS,' 'PRNT COST,' 'PRNT PATROL,' 'PRNT SP_ALC, , 
'PRNT=TR,' 'PRNT_TT,' and/or 'PRNT VST' 

5. 'NO PRNT AT' 

6. 'ATOM NO' 

7 'LAM' 

8. IS' and/or ISS' 

9. 'D SCALE' 

10. 'SPEED' or 'XSPEED' and 'YSPEED' 

11. 'PATROL' 

12. 'TX,' 'CORTM,' and 'TX_OV,' or ;TR' 

13. 'SCM,' 'ESCM,' 'MCM,' 'EMCM,' or 'AVL' 

14 'ALLOCATE' 

15. 'COMPARE' 

16. 'FRST' 

17. 'DISP OV RD' 

18. 'CAP' 

19. 'SERVTM' or 'VAR SER TM' 

20. 'RUN' 

21. 'FRONT,' 'BACK,' and/or'MIDDLE' 

22. 'END OV RD' 
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Figure VI-B for an example of the use of the II NEWPLAN II 
command. 

(2) "MODPLAN" command - the II MODPLANII command is used to 
modify an existing district plan file. After the 
"MODPliAN" command has bE~en entered, the computer prompts 
the user for the name of the district plan file being 
modified. After the file name has been entered, the 
computer will respond 

EDIT: 

Modifications are then made to individual lines in the 
district plan file using the same subcommands discussed 
in the description of the "CORREG" command. After all 
modifications have been made, key in 

FILE 

to terminate the II MODPLAN" command. An example of the 
II MODPLAN II command is shown in Figure VI-9. 

The procedures for creating and modifying district plan 
files are summarized in Figure E-3. 
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1;:', • C· J • :~'::::: >I'~E:\J.lt="LI:1N "'\"'\ __ , ']"I""'f' ' j 
'1",-_', '1'1-'1,,;',,' ',~!," ]', ',::-,,',; '1"1~:', ]', 1"_':'1" PLJj\"\ FILE: :E:I:: H'le '.: ': : .. 1-1 :_,.1 ,>:51=l 1'1F'LFIl ',I , OHE}.' I'W:ii'1[ Tel:~:;[ G JI~'[I'l 1 

t'jEJ.l F' ILE. 
InpUT: 
>~=3 R=7 Nu~=l ESTsTRT=l; 
>'TITLE' 'SR~PLE 3-CRR RUN WITH 7 REPORTING RRERS' 
)' FJFo:I"~T";"CFS' 
>-, F~TIJJ1"';·t'lO' 
>, LF1J11' 

, )' :5::::' 1. :;: 1 1. 0~1 ;:: ~:::1. 121121 :::: 1. 00 
)'55' 2 3 4 1.00 6 1.00 7 2.00 
>'55' 3 1 5 1.00 
>'D~SCRLE' 0.019 
:>' :::'PEED' 1. ~~. I~~ 
:>' T>::' 
>, ::::CP1' 
)'CRP' 
:> ' :=':EI:;:',)TJ11' ;:::5.~) 

:>'RUN' 2.88 0.00 
> 
EDIT: 
>FILE: 

t'l::-<:: I~;::::T 1"11.1\'!==1. C::;T!:rn:n::: 1; 
, TITLE' '!:::m'lPL[ :3--CFIP F.:l.IH ~H TH 7 PEF'OPT HiG m::EF'i!::;' 
, PF:I'H ",-CF'S' 
, Hr m'H-1 ',10 ' 
, IJil"i' 
, !::::::;, 1 ::::: 1 j. 1':10 
, !::;!::;, i:~ :~:: 4 1.. I~ll~~ 

, !:;!::: ~ ::! 1 !:~ j. !~~(~1 

, :D'E-!::;CF'LE' (1. ~?'l ':'1 
, :::;PE[D' 1. (;. (1 

, CHP' 
'::;[,I?','TI"l' ;:;!:~. ';:: 
~ F)t,:I··l ~ i:":. ::>~:.; 1~1. (lei 

,-, o. I::. 
1:1 j . 

00 ,-, 
.~:a j . 00 

00 " .-~ 00 
" 

I:~ • 

Figure VI-8 

SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "NEWPLAN" COMMAND 
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12.85.02 )~ODPLAN 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN FILE TO tE CHANGED)sR~PLRNl 
EDIT: 

>Fi:EPLFIC:J::: ' fTlCrl' 
, )PF<: Il"lT 
, !"1C:!"'" 
> L :~:: I:;: U I"l ~:: 
, J~~ L 11",1 ' i:~ . :::: ::: ~~1. Ei 1~1 
>R 'RUN' 3.88 1.1313 

>TOP 
>L :;:I"lUrl$ 
M=3 R=7 NUM=l ESTSTAT=j; 
)REPLACr::: ~=3 R=7 Nu~=2 ESTSTRT=l; 
>LOCATE $I'1CI'1~:' 
, "'1el"'!' 
>INSERT 'ALLOCATE' 
)F"ILE 
DO YOU WANT SAMPLANl LISTED?>y 

1"1=:;:: !~:::::,? !'il.II"1=;:: E~:;T~:;Ti:rr!:: 1 ; 
, TITLE' , ~::;I:il'iPL.E ::::-CFIR F::UH ",nTH 7 F:EPOF::TH'iC 1::I~~:rfIS' 
, PFJH ~'CFS ' 
, I:rr CiI"H'!''iC1 ' 
, U:it'1' , ,-,,-... 1 -::. 1 1 013 .:).::, . '-' " , .:.,:. , .:. ':1 1:.1- 1 la~;i .... 1._1 I •• .... 1 , 

, !:;~::' :7.: 1 5 1.. 1313 
, D'~'~::;CF1LE ~ e:. 0 1,9 
, ~:;PEED ' 1. 0 • Ci 

, !"1el'l' 
, 1::II ... LOCf1TE ' 

,-, 
I:: (J. (11] '-'1 

.~:, 1 . I~JI::i 
I:. 1, O~;) 

,., ,-, 
1~)0 . i'- C ... 

Figure VI-9 

SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE II MODPLAN II COMMAND 
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VII. computing Performance Measures 

Once the region and district plan files have been created 

for the jurisdiction of interest, the hypercube program is used 

to compute the expected performance measures associated with the 

district plan. This program can be used "on-line," or on a 

delayed or "batch" basis. When used on-line, calculations are 

performed and tables are formatted while the user is logged on to 

the NCSS system. Results are available immediately. Whel1 used 

in a batch mode, the calculations are not performed until 

after the user has logged off of the system -- usually in the late 

evening or early morning hours. Consequently, the output is not 

available until the next day. On the other hand, the cost of 

using the hypercube program on-line is approximately 2.5 times 

the cost of batch usage. 

Before invoking the hypercube program, the user must determine 

the amount of core storage that will be required. This amount will 

depend on the number of reporting areas in the region, the number 

of districts specified in the district plan, the number of work

load levels for which performance measures are to be computed, the 

hypercube model to be used (exact or approximate), and the dispatch 

policy (AVL or non-AVL). Figure 0-4 shows the amount of core 

storage required to use the approximate hypercube model for varying 

numbers of reporting areas and districts. Figure 0-5 shows the 

amount of core storage required to use the exact hypercube model 

with a non-AVL dispatch policy. Figure 0-6 shows the amount of core 

storage required to use the exact hypercube model with AVL dispatch

ing. These figures show the core storage required when performance 
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meas'Ures are computed at only one workload 'level. For the approxi

mate model, the tabular values must be increased by one for each 

three additional workload levels specified. When the exact model 

is used with a non-AVL dispatching policy, the value show'n in Figure 

D-S must be increased by the incremental amount shown in Figure D-7 

for each additional workload level specified. When the exact 

model is used with the AVL dispatching policy, the value shown in 

Figure D-6 must be increased by the incremental amount shown in 

Figure D-8 for each additional workload level specified. 

The commands used to invoke the hypercube program are dis

cussed below. In addition, users are given the opportunity to use 

the hypercube program whenever they create a new district plan file 

using either the "MONITNEW" or "MONITOLD" command. Thus, the user 

is asked 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE PERFORMANCE MEASURES AT THIS TIME?~ 

If the user replies affirmatively, the hypercube program is executed 

on-line. (Note that this can be done only if the hyp'9rcube program 

requires "no more core storage than the monitor program was using.) 

Otherwise, the user is asked 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE PERFORMANC;;: MEASURES OVERNIGHT?:" 

An affirmative response means that the hypercube program will be 

executed in the bii tch mode. If the user indicates tha't he does not 

want the performance measures computed either "at this time" or 

"overnight," then the "MONITNEW" (or "MONITOLD") command is termi

nated and the hypercube program will have to be invoked using the 

commands described below, 
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1. "HYPERCUBE" command- the "HYPERCUBE" command is used to execute the 
hypercube program on-line. Prior to using this command, the 
"SET CORE" command (see Chapter' VI) is used to sp(9ci fy the 
nmount of cor.'0. storaqe required. After: thC' "IIYPERCURR" comllwlld 
has been entered, the user is prompted for the names of the 
region and district plan files. Once this information has been 
entered, the user can choose to have the output produced by 
the hypercube program printed at his terminal as it is gener
ated, or stored in a file on disk for later retrieval. In 
the latter case, the user must ensure that sufficient disk 
storage is available for the output file, before using the 
"HYPERCUBE" command. This is done as follows: 

a. Determine the total number of lines of output to be 
produced by summing the number of lines in the indi
vidual tables requested in the district plan file (see 
Table VII-I) • 

b. Enter the command 

STAT P 

The computer should respond 

P-DSK (WT): records USED, records LEFT (OF total-records), 
percent (OF number CYL) 

c. Multiply the number of records left by 10. If the result 
does not exceed the total number of lines of output by 
at least 20 times the number of CYLs, then the disk storage 
space is insufficient to contain the output file. In this 
case, files must be deleted, available disk storage must 
be increased, or the hypercube output must be listed as 
it is ~~nerated rather than being stored for later retrieval. 

If the user chooses to have the output stored, he is prompted 
for the name to be given to the output file. When ~ll infor
mation has been entered, the computer should respond 

EXECUTION: 

output file CONTAINS THE OUTPUT TABLES 
termination messages 
CORE RESET TO 256 

if the output was stored, or 

EX~CUTION: 

hypercube output 
CORE RESET TO 256 
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Table VII-l 

LINES OF OUTPUT PRODUCED IN INDIVIDUAL HYPERCUBE TABLES 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT TABLE 

1. Calls for service 

2. Estimated dispatch costs 

3. Patrolled street miles 

4. Preventive patrol coverage 

5. unit to reporting area travel 
times 

6. Inter-reporting area travel times 

7. Variable service times 

S. Region, unit, and district per
formance measures 

9. Atom specific performance mea
sures when a non-AVL dispatching 
policy is used 

10. Atom specific performance mea
sures when AVL dispatching is 
used 

LINES OF OUTPUT* 

R + 1 

fM/sl x (R + 2) + 8 

R + 1 

rM/81 x (R + 2) + 3 

rM/81 x (R + 2) + 5 

rR/71 x (R + 2) + 1 

M + 1 

N x (2 x M + 35) 

{rM/~ x (R + 1) + R + ll} x N 

{rfYl/91 x (R + 1) + rM/81 x 
(R + 2) + R + l5} x N 

*R = number of reporting areas, M = number of districts, 
N = number of workload levels, and rxl denotes the smallest inte
ger number equal to or greater than x. 
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if the outpti"t was not stored. "Termination messages" are the 
last two lines of hypercube output. If an error occurred, these 
messages will indicate the cause. Successful program completion 
is indicated when the message printed is "ALL DONE." Figure 
VII-l illustrates the use of the IIHYPERCUBE" command. 

2. "OVERNITE" command - The "OVERNITE" command is used to execute 
the hypercube program in batch mode. Since output must be 
stored when the "OVERNITE" command is used, the user must ensure 
that sufficient disk storage space is available as described 
above. After the command has been entered, the user is prompted 
for the names of the region, district plan, and output files, 
for the amount-of core storage* required by the hypercube 
program to compute its output measures, and for his password. 
Once this information has been entered, the computer should 
respond 

BATCH JOB WILL BE RUN 

or by printing the time-of-day. Both responses indicate that 
the hypercube program has been scheduled for overnight exe
cution. Figure VII-2 illustrates the use of the "OVERNITEII 
command. 

3. "CANCEL" command - the "CANCEL" command is used to cancel all 
previously scheduled overnight executions of the hypercube 
program. The computer should respond as shown in Figure VII-3. 
Successful cancellation is indicated when the status listed is 
"DELETED. II 

The alternative procedures for computing performance measures 

are illustrated in Figure E-4. 

*Note that if the hypercube program is to be run more than 
once on the same night, the core storage specification should reflect 
the largest district plan to be analyzed. Also, the combined sizes 
of all resulting output files must be consi.dered in determining the 
sufficiency of available disk storage. 
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12.36.12 }HYPERCUBE 
EHTEF-' t~l:-il'lE: OF F:EG Ion FILE fl. E., THE l·ifil'IE OF THE F IL[ THAT 
COIHA Itt:; GEOGF-:AF'H I C AND CALL I.)OLUHE :DATA FOR EACH PEF'OFn Inc; 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST)}SR~CITY 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT ~LAN fI.E., THE NAME GIUEN TO THE DISTRICT 
PLAI·~ CF£ATE. J U::; HiG THE t'lOtH Tt·iD,b t'1Ot·U TOLD, 1··iDoWLAt"b OR 
MODPLAN COMMAND)}sR~PLRN2 
ALL OUTPUT REC!UESTED H1 ::;flt'1PLAt·~2 CAt-~ E:E PFnt-nED I=:T 'y'OUR TERt'1HiAL 

.AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, OR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEUAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?}y 
ENTER NAME OF FILE THAT WILL CONTAIN THE OUTPUT TABLES}ouTPLRN2 
r;:-::ECUT I on: 

$$OUTPLAN2 CONTAINS THE OUTPUT TABLES 

7 
ALL DI~lt·~E 

COF.:E F.:ESET TO 

1.03 .-, .-.,-, 
a=.. eel 

Figure VII-l 

SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "HYPERCUBE" COMMAND 
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15.03.0~ >OV~RNllE 
OrrEF:: l'il:II"II::: OF' E:I::e 1 o I"'! FlU::: (I. r.::., 'THE t'!I~I"IE OF' 'T H[ FlU:', THFiT 
COI''I'n~ I It:; CiE:OGE:I:IF'H I C 1:II"'l'[I (:I:':II_L I.)OLut"II~: miTFI FOE: EACH 1~:EPOE:1 I HG 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INT[R[ST»s~~CITY 
O'1TEI~: I',!J::WII::: OF DI!:;TPICT 1::'U::!I"1 (I. E., TI-jl;:: 1"'!~1to1[ GH.lO"1 10 THE tlI!;:;Tf,;:ICT 
PU:II"1 CI~:f:::RTC[l U!:;H'IG TI-II::: l'II:II'·n'n·'IEJ.,I, 1"'ICIl'HTOLtI, l'i[L,JPUit'h ell:;;: 1"IOIII:'U::If"i 
COMMAND»s~~PL~N2 
ENT8~ NAME OF FILE THAT WILL CONTAIN THE OUTPUT TABLES>ouTPL~N2 
EI"ITEI~: COI=:r::: STOr;::I::II~iE 1:;::Ec!UII~:ED TO COI'IF-UTE THE OUTPUT I"IEJ:I!:;UI:;;:E::; 
( I • E., TI-'II::. I.)I~IUJE 'lOU !:;I='I:::C I F"", 11"'1 TH[ 0: !::I::'T COI:;;:E II COI"II"II::IHD 
BI::F'OE:E U::; J, !"'Ie THE: I' 1-I'r'F'EI:;::CUBE I' COt'1I"U::II'fD) >;:::::":' 
Elfn::::F:: F'I=I!:;:::;I."IOF:n: 
IlrulllllllmllmllillWllmll~1 

BAn:H ~JB WIll BE RUN. 

Figure VII-2 

SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "OVERNITE" COMMAND 
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11 • l;:='i. ;::~::i )Cl-11'U:E:L 

U::::EF.: II! 
::::TATU:::: 

, TIF'PI=i 
DELETE] 

I={CI 1'1FO 
PF.: 

,-. c_ 

::::;U:::DI=iTE 
F:UnJI=!TE 

!::U:::····OFF [::::T 1(1 
T HiE ON . 

Figure VII-3 

[!::;T I;F:U 
I~F'I J USET.I 

SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "CANCEL" COMMAND 
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1. !3!'! tr~e~i.ng ~t:..<?_red Outpu!:. 

Hypercube output that has been stored in an output 

file is retrieved using the following comnands: 

a. ".rJIS'rALL" command - The IILIS'rALL" command is used 
to"-n-:st--aTi "hY"P8:rcube ou tput t-.hat was p:roouced as a 
result of u~er specifications in the district plan 
fi Ie. 'j'he "LIS'l'AJ.,r.," command should be used sparingly 
~hen the output file is large because of the time 
required to list it on a low speed terminal. For 
example, if an output file contains n lines (deter
mim~d using the "LISTF" conunand described in Chapter 
V) with an average length Of 60 characters, then 
approximately n/30 minutes are required to list the 
entire file at a terminal operating speed of 
30 characters . per second. y.,'hen the cornmand is used, 
i...he user iE, prompt:ed for the name of the output 
file. 

b. "LISTHYPIl command - The IILIS'rHYP" command is used 
t.o·-obtain a listing of only selected tables in the 
output file. After the comnand has been entered, 
Lhe computer proHlpts the user for the name of the 
out.put file, the number of rl.!porting areas in the 
region, and the numbers of·dist.ricts and workload 
levels specif5ed in the district pJ,an. After this 
information has been entered, the-computer prompts the 
user to indicate whether or not the following tables 
are to be listed: 

(1) All output (equivalent to using the IILIS'I'ALL" 
command) . 

(2) Relative incident rates (see Figure VIII-3). 

(3) Patrolled street miles (see Figure VII1-4). 

(4) Varj~ble service times (see Figure VIII-12). 

(5) Inter-reporting area travel times (s3e Figure 
VIII-5) .' 

(6) Mean travel times (see Figure VIII-6) . 

(7) Dispatch costs (see Figure VfII-7). 

(8) ReJative pai...rol rates (see Figure VIII-8) 
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-------------- -----~-- -- -------- ---

(9) Region, unit, and district output measures 
(See Figure VIII-9). 

(10) Output measures for each reporting area 
(see Figure VIII-IO and VIII-II) . 

After this information has been entered, the computer will 
print those tables found in the output file which the user 
wants listed. Requests to list tables that were not pro
duced by the hypercube program are ignored. Figure VIII-l 
illustrates the use of the "LISTHYP" command. 

c. "BRPLIST" command - The BRFLIST" command is used to obtain 
an abbreviated listing of hypercube output consisting of 
only the region, unit, district, and (if generated) report
ing area specific performance measures. After the command 
is entered, the computer prompts the user for the name of the 
output file. When this information has been supplied, the 
computer prints the appropriate tables. 

d. 'rgERYBRF" command - The "VERYBRF" command is identical to 
the "BRFLIST iI command in both function and usage except 
that only the region, unit, and district specific performance 
measures are listed, and the user is also prompted for the 
numbers of units and workload levels specified in the dis
trict plan. 

e. IICONLIST" command - The "CONLIST" command is used to list 
the terminal console log associated with batch executions 
of the hypercube program. A single console log is produced 
for all batch runs made the same night, regardless of how 
many times the hypBrcube program is used. This log should be 
listed since it will contain error messages, as well as data 
from which the cost of the overnight runs can be determined. 
To compute the cost, multiply the number of ARUls shown 
near the bottom of the log by $0.08. If the computer 
responds to the "CONLIST" command with the message 

NO CARDS TO BE READ 

no console log was produced (probably because no batch 
processing was done). 

When output files are large, it may be necessary to increase 

core storage using the "SET CORE" command discussed in Chapter 

VI before using the "LISTHYP", "BRFLIST", or "VERYBRF" commands 
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12.80.55 )LISTHYP 
ETITE:F: 1"'iI:'!I"1E: OF" P- I 1..1:: TI-II:n COI'IT,::, I It::; THE OUTPUT T ,:rF:LC::; >r.]UTPLF-lI"~i~~ 
ENTER NUMBER OF REPORTING AREAS>? 
EI'ITEI;': I"HJI'{BEF:: OF un I 'f:::; >:;: 
ENTER nUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEUELS>l 

DO YOU WANT ALL OUTPUT LTSTED?>N 

DO YOU WANT THE RELATIUE INCIDENT RATES LISTED?>N 

DO YOU WANT PATROL STREET MILES LISTED?)N 

DO YOU WANT UARIABLE SERUICE TIMES LISTED?)y 

DO YOU WANT INTER-REPORTING AREA TRAUEL TIMES LISTED?>N 

IIO 'lOU L,jfit'n t'1HIt'~ n;:AI.)EL TII"1E::; LI::;TED?>t,~ 

DO YOU WANT DISPATCH COSTS LISTED?>N 

DO YOU WANT RELATIUE PATROL RATES LISTED?>N 

DO YOU WANT THE REGIOn, unIT, AnD DISTRICT OUTPUT 
MEASURES LISTED?>N 

DO YOU WAnT THE OUTPUT MEASURES LISTED FOR 
EACH REPORTING AREA?>N 

SERUICE TIME FOR EACH RESPonSE~unIT 
UNIT 1 20.0G MInUTES 
I_II'H T E: i:::!5 • 0 ~;J 1''1I H trn::: s 
1.11'1 J T :;:: :;::(1. I~~O 1'1 Il'lUTES 

Figure VIII-1 

SAMPLE PRINTOUT ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF THE "LISTHYP" COMMAND 
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even if only a small part of the output is being listed. 

Figure D-9 shows the approximate amount of core storage re

quired to use these commands to list portions of output 

files containing various numbers of lines. (If sufficient 

core storage is not available when the "LISTHYP" f "BRF'LIST" , 

or "VERYBRF" commands are used, the message 

FILE TOO LARGE TO EDIT, SET CORE TO LARGER VALUE 
! !E(00020)!! 

is printed.) 

Figure E-5 illustrates the procedures for retrieving 

stored hypercube output. 

2. Interpreting Hypercube Output 

In the report, "Hypercube Queuing Model: User's Manual," 

Chapter 3 is devoted to a simple example of the output gener-

ated by the hypercube programs. The following discussion 

is based on a slightly modified version of that material. 

Figure VIII-2 shows the region for which the sample analy

sis was made. Three cars patrol a total of seven reporting 

areas. The run was titled "Sample 3-Car Run with 7 Report-
, 

ing Areas." For each reporting area, the input call rates, 

district car assignments, and preventive patrol factors were: 

Reporting Area Call Rates Car Assigned Prevo Pat. 
1 2 3 Factor 

1 1000 x 1.0 
2 1000 x 0.0 
3 1000 x 1.0 
4 1000 x 1.0 
5 2000 x 1.0 
6 1000 x 1.0 
7 1000 x 2.0 
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Figure VIII-2 

THREE CARS PATROLLING SEVEN REPORTING 
AREAS IN REGION OF S~LE ANALY~IS 
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Values of other input variables were: 

Response speed - 10 m.p.h. 
Dispatch policy - SCM 
Queue capacity - queue calls at dispatcher 
Service time - 25 minutes 
Call arrival rate - 2.88 calls/hour 
Patrol speed - 5 m.p.h. 

Use of the above information as input to the hyper.cube program 

produced the output described below, which is discussed table by 

table or line by line, as appropriate. 

The first output table, shown in Figure VIII-3, contains the dis-

tribution of calls for service by reporting area. Examination of 

this table reveals that 25 percent of the calls originate in area 

5, while each of the other six areas generate 12.5 percent of the 

calls. 

The table illustrated in Figure VIII-4 shows the number of pa-

trolled street miles in each reporting area. For example, area 2 

contains 3.46 patrolled street miles. Note that this table cannot 

be produced unless a patrol speed is specified in the district 

plan file, and the numbers of street miles are specified in the 

region file. 

Figure VIII-5 illustrates the table showing inter-reporting area 

travel times in minutes. For example, the travel time from area 

4 to area 6 is 2.28 minutes. All travel times in this table were 

computed using the manhattan metric since no travel time esti-

mates were input directly in the district plan file by the user. 

*Since no "glossary" was provided, the default glossary was 
used in producing the output (e.g., the term "ATOM" is used to refer 
to reporting areas) . 
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Figure VIII-3 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING THE CALLS FOR SERVICE 
DISTRIBUTION BY REPORTING AREA 
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Figure VIII~ 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING PATROLLED STREET MILES 
BY REPORTING AREA 
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HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING INTER-REPORTING AREA TRAVEL TIMES 
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Figure VIII-6 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING MEAN TRAVEL TIMES 
FOR EACH UNIT TO EACH REPORTING AREA 
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Note that intra-reporting area travel times are zero because no 

proportionality constant (i.e., CORTM) was specified in the dis

trict plan file. 

Mean times required for each unit (while positioned in its own 

district) to travel to each reporting area are displayed in a 

table such as that shown in Figure VIII-6. For example, the mean 

time required for unit 2 to travel to area 3 is 5.70 minutes. 

The next part of the output, shown in Figure VIII-7, indicates 

that the SCM (strict center of mass) dispatch policy was selected 

by the user, and presents the estimated "cost" -- the travel time 

as estimated by the dispatcher -- associated with dispatching each 

of the units to each of the reporting areas. Considering the in

formation displayed for any reporting area, it is an easy matter 

to rank the cars in terms of how rapidly each could respond to a 

call in that area, and to use this ranking to determine which 

available unit to dispatch to a call. This ranking of cars for 

each reporting area is performed automatically by the hypercube 

programs, and is then utilized in computing 'the remaining output 

values. Interpreting the dispatch costs as travel times, Figure 

VIII-7 indicates that the dispatcher estimates that unit I re

quires 3.04 minutes to travel to a call in area 4, whereas units 

2 and 3 require 0.38 and 0.76 minutes, respectively. Thus, the 

dispatcher would assig-~ unit 2 to a call in area 4 if that unit 

were available. Otherwise, he would prefer to dispatch uni~ 3. 

unit I would be dispatched to calls in area 4 only if the other 

two units were unavailable. By modifying the entries in this 
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Figure VIII-7 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING ESTIMATED COST OF DISPATCHING 
EACH UNIT TO EACH REPORTING AREA 
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Figure VIII-8 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF EACH UNIT'S 
PREVENTIVE PATROL TIME AMONG THE REPORTING AREAS 
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table, users can specify an arbitrary fixed preference dispatch 

policy. This table is not produced if AVL dispatching is used. 

The output table illustrated in Figure VIII-8 indicates the frac-

tion of available (i.e., preventive patrol) time that each unit 

spends in each of the reporting areas. These fractions are com-

puted using the preventive patrol factors specified in the dis

trict plan file. An entry with a minus (-) allocation implies 

that the cOLresponding patrol unit spends no patrol time there, 

but that the area is "contained" in that unit's district. (The 

que~tion of areas belonging to districts is important when oon-

sidering dispatch policies.) From Figure VIII-8 it is seen that 

unit 2 spends 50 percent of its available time in area 7 and 25 

percent in each of areas 4 and 6. Unit 3 spends all of its time 

in area 5. Uni t I splits its time equally between area's I and 3, 

but still considers area 2 to be in its district.~ 

The next output table contains the computed region, unit, and dis

trict performance measures as shown in Figure VIII-g. Individual 

lines of output are interpreted as follows: 

PROBLEM TITLE: SAFWLE 3-CAR RUN WITH 7 REPORTING AREAS. 

'rhis line is self-explanatory. The title printed is supplied by 

the user in the district plan file. 

***ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED*** 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 3 

-The district plan file specified that the calculations were to be 

made using the hypercube program's approximation procedures;'TEese '.' .. ' -
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Figure VIII-9 

HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING REGION, UNIT, AND DISTRICT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
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involve successive improvement of approximate values in sets of 

repeated calculations called "iterations." The above lines of 

output, mainly useful to mathematicians, indicate the number of 

sets of calculations required. 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH l-ST-COME l-ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCI
PLINE 

This indicates that calls-for-service arriving when all patrol 

units are busy are entered into a dispatcher's queue which is de-

pleted or serviced in a first-come, first-served manner. 

RUN NUMBER: 1 

This states that the current table corresponds to workload level 

1. When the user asks for more than one run by specifying more 

than one workload level, similar tables are produced corresponding 

to different arrival rates of calls for service. 

RESPONSE UNIT 
ATOM . . . 

These lines are self-explanatory. 

SPEED OF PATROL = 5.00 M.P.H. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF = 3 
TOTAL NUMBER OF = 7 

This line confirms the patrol speed specified in the district 

plan file. It is not printed unless a patrol speed was spgcified. 

AVERAGE SERVICE TIME = 25.00 MINUTES 

This indicates the average service time specified in the district 
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plan file. 

AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 2.880 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 25.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 1.200 

Since there are an average of 2.88 calls for service generated 

per hour, there ~re an average of 2.88 x (25/60) = 1.200 calls 

for service generated each 25 minutes. with dispatcher queues 

allowed, this is important for the following reason: if there 

was only one unit to handle this workload, then an average of 

1.200 incidents would arrive during the time required (on average) 

to service one incident. Thus, one unit would not be able to 

handle this workload. However, two (or more) CQuld do the job 

without having backlogs of calls build up indefinitely. If 

this figure had been 2.200 instead of 1.200, then at least three 

units would have been required to handle the workload. In gen-

eral, whatever this figure is, the next highest integer is the 

minimum number of response units required to do the job. If the 

user attempts to run the model with too few response units (as-

surning dispatcher queues are allowed), then the run stops and the 

error message "QUEUE SATURATED" is printed. When backup service 

is utilized instead of queues, the user can operate the model with 

any number of patrol units. However, if this number is too small 

(in comparison to the workload generated per hour) r then a large 

fractior of calls will be handled by the backup response system and 

only a small fraction will be covered by the district cars. 
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AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 
(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY) = 0.400 

Since 1.200 calls arrive on the average each 25 minutes, and 

all (eventually) are assigneq to a car, then on the average 

1.200 x (1/3) = 0.400 incidents are assigned to any particular 

district car every 25 minutes. But each such assignment requires 

(on average) 25 minutes to service, thus the "average beat car" 

is busy servicing incidents 40.0 percent of the time. This fig-

ure is called the average utilization factor (referring to the 

fraction or percent of time that district cars are servicing in-

cidents). Reflecting on the discussion above, this utilization 

factor mus~ be less than 1.0 for the case when dispatcher's 

queues are allowed. 

All of the output to this point mainly restates input data. 

The remaining lines give values for various field performance mea-

sures, as computed by the model. 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME = 2.209 MINUTES 

This indicates that the average travel time to a service incident, 

averaged over all the reporting areas in the region, is 2.209 

minutes. Since the travel speed is 10 mph (or 1/6 mile per min

ute), this implies that the average distance traveled per re~ 

sponse is (1/6) x (2.209) = 0.368 miles, a figure that is intui-

tively reasonable. (The entire region in ·this example is 4000 

feet or 0.76 miles east-west and north-south.) 
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AVERAGE TR..lWEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS = 2. 921 MINUTES 

Here the program is showing the somewhat larger average travel 

time incurred by incidents that are delayed in a dispatcher's 

queue (averaged over all incidents delayed in queue, regardless 

of :r.:-eporting area). Of course, in application, a travel time of 

2, 3, or 5 minutes may be insignificant compared to a queue de

lay time of 15, 30, or 60 minutes. (Queue delay times are not 

computed by the hypercube program, but a simple formula for com

puting them is given later in this chapter.) 

PROBABILITY OF SATURATION = 0.14118 

"Saturation" is said to occur when all patrol units are simul

taneously busy handling calls for service. If this occurs X 

percent of the time, then (due to the random arrival patterns of 

service incidents) X percent of the calls reach a "saturated 

system" and thus must be held in the dispatcher queue. In.this 

case, 14.118 percent of all calls for service are held in 

queue. (In the case of backup service whe'u all cars are busy 

X percent of the time, this percent of all calls are transferred 

to the backup units.) 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY) = 0.40000 

This is the average fraction of time that cars are busy handling 

service incidents. When dispatcher queues are allowed, this fig- I 

ure will equal (within acceptable round-off error) the average 

utilization factor discussed earlier. In the case of backup 
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service, the region-wide workload will be somewhat less than the 

utilization factor, due to overflow incidents being assigned to 

backup units. 

STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD = 0.010 

This is the standard deviation of the district car workloads 

(compared to the average car workload) which measures the imbal

ance in workloads among cars. The larger this quantity is'the 

greater is the imbalance. If this quantity is zero, then the 

workloads of all cars are equal. 

MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE = 0.02019 

Subtracting the workload of the least busy car (car 1 in this 

case) from the workload of the busiest car (car 2) gives the 

maximum workload imbalance. (In this case the maximum workload 

imbalance is 0.409 - 0.388 = 0.021, which, within error tol

erances, is the same as 0.02019.) 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-DISTRICT = 0.35255 

This indicates that 35.255 percent of all dispatch assignments 

(including those from a queue of calls) cause the,assigned unit 

to travel to a reporting area not in its own district. Thus, 

for a randomly selected call for service, there is a 35.255 per

cent chance that the car which responds will not be a car whose 

district contains the incident. 
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REGION WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY = 0.519 PASSES PER HOUR 

This says that the average number of times per hour a random 

point in the region is passed by a unit on preventive patrol is 

0.519 (i.e., a patrol unit passes the point once every (1/0.519) 

= 1.93 hours on the average). This line is not printed unless a 

patrol speed is specified in the district plan. 

The next eight lines in the table contain unit-specific perform-

ance measures. Examining the performance measures for unit 1 

(identified in the leftmost column in this portion of the output), 

we see the following (reading from left to right) : 

• Unit 1 spends 38.8 percent of its time handling service in
cidents. 

• Its workload is 97.1 percent of the average workload of all 
three units (which is 40.0 percent). 

• 23.51 percent of the dispatch assignments to this car cause 
it to leave its district. 

• This cross-d~strict dispatch frequency is 66.7 percent of the 
mean for the three cars (which is 35.255 percent). 

• The average time taken by unit 1 to travel to the scene of an 
incident is 2.768 minutes. Similar interpretations apply to 
units 2 and 3. 

The last eight lines of the table contain the district-specific 

performance measures. For district 1, we see the following (read-

ing from-left to right): 

• The district's workload would cause one unit to remain busy 
servicing calls 45.0 percent of the time if that car handled 
all of district l's calls and no others. 

• This workload is 12.5 percent above the mean for the three 
districts. 

• 34.18 percent of the district's incidents require an out-of
district car (either car 20r 3) because car 1 is unavailable. 
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a The average travel time for calls for service in district 1 is 
2.920 minutes. 

Similar interpretations apply to districts 2 and 3. 

The final two output tables shown in Figures VIII-lO and VIII-II 

contain performance measures that are spth':!ific to each reporting 

area. For area 1, for example, we see the following: 

o The area generates an average of 36.00 calls per 100 hours 
(Figure VIII-lO). 

o The averagG travel time to incidents in the area is 3.163 
minutes, (Figure VIII-lO). 

o A random point in area 1 is passed an average of 0.37 times 
per hour by a unit on preventive patrol. (This column appears 
in the table only if a patrol speed is specified in the dis
trict plan file.) 

o Sixty-six percent of all calls from the area are handled by 
car 1, 11 percent by car 2, and 23 percent by car 3 (Figure 
VIII-ll) . 

Judicious examination of the travel time estimates in these tables 

will allow the user to spot inequities in the distribution of 

service accessibility to reporting areas. 

The above tables represent all the output that is produced 

using the district plan file input for this example. If individual 

service times had been ~pecified for each response unit, a table 

such as that illustrated in Figure VIII-12 could have been 

requested. It summarizes the service times the user has specified 

Eor each response unit in the district plan file. 
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Figures VIII-13 through VIII-16 illustrate the tables of 

performance measures produced when AVL dispatching is specified using 

the "COMPARE" instruction. Comparison of Figures VIII-13 and VIII-9 

reveal the following differences: 

o The lines 

*** ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED *** 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 3 

are not printed since the exact hypercube model is 
automatically used when AVL dispatching is specified. 

o The line 

IN-QUEUE TRAVEL TIMES ONLY APPROXIMATE DUE TO UNEQUAL 
SERVICE TIMES. 

is printed to alert the user to a hypercube approxi
mation necessitated by user specified variable service 
times. 

o The line 

TOTAL PROBABILITY OF ERROR WITH SCM = 0.16985 

is printed, indicating that a car other than the 
closest one available will be assigned for 16.985 
percent of the dispatches when the SCM dispatch 
policy is used. This also equals the fraction of 
calls for which AVL dispatching would produce quicker 
response. 

In Figure VIII-14 (which is analogous to Figure VIII-lO), an 

additional column is printed showing the dispatch error probability 

(of SCM compared to AVL dispatching) for calls occurring in each 

reporting area. For example, 15.67 percent of all calls in area 1 

would be serviced by other than the closest available unit. 

The interpretation of Figure VIII-1S is identical to that of 

Figure VIII-11. 
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The table in Figure VIII-16 shows exact average travel 

times for each unit responding to calls in each reporting area 

(e.g., it takes unit 2 an average of 3.99 minutes to travel to 

calls in reporting area 2). 

The h.t'percubo output tables can be used to calculate 

additional useful performance measures. In particula~, the 

average amount of time queued calls for service wait in the dis-

patcher's queue before a response unit becomes available may be 

determined using the formula, 

(average service time) 

(number of units) x (1 - average utilization factor) 

This quantity is termed the average queuing delay for 

queued calls. Response time, the sum of travel time and queuing 

delay*, can then be determined using the formula 

(travel time) + (queuing delay) X (saturation probability) 

Response times can be computed for the region, for each district, 

and for each reporting area. Using the output in Figures VIII-9 

and VIII-lO we see, for example, that 

o the average queuing delay for queued calls is 

(25.00) / (3 X 0.600) = 13.89 minutes 

o the average region-wide response time is 

2.209 + (13.89) X (0.141) = 2.209 + 1.958 = 4.167 minutes 

*Note t:.~t this definition of response time ignores all internal 
processing from the time a citizen contacts the police department 
until a dispatcher dispatches a unit or places the call in queue 
because no units are available. 
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o the average response time to calls. for service in 
district 1 is 

2.920 + 1.958 = 4.878 minutes 

o the average response time to calls for service in 
reporting area 2 is 

3.163 + 1.958 ~ 5.121 minutes 
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IX. Efficient Use of the Monitor and Hypercube Programs 

Procedures for minimizing the cost of hypercube analyses 

of existing or redesigned district plans are discussed briefly in 

this chap'ter. 

1. Terminal Operations 

For data processing tasks which involve large amounts of data 

to be input by inexperienced users and relatively little printing 

of output by the computer, the cost of terminal conn'ect time can 

be minimized by using a terminal operating speed of 15 or 10 

characters per second rather than 30. Creating or modifying region 

files, and creating or modifying district plan files without using 

the monitor are examples of such tasks. Operations involving 

significant amounts of terminal output, however, should be performed 

at the highest terminal speed possible. Also, it is much more 

efficient to log off the NCSS system while analyzing output or veri

fying the accuracy of large amounts of input data, and to log on 

again later for subsequent work. 

2. Efficient Use of Core Storage 

The amount of core storage used for on-line operations also 

affects the cost of terminal connect time; up to 256K bytes of core 

storage is charged at the hourly rate shown in Figure IV-l -- each 

additional 64K increases the hourly connect charge by $1.00. This 

suggests that all time consuming operations (e.g., creating or 

modifying region files or district plan files) should be done with 

the core storage set to the minimum required. Thus, if the hyper

cube program requires more core storage than the monitor (which 

uses 384K), set the core storage to 384 when creating or modifying 
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the district plan file, respond "no" when asked if performance 

measures are to be computed "at this time," set the core storage 

to the higher value required to use the hypercube program, and 

then use the "HYPERCUBE" command to compute performance measures 

on-line (core storage will be automatically reset to 256 after 

the hypercube program has been executed) . 

3. Efficient Use of the Hypercube Program 

Several methods for minimizing the cost of using the hyper-

cube program are available. 

a. Overnight runs - the 60 percent reduction in the cost of hyper
cube runs made in a batch mode over the cost of the same runs 
on-line is worthwhile, particularly for users who have allowed 
adequate time for the analysis and redesign of their district 
plans, users working only part time on the analyses, or users 
analyzing the district plans in several different regions or 
time periods. Thus, several overnight runs could be made simul
taneously, with the output retrie,red and analyzed the following 
day, and district plans modified and again submitted for over
night processing. 

b. Multiple workload levels - each time the hypercube program is 
run, a large number of preliminary calculations must be per
formed before the performance measures can actually be computed. 
When performance measures .are computed for several workload 
levels in a single run, these preliminary calculations are made 
only once. Therefore, it is more efficient to make a single 
run specifying several workload levels than it is to make several 
runs specifying a single workload level each time. 

c. Approximate model -·as previously discussed, the results ob
tained using the approximatio~ procedures available in the 
hypercube program are usually within a few percent of those 
obtained when a~l calculations are exact. The developers of 
the hypercube queuing model have estimated that for large 
runs (e.g., 15 districts and more than 100 reporting areas), 
the cost using. the exact mod.el may be 10 times as great as 
the cost using the approximate model (e,g., $100 compared to 
$lO). In addition, t~e co~~ storage required to use the exact 
model is very much greater than that required to use the approxi
mate model, as are the associated terminal connect charges. 
(For example, a problem with 175 areas and 15 districts re
quires 1977K bytes of storage at $40 per terminal connect hour 
using the exact model, compared to 441K bytes at $16 per hour 
using the approximate model.) Therefore, the use of the 
approximate model is reco~~ended unless AVL dispatching or 
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variable response unit service times (which require the 
exact model) are specified. 

d. Hypercube output tables - the number of tables that the user 
requests affects the r/o charges, even if the tables are 
stored and never listed at the terminal. Some output tables 
will not change from one run to the next unless specific 
changes are made in the district plan. Therefore, these 
tables need not be generated every time the hypercube pro-
gram is used. For example, the tables showing the distribution 
of calls for service ana the number of patrolled street miles 
in each reporting area do not change unless the appropriate 
data items in the region file are changed; the table of inter
reporting area travel times changes only when the response 
speed, constant of proportionality used to compute the intra
reporting area travel times, user input travel time estimates 
in the district plan file, or coordinate data in the region 
file are changed; the table of unit-to-reporting-area travel 
times changes only when the district configuration preventive 
patrol factors, or one of the items affecting inter-reporting 
area travel times are changed; the table showing estimated 
dispatch costs changes only when the dispatch policy or one 
of the items affecting unit-to-reporting-area travel times is 
changed; and the table showing the distribution of each unit's 
preventive patrol time is changed only when the district con
figuration or preventive patrol factors are changsd. 

e. Size of the region - when the approximate hypercube model is 
used, the developers of the program estimate that the cost 
of using the program increases approximately linearly with 
both the number of reporting areas in the region and the 
number of districts specified in the district plan (e.g., if 
the number of districts is doubled while the number of report
ing areas remains constant, then the cost of a hypercube run 
approximately doubles). For this reason; it is advantageous 
to divide a large region into several smaller regions, or 
commands, and analyze each smaller region separately whenever 
the assumption that units are not dispatched across bound
aries is reasonable. For example, suppose that a region 
contains 250 reporting areas and is divided into 18 districts. 
Suppose also that the region can be divided into two commands 
each with 125 reporting areas and nine districts. If the 
cost of ~sing the hypercube program for one of the smaller 
problems is $20, then the cost of analyzing the larger prob
lem would be approximately $€O (the cost of the smaller 
problem doubled by doubling the number of reporting areas, 
and doubled again by doubling the number of districts) compared 
to a total cost of $40 for analyzing both smaller problems. 
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x. Use of the Hypercube Software for Beat* Design and Patrol 
Policy Analysis 

The uses of the hypercube queuing model and its supporting 

software fall into three general categories: the analysis of an 

existing district configuration, the redesign of the existing 

district plan, and the analysis of the effects of instituting 

certain policy changes relating to patrol operations. Each of 

these uses is discussed below. The final section in the chapter 

briefly summarizes beat design and patrol policy questions that 

are not amenable to hypercube analysis. 

1. Analysis of an Existing Beat Plan 

By analyzing the beat plan(s) currently in use in a 

police department with the hypercube programs, a commander of 

the patrol operations division or a department planner can 

determine the need for redesigning beats, and identify problem 

areas with the existing beat plan. The foJ;Lowing problem areas 

are directly identifiable from the statistics generated as part 

of the hypercube output (See Chapter VIII) : 

o Workload imbalances among response units - by examining 
the workloads of the individual response units; units 
which are significantly over- or under-utilized relative 
to the region-wide average utilization can be identified. 

o Inaccessibility of neighborhoods to police service -
neighborhoods which do not receive rapid response to 
calls for ·service can be determined by examining the 
average travel times in the tables of performance 
measures specific to each reporting area. 

o Lack of beat identity - officers consistently assigned 
to the same district naturally become familiar with 

*The terms "district" and "beat" are used synonomously in 
this chapter. 
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the area (i.e., addresses, one-way streets, et~), 
the people in the beat, and special conditions. Th~s 
famiLiarity can be utilized only when the un~t spends 
most of its time in its own district. Whether or not 
tnis is actually occurring can be determined by 
examining the fraction of the calls handled by each 
unit that are in its own district, and the fraction of 
calls in each district that are handled by a unit from 
another district. 

o Frequent queuing of calls for service - if a high 
fraction:·- of incoming calls for service must enter 
the dispatcher's queue because no response units are 
available (i.e., if the saturation probability is 
high), then the need for additional response units, or 
the institution of some of the patrol policy alterna
tives discussed below, would be indicated. Note that 
if many calls are queued, travel times are likely to 
be long, and inter-district dispatches are likely to 
be frequent since the first unit to become availabLe 
is unlikely to be the district unit. 

In addition to evaluating the current beat plan under 

existing "average" workload condition, it is als.) ,'::Iossible to 

use the hypercube programs to estimate the performance of the 

current beat plan at predicted workload levels in future years, 

or at short-term, but extreme workload levels associated with a 

seasonal event such as a state fair. In fact, by specifying 

multiple workload levels, the plan can be analyzed for widely 

varying workloads in a single hypercube program run. 

2. Redesign of a District Configuration 

Having identified problem areas in the existing district 

configuration, the hypercube programs can be used to evaluate 

and compare proposed alternative configurations in terms of unit 

workloads, travel times, inter-district dispatches, etc. Thus, 

by running the hypercube programs several times changing only 

the district configuration and/or dispatching preferences, the 
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plan which most nearly satisfies the departmentts objectives 

(e.g., balanced workload) can be identified. 

T.he first step in designing a new district configuration 

is usually the determination of how many response units are to 

be on duty in the various regions of a city, and how the re

sponse units (i.e., the personnel who man them) in each region 

are to be allocated among the various watches. The hypercube 

programs could be used to do this. However, the Patrol Car 

Allocation Model (PCAM) was designed specifically to make this 

determination. While PCAM requires more extensive input data 

than does the hypercube program, it is preferred in this case, 

because a single PCAM run will determine an "optimal" allocation 

of units to regions and watches within user specified constraints, 

whereas many (more expensive) hypercube runs would be required. 

PCAM, however, cannot be used to design the beats to be patrolled 

by each unit, or to compare alternative beat configurations. For 

this, the hypercube programs are most suitable. 

In some cases, the alternative configurations to be con

sidered will have been identified by field commanders before any 

hypercube analyses have been made. This is the least complex 

way to use the hypercube programs for beat design. By running 

the program once for each alternative, the results can be used 

comparatively to rank the plans and select the most acceptable. 

Then, a relatively small number of runs are required; and, the 

number of runs and the amount of effort involved will be known 

in advance. 

In other cases, the designer will have a set of contraints 
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within which he must work, and a set of objectives in mind, but 

no preconceived idea of the exact district plans that he wants 

to consider. Rather, he seeks the "best" plan possible. This 

form of beat design using the hypercube progrfu~s is more complex 

since the model is strictly descriptive, rather than prescriptive. 

That is, it can compute performance measures for plans pro

vided by the user, but cannot suggest changes for improving the 

plan. As a result, the user must develop a district configuration, 

submit it to the hypercube program, and retrieve and analyze the 

results. The procedure may be repeated many times until the user 

finds a plan acceptable to department administrators. 

Modifications to the district configuration require a 

thorough knowledge of how to interpret hypercube output, certain 

underlying principles of beat design, how specified changes in 

the district configuration will affect performance, and how to 

modify the configuration to achieve a desired result. 

a. Principles of beat design 

The following principles of beat design may be useful when 

considering alternative beat plans: 1, 16 

o The shape of a beat is no~ particularly important so 
long as it is compact. 

o If the x and y directional travel speeds are different, 
the long dimension of the. beat should be in the direc
tion of the higher speed. 

o If beats do not overlap, and each car's workload is not 
too great, the fraction of dispatches that are across 
beat boundaries is at least as high as the fraction of 
time the average unit is unavailable. If car workloads 
are high, the fraction of intra-beat dispatches is 
approximately one divided by the number of cars in the 
region. Inter-beat dispatching is 1 - intra-beat 
d,ispatching. 
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o A patrol unit's workload is not equal to the workload 
generated by calls originating in its beat. 

o The "burden of central location" suggests that cars 
assigned to peripheral beats (tho~e on the boundary 
of the region) will have lower workloads than centrally 
located cars, if the call volumes in all beats are 
equal, due to the lower likelihood of cross-beat
dispatching for peripheral cars. 

o Average travel times increase with workload and with 
the size of beats. 

o Average travel time is relatively insensitive to 
moderately large barriers. 

o If district boundaries coincide with travel barriers, 
the barriers have no effect on average intra-district 
travel times. 

o Incremental changes in the number of units have small 
effects on average intra-district travel times. 

o If the call for service rate doubles, the number of 
response units need not be doubled to keep the average 
queue delay at the same level. 

b. Effect of transferring reporting areas between adjacent beats2 

When reporting area X is transferred from beat A to an 

adj acent bea-t Bl the following effects should be anticipated: 

d Patrol unit A's workload will decrease because its 
area of responsibility has been reduced; conversely 
unit B's workload will increase. 

o The change in unit workloads will be par~ially offset, 
however, because unit A will be available more often 
for cross-beat dispatches, and because more cross-beat 
dispatches will be required to provide rapid response 
to calls for service originating in beat B. (Unit B 
will not be available as often to answer calls origi
nating within its own beat.) 

o The average travel time for response to calls origi
nating in beat A will be -lowered if the average 
travel time to calls in reporting-area X was greater 
than the overall travel time average for all calls in 
beat A. 
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o The average travel time for response to calls origi
nating in beat A will also be lowered because the re
duced number of calls originating in that beat will 
decrease the number of cross-beat dispatches of cars 
from other beats into beat A., 

o The average travel time for response to calls origi
nating in reporting area X will decrease if X is closer 
to the center* of beat B than to the center of beat A. 

o The average travel time for response to calls originating 
in reporting areas on the side of beat A opposite from 
reporting area X will decrease because they will be 
closer to beat A's center after area X is moved to 
beat B. 

., 
c. Selecting reporting areas to be transferred from one beat to 

an adjacent beat 

The following techniques can be used to select reporting 

areas in beat A for transfer to beat B if it is desired to pro

duce the following types of changes in the specified performance 

measures! 

o Reducing workload imbalance - if unit A has the greatest 
workload, determine the adjacent beat B whose unit has 

, the lowest workload, and transfer the reporting area X 
in beat A that is closest to the center of beat B. 
Alternatively, if unit B has the least workload, transfer 
into beat B the reporting area X, which is closest to 
beat B's center, and which is presently located in the 
adjacent beat with the greatest workload. 

o Reducing travel time imbalance among beats - if beat A 
has the highest average travel time, determine the 
adjacent beat B with the lowest average travel time, 
and transfer from A to B the reporting area X that is 
farthest from A's center. 

o Reducing travel time imbalance among reporting areas -
if reporting area X in beat A has the highest average 
travel time'and is closer to beat B's center than to 

*Unless otherwise specified, "center" will refer to the 
geographic center of a beat as weighted by the relative distri
bution of preventive patrol assigned to each of the reporting 
areas in the beat. 
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beat A's, then X should be transferred from A to B. 
Alternatively, the reporting area Y .in beat A which 
is farthest from reporting area X should be trans
ferred to the adjacent beat with the closest center. 

3. Analysis of Policy Changes in Patrol Operations 

In addition to changes in the assignment of patrol areas 

to individual units, proposed changes in department policies 

governing patrol operation can also be analyzed using the 

hypercube programs. ("Any changes that could possibly be shown 

on a dispatcher's map are suitable for analysis using the 

hypercube model." 17 ) Thus, the potential effect of innovative 

policies or expensive technological tools (e.g., automatic 

vehicle locators) can be studied before the policies are actually 

changed or the tools are actually purchased and implemented. 

The following changes can be analyzed by making straight-

forward modifications to the input data in the district plan 

file: 

a. Alternative preventive patrol strategies - by modifying the 
preventive patrol factors associated with each reporting 
area in each unit's beat, a variety of patrol strategies 
can be represented (e.g., patrol proportional to reporting 
area workload, uniform patrol in all reporting areas of a 
beat, or any other distribution of patrol time over -the 
various reporting areas). The analysis, of course, is 
limited to determining the effects on the calculated per
formance measures (workloads, hourly patrol passings, etc.). 
That is, the various strategies are not quantified in terms 
of their value in intercepting crimes in progress, facilitating 
on-scene arrests, or deterring street crime. 

b. Team policing - team pOlicing can be represented by assigning 
the same beat to several units (the number of units is deter
mined by the size of the teams) with the beats assigned to 
the teams typically larger than conventional beats. Design 
of each team's area of responsibility is performed using the 
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same procedures discussed in the preceding section. Be
cause of the w~y the hypercube program defines inter-dis
trict dispatches when beats overlap (i.e., a dispatch is 
treated as inter-district only if the reporting area of the 
call is' not in the beat of the dispatched unit) the fraction 
of dispatches that are inter-district should be less 
when team policing is analyzed. Note that other hypercube 
output statistics may require special interpretations when 
several beats overlap. Also, special attention must be 
paid to specifying dispatch preferences among the uni,ts 
whose beats overlap, since otherwise the hypercube program 
will assume that the units appearing first in the district 
plan file are dispatched first if available. The output 
will then indicate an unrealistically-high workload for those 
units. 

c. Vehicle location systems - using the AVL dispatching policy 
provided in the hypercube program, the type of dispatch 
operation in which the dispatcher always knows exact unit 
locations, and always dispatches the closest available 
units to a call for service, can be represented. Therefore, 
the effects (e.g., on travel times) of replacing manual, 
fixed preference dispatching with automatic vehicle 
locator systems can be analyzed to determine whether the 
potential benefits justify the cost of such systems. By 
examining dispatch error probabilities, it is possible 
to determine the fraction of calls for which the dispatcher's 
perception of which car is closest, is incorrect using the 
current dispatch policy (i.e., SCM, ESCM, MCM, or EMCM). 
This fraction will not necessarily be the same as the 
fraction of calls to which the closest car is not dispatched 
if the current dispatch policy includes special procedures 
in certain situations (i.e., first dispatch preferences 
for pa~ticular units in selected reporting areas). Typica~ 
results of analyzing AVL dispatching might be as follows: 16 

o At most, a 10 to 20 percent reduction in travel times 
can be 'expected when SCM-type dispatching is replaced by 
AVL dispatching. 

o Average travel time reductions as a result of AVL dis
patching are less at heavier workloads. 

o Dispatch error is higher when the average utilization 
is low. 

o Vehicle location information is more valuable in large 
regions with more units because of the larger number of 
dispatch alternatives. 
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d. Alternative dispatch policies - in addition to analyzing 
the benefits derived from obtaining more exact information 
on the location of response units, the hypercube programs 
can be used to analyze the effects of the following alter
native dispatch policies: 

. " 

" 

o Dispatch of the "closest" available unit versus dispatch 
of an available beat car, regardless of its location • 

o Use of special (non-response) units to handle calls for 
service arriving when no units are available versus 
queuing the calls until a response unit becomes avail
able (i.e., zero versus infinite capacity queue). 

o Stacking of calls at the beat level when no beat car 
is available (i.e., eliminate all inter-beat dispatches). 
This requires a separate hypercube analysis of each beat 
or team area covered by several units. 

o Use of region-wide dispatching in which command boundaries 
are eliminated and all units are assigned patrol re
sponsibility throughout the region (although patrol 
factors associated with individual units may differ). 

e. Screening of calls for service prior to dispatch - when faced 
with an increasing number of calls for service and an 
inability to increase manpower, some departments may con
sider adopting a policy of either not responding to some 
types of calls for service, or assigning these calls to 
non-response units (e.g., assigning cadets to take burglary 
reports). Such policies are represented by reducing both 
average call rate and reporting area workloads to reflect 
the overall fraction of calls being screened and the 
distribution of screened calls over the reporting areas. 

f. One-man versus two-man cars - the effects of having two 
men in each unit rather than one are that more than one 
unit will be dispatched less frequently, and there will 
probably be fewer units on patrol unless department manpower 
is greatly increased. Fewer units on-duty requi:(\~ the de
sign of a new beat plan with fewer districts as described 
above. Multiple car dispatching can be represented only by 
inflating the call for service rate. Therefore, if two-man 
units are to be utilized, the call rate must be readjusted to 
reflect the projected fraction of calls which would then 
require multiple units. An estimate of the fraction of calls 
requiring two two-man units might be the fraction of calls 
previously requiring three or four one-man units. Once this 
estimate and the estimated service time for the second unit 
dispatched have been made, the monitor program will calculate 
the adjusted call rate if the "ADJUST" subcommand is usad, or 
the adjusted call rate can be computed manually as described 
below. 
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The following features of patrol operations are not directly 

represented in the hypercube model. If they are important features 

of a department's current or proposed operation, then the adjust-

ments indicated will need to be made: 

g. 

h. 

Non-random arrival of calls for service - in some departments, 
calls for service may not occu:;:-''Xandomly throughout the watch 
being analyzed. For example, calls for service may be rela
tively high at the beginning of the 3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
watch in a region with many businesses, but the calls may 
decrease later in the watch as the population of the area 
decreases when the businesses close. Similarly, non-CFS work
load may be non-random (e.g., some units may be unavailable 
during certain periods every day when assigned duties in 
school ~ones). When such non-random workload occurs, separate 
analyses may need to be made during the periods when ·the call 
rates are significantly different, or during periods when 
the number of units is effectively reduced by the non-random, 
non-CFS work. 

Multiple car dispatching - In some departments dispatchers 
frequently assign :Lwo or. more cars to respond to incoming 
calls. Because the hypercube model assumes that only one 
car is dispatched to each incident, the model will under
estimate beat car workloads if the data base does not include 
information on the service time required of dispatched units 
other than the first car sent to a call. Consequently, if 
input call data refers only to the first car sent, and if 
multiple (,ar dispatching is not infrequent, the volume of 
incoming calls should be increased sufficiently to account 
for the work of the second and subsequent cars. The monitor 
program will calculate an adjusted call rate if the "ADJUST" 
subcommand is used, or it can be determined by the user by 
calculating the following adjustment factor: 

(ad~~~:~nt) = ~(~r:~ai~r s~f~;~e) + (~~~~~i~~a~f) X 
dispatched unit require 2 or 

more unit.s 
(

average serVice) 
time for second 
dispatched unit 

+ (~~~~;i~~a~f) X (~~;r~~~r~e~r!~:t~~:~) + •• J / 
requ1re 3 or un1t 
more units 
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The adjusted call rate is 

(adjusted \ = 
,call rate) 

and, the adjusted 

!adjUsted \ _ 
,increment) -

incremental call 

fadj ustment\ X 
\ factor ) 

(unadjusted) 
\ call rate) 

rate is 

(
';lnad j usted\ 
lncrement ) 

i. Non-call-for-service work ~ non-CFS workload can be represented 
only by adjusting the call for service rate. One way to do 
this would be to treat each non-CFS incident (i.e., officer
initiated "calls," meals, etc.) as a call for service. This 
could produce erroneous results, however, if past data are 
used to estimate the number of non-CFS incidents and, for 
example, the number of units is changed because of difficulties 
in estimating the effect this change will have on the non-CFS 
work. Similarly, ignoring non-CFS workload completely will 
produce unrealistic estimates of unit workloads, saturation 
probability, etc. Thus, the necessary adjustment to the call 
rate should depend on the number of units as follows: 

(adjUsted \ (call) 
\rrival rat, = \,ate + (

umber) ~verage minutes . j / tpeCi~ie, 
of X per hour each unl serVlce 

units pends on non-CFS time 

Note that the incremental call rate is not adjusted when multiple 
workload levels are specified. 

j. Cross-command dispatching - when the number of cross-command 
dispatches is relatively small, they can be ignored in the 
hypercube analysis. If it is necessary to account for the 
cross-command dispatches, the commands may have to be 
combined and the larger area analyzed. Alternatively, it 
may be possible to approximate cross-command dispatching by 
adding "artificial" reporting areas at the boundaries of the 
region. The workload of such a r"eporting area would depend 
on the number of dispatches of units into the command ,that 
reporting area represents. Units, dispatched fr~m other com
mands into the region being analyzed would be represented 
as backup uni t.s handling all calls arriving \1hen all response 
units in the region are pusy. Note that when this technique 
is used, travel time statistics may not be accurate and 
should therefore .be used only qualitatively. 
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k. Beat-dependent service times - when the types of calls 
occuring in different beats vary considerable, the average 
service times for calls may also vary significantly from 
beat to beat. The·hypercube model allows unit-dependent 
service times but makes no provision for beat=dependent 
service times. If variable unit service times are used 
to approximate the variable beat service times, they 
apply to all calls serviced by the units. Consequently, 
the approximation is less reliable when the fraction of 
dispatches that are inter-district is high. Since variable 
service times can be specified only when the exact hypercube 
model is used, this approximation cannot be used in regions 
with a large number of units (i.e., at most, 15 units can 
be specified when the exact model is used). Alternatively, 
call arrival rates in each beat should be adjusted so that 
the number of service hours per watch is correct. This adjustment 
is made by scaling the workload of the reporting areas in 
the region file. For example, if the region-wide average 
service time is 30 minutes, but the service time in beat A 
averages only 15 minutes, the call volumes of each reporting 
area in beat A should be halved. 

4. Patrol and Dispatch Policies Not Amenable to Hypercube 
,Analysis 

The current versions of the hypercube programs make no 

provis~0n for the following features of patrol and dispatch 

policies: 

o Priority-based dispatch policies - the hypercube model 
treats all calls for service, including those in the 
dispatcher's queue, as equal in priority. Priority
based dispatch policies cannot be represented. 

o Preemptive dispatch assi~nments - the reassignment 
(e.g., to a higher prior~ty call) of units servicing 
or enroute to a previous call is not allowed. 

o Selective stacking of calls - hypercube dispatch policies 
cannot model the selective queuing of low priority calls 
when the beat unit is unavailable. 

o Servicing of calls in queue in any manner other than 
first-come first-served - the hypercube model permits 
calls in queue to be serviced on,a'first-come, first
served basis only. Priority servicing of calls in queue, 
or the dispatching of units to the call in queue that is 
closest to their current locations cannot be represented. 
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APPE:NDIX A. 

GLOSSARIES OF DATA PROCESSING 

AND POLICE TERMS. 
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Table. A-I 

GLOSSARY OF DATA PROCESSING TERMS3,7,14,15 

Auxiliary Storage: Data storage other than core storage. 

Batch Processing: A technique that permits multiple jobs to 
be collected for presentation to the system, which automatically 
recognizes and processes each job, one after the other. 

Benchmark: To ascertain comparative performance of systems by 
use of a set of test programs designed specifically to exercise 
vital system software and hardware features. 

Carriage Return: The signal that indicates to the system the 
termination of a line ·of input from the terminal. 

Character: One symbol of a set of elementary symbols such as 
those corresponding to the keys on a typewriter. The symbols 
usually include the decimal digits 0 through 9,the letters A 
through Z, punctuation marks, operation symbols, and any other 
single symbols which a computer may read, store, or write. 

Character-Delete Symbol: A character appearing on the terminal 
keyboard which, when pressed In' times, will delete the pre
ceding In' characters and itself from the input line. 

Colunm: Generally a character or digit location in a positional
information format, most often one in which charact~rs appear in 
rows. 

Computer: A device capable of accepting information, applying 
prescribed processes to information, and supplying the results 
of these processes. It usually consists of input and output 
devices, arithmetic, storage, communications units and a control 
unit. 

Connect Time: The quantity of time that passes while the user 
of a remote terminal is connected to a time-shared system. 
Connect time is usually measured by the duration between log-on 
and log-off. . 

Conversational Processing: An important time-sharing operation 
in which the user is said to be communicating with the system 
in a conversational manner when each statement he enters through 
the terminal is processed immediately. The system then s8'nds a 
reply to the terminal. 

Core Storage: The fundamental and most important storage of the 
central processing unit. 
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CPU (Central Processing Unit): The unit of a system that 
contains the circuits that control and perform the execution 
of computer instructions. . 

File: A collection of related records treated as a unit. 

Flowchart: A chart to represent, for a problem, the flow of 
data, procedures, etc; or graphical representation of a 
sequence of operations by using symbols to represent the 
operations. 

Full-Duplex: In communications, pertaining to a simultaneous 
two-way and independent transmission in both directions. 

Half-Duplex: Pertaining to an alternate, one-way-at-a-time, 
independent transmission. 

Hard Copy: A printed copy of machine output in readable form. 

Input: The data to be processed; or the process of trans
ferring data into a storage medium internal to a computer or 
computer system. 

Interactive Mode: A procedure for communication between a 
terminal and the computer in which each entry from the ter
minal elicits a respons~ from the computer and vice versa. 

Kilo(K): In reference to memory devices, kilo means 1024; e.g., 
4K byte memory is actually 4096 bytes. 

Line-Delete Symbol: A character input from the terminal that 
deletes all preceding characters in the input line and itself. 

Network: A series of points interconnected by communications 
channels. 

Noise: An undesired disturbance in a communication system 
which can generate errors or spurious m~ssages. 

Null Line: An input line consisting of a carriage return 
issued as the first and only information. 

Off-Line: Pertaining to equipment or devices not under direct 
control of the central processing unit. May also be used to 
describe terminal equipment not connected to a transmission 
line. 

On-Line: Any operation performed at a terminal which is 
actively connected to the computer. 
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On-Line Data Processing: The input (and output) of data 
(and reports) in a direct fashion to the computer over local 
or remote co~unications lines. 

Output: Data that has been processed; or the process of 
transferring data from an internal storage to an external 
storage device. 

Password: The unique set of digits or characters assigned to 
a user as part of his identification number in communicating 
with the computer. 

Program: A set of instructions or steps that tells the 
computer exactly how to solve a problem. 

Program Runs: A run refers to the actual execution or oper
ation of a program~ 

Right Justified: In most cases data is considered right 
justified when the right-hand digit or character occupies 
the right-hand position of the space (field) allotted for that 
data. 

Software: Refers to the procedural specifications required 
to operate computers as embodied in program code (a::> opposed 
to the computing machinery or hardware). 

Storage: A general term for any device capable of retaining 
information. 

System: Refers to a set of hardware, programs (software), 
procedures, personnel, etc. required to perform a given task 
or set of tasks. 

Terminal: An input/output device qesigned to receive or send 
source data in an environment associated with the job to be 
performed and capable of transmitting entries to and obtaining 
output from .the system of which it is a part. 

Terminal Session: The period between a user's completed 
log-on until he logs off. 

Time-Sharing: A method of operation in which a computer 
facility is shared by several users for different purposes 
at (apparently) the same time. Although the computer actually 
services each user in sequence, the high speed of the computer 
makes ;i.t appear that the users are all handled simultaneously. 

User: Anyone who requires the services of a computing system. 
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Table A..,.2 

GLOSSARY OF POLICE TERMS6 

Beat: Same as district. 

Beat Identity: Same as district identity. 

Call for service: A communication to the police originating from 
a citizen, an alarm system, a police officer, or other detector, 
reporting an incident that requires on-scene police assistance. 

Dispatch assignment: A directive by the' dispatcher to a patrol 
unit assigning the unit to respond to the scene of a reported 
incident or call for service. 

Dispatcher: An individual who has responsibility for assigning 
available radio-dispatchable patrol units to reported incidents. 

District: An area in which one patrol unit has (usually exclusive) 
preventive patrol responsibility. When districts overlap, such 
responsibility is no longer exclusive, but each car's district 
is the area in which it is expected to perform preventive patrol. 

District identity: A term applied to an officer's personal 
commitment to maintain public order and provide effective police 
service within his home district. 

Effective travel speed: That speed which, if constantly main
tained over the path of a response journey, would result in the 
same travel time as that actually experienced by the responding 
patrol unit. 

Flying: A term applied to a patrol unit responding frequently 
to calls outside its assigned district (home district). 

Hazard formula: 
statistics, and 
mining the need 
multiplied by a 

A summation of crime 
other factors thought 
for patrol units in a 
weight indicating its 

statistics, geographical 
to be important in deter
region. Each factor is 
subjective importance. 

Home district: The district in which a patrol unit is assigned 
to perform preventive patrol. 

Inter-district (or cross-district) assignment: A dispatch assign
ment to a district other than the unit's home district. 

Overlapping districts: Districts that share at least some common 
regions, such as reporting areas. 

Patrol allocation: The entire process of determining the total 
required number of patrol units, their spatial and temporal 
assignments, and rules governing their operation. 
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Patrol status: The condition of a patrol unit, particularly 
pertaining to dispatch availability. In some police depart
ments the dispatch status of a patrol unit is restricted to 
one of two possibilities: available or unavailable; in others, 
finer distinctions are made, including such possibilities as 
meal break, auto maintenance, patrol-initiated action, station
house, or type of incident currently being serviced. 

Patrol unit: A patrol car, scooter, or wagon and its assigned 
police officer(s); or a radio-dispatchable foot patrolman. 

Preventive patrol: An activity undertaken by a patrol unit, in 
which the unit tours an area, with the officer(s) checking for 
crime hazards (for example, open doors and windows) and 
attempting to intercept any crimes while in progress. 

Reporting area: A subarea within a district sometimes no more 
than a few city blocks in size, that is used as the smallest 
geographi~al unit for aggregating statistics on the spatial 
distributions of calls for service and preventive patrol coverage. 

Region: A group of districts administered as an autonomous field 
operations territory. 

Sector~ A term used synonymously with district in some police 
departments. 

Service time: The total "off the air" or "out of service" time 
per call for service for a patrol unit. Includes travel time, 
on-scene time and possibly related off-scene time. 

Travel time: The time 17equired for the dispatched patrol uhit 
to travel to the scene of the reported incident from its location 
when the assignment was .received. 

utilization factor: The fraction of time, on the average, a 
patrol unit would be busy handling calls for service if all 
incoming calls were queued until a car became free to handle 
them. When hypercube analyses are run assuming a zero capacity 
queue, the average workload will be less than the average 
utilization factor. 

Workload: The fraction of t.ime, on the average, a patrol unit 
is busy handling calls for service. (See also "utilization".) 
In hypercube analyses, the workload generated by a district 
is equal to the fraction of time a single car would be busy 
handling calls originating in the district if the district were 
aIL autonomous region. 
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION ILLUSTRATING 

ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION ILLUSTRATING ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 

The following annotated printout was produced using the inter-

active hypercube programs to analyze a district plan for a region 

described by the region file LAWCITY. The comments added are in

tended to clarify computer or user statements. Input to the monitor 

was based on the follo~.ing information about patrol operations 

(See also Figure III-I): 

(1) The terminology used to describe field operations in the 
department is (in terms of hypercube's terminology): 

district = zone 
unit = car 
atom = reporting bloc 
calls for service = incidents 
travel time = travel time 

(2) Service time for incidents (including travel timej averages 
22 minutes per incident. 

(3) Incidents for the entire region arrive at an average of six 
per hour. 

(4) When responding to incident patrol cars travel at an 
average of 20 mph, but while engaged in preventive patrol 
they travel at an average of 10 mph. 

(5) Dispatch policy is approximately SCM. When the car assigned 
to a zone is available it is first choice for incidents 
arriving in that zone. If no zone cars are available when 
an incident arrives, dispatchers are instructed to assign the 
incident immediately to a backup unit (e.g., a supervisor, 
detective, or canine unit)~ It is assumed that enough backup 
units are available to avoid any queuing of incidents at the 
dispatching center. In general, the dispatchers assign 
incidents to the closest car (unless the assigned zone car 
is free, but is not the closest available car). 

(6) The travel times associated with cars being dispatched to an 
incident located in the same reporting bloc as the car was 
when it received the assignment should be approximated using 
the command CORTM = 0.90. 
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(7) When on preventive patrol the time spent by a zone car in 
any 0f the reporting blocs in its beat is proportional to 
the workload in the reporting bloc. 

(8) Three zones, covered by one ~one car, are to be used. Zone 1 
contains reporting blocs 121, 131, 141, lSI, and 161. Zone 2 
contains reporting blocs 71, 81, 91, 101, and Ill. Zone 3 
contains reporting blocs 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, and 61. 

(9) Use the approximate hypercube model for the analysis. Display 
all available output tables. 
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10.57. 14 >"'1[]NIT"~E~'" < [RoEt~~_toi- crea·d.on~Q~r-E.:Il~~ ____ 4'rstE~·f-p.1a}i-;J 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILEJ(I.E.~ THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORtING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DIST~IC~ PLAN BEING CREATED)DISTPLAN 
EXECUTION: , 

This name serves' as the name of "\i 
the computer fiie which will contain 
the description of the district plan. 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT~ TYPE '1' . 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS, CALLS FOR SERVICE, ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
FINAL H'r'PERCUBE OUTPUT B'l' US:ING THE "13LO:~SAR'r'" CON~lAt'm 
AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 
)YES 

F.:EPOF::T I NG AREA '-'- "F.:EPOF.:T I t'~13 AREA" F.:EFERS TO THE :S:MALLEST 
GEOGRAPHICAL UNIT (TYPICALLY NO MORE THAN. A FEW CITY 
BLOCKS IN ~IZE) FOR AGGREGATING STATISTICS ON THE 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF CALLS FOR SERVICE AND PRE
VENTIVE PATROL COVERAGE (REFERRED TO AS 'ATOM' IN THE 
"GLO:SSAR'l'" COMMAND). 

DISTRICT ._- "DIST~:ICT" REFERS TO At'~ AREA IN I.I./HICH ONE PATROL 
UNIT HAS PREVENTIVE PATROL RESPONSIBILITY. SYNONYMOUS 
TERM:::;: U:S:Erl Hi SDt-1E .-'URIsr,ICTION:5: INCLUDE "SECTOR" At·m 
"BEAT" (F.:EFERRED TO liS: .' R_D I :S:T .. ' AND " NtLD I ST" 
r t'i THE "13LOS:S:AF.:'r''' COMttJANrl). 

F.:EGION -'- "REGION" REFERS TO AN AREA CDNPRISED OF Ot~E OR 
MORE DISTRICTS THAT IS ADMINISTRARILY DISTINCT. 
ALTEF.:~iATIVE TERMS INCLUDE "COMl"iA~m" ANrl "PRECINCT." 

UN I T ._- "UN IT" REFEF.::S: T,o fi; PAT~:OL CAR A~m ITS AS::S: I G~iED 
POLICE OFFICER(S)~ OR TO A RADIO~DISPATCHABLE FOOT 
PRTROLMAN (REFERRED TO AS 'R_UNIT' AND 'NM_UNIT' 
I N THE "GLO:S::SARV" CDt-1MANrl). 

CliLL FOR SEF.:V I CE -- "CALL FOR :S:ERV I CE" F.:EFERS TO A CONMUN 1-
CATION TO POLICE REPORTING AN INCIDENT THAT REQUIRES 
ON-SCENE POLICE ASSISTANCE (REFERRED TO AS 'CFS' IN 
THE "I3LOSSAR')"" cmlNA~m). 
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l'fm'\,'EL T It1E -- .. TRAVEL T H1E" REFERS TO THE T I ME REG!U I RED 
FOR THE DISPATCHED UNIT TO TRAVEL TO THE SCENE OF THE 
REPORTED INCIDENT FROM ITS LOCATION WHEN THE ASSIGN
MENT WAS RECEIVED (REFERRED TO AS ~T_COST' IN THE 
"13LOSSAR'i" COMMAND). 

ENTER COMMAND: 
> 'i' ~--- .---.-

't ' 

Liberal use of the n?1I feature is madeg 
during this run to demonstrate ~he prOg~~ffi'S' 
tutorial capabili.ties. . 

'lOU ARE NOlIJ AT CDt'l~lAtm LEVI!rL. 
THE COMMAND .'LIS7CMDS' LISTS ALL AVAILABLE BASIC COMMANDS. 
THE COMMAND 'LISTADVCMDS' LISTS ADVANCED COMMANDS. 
THE MOST FREQUENTLY USED COMMANDS ARE THE FOLLOWING: 

CREATE -- LEADS THE USER THROUGH CREATION OF A NEW DISTRICT 
PLAN FILE. 

MODIFY ~- LEADS THE USER THROUGH MODIFICATION OF AN ALREADY 

At some points-;-·seeminglyrandom to the J 
terminal user, the computer skips a number 
of lines before carrying on with a printout. 
This has no significance. '-----.... ~P-----~---- ... ,. .. ·--....... -.... ,,·"--.... ·'· ., "'."-' 

EXISTING DISTRICT PLAN FILE. 
CONFIG -- LEADS US'.'} THROUGH MODIFICATION OF DISTRICT 

CONF I 13URAT I ON 
SUMMAR'l -- TYPES OUT SUMMARY OF CURRENT PLAN INCLUDING ANY 

MODIFICATIONS MADE. 
SAVE -- SAVES THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN FILE AND TERMINATES THE 

MONITOR PROGRAM. 
EXIT -- TERMINATES THE MONITOR PROGRAM WITHOUT SAVING THE 

NEW DISTRICT PLAN FILE. 

EtHER COMMAND: 
> L I $Tct1J:1$ ""l~---i Lis~sall oth~r basic commands .1 
THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL COMMANDS ARE AVAILABLE: 

INSPECT -- LIST ANY REPORTING AREAS THAT ARE NOT IN ANY 
DISTRICT DR THAT ARE IN MORE THAN ONE DISTRICT. 

PRINTDIST -- PRINT THE CURRENT DISTRICT CONFIGURATION. 

WORKLOAD -- MDDIFY THE NUMBER OF WORKLOADS FOR WHICH 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES ARE TO BE COMPUTED, THE BASE 
ARRIVAL RATE OF CALLS FDR SERYICE, DR THE INCREMENTAL 
ARRIVAL RATE OF CALLS FOR SERVICE. 
(SEE USER'S MANUAL, P. 23, FOR FURTHER EXPLANATION OF 
I.,JDRKLOAD:S: 'I :;. 

TITLE -- MODIFY THE TITLE OF THE PLAN. 
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POLICY -- MODIFY THE DISPATCHING POLICY: SCM, MCM, ESCM, EMCM, 
DR 1=t'· ... L. "'i- ~ Further explanation of policies ap~e_~~ iater] 

FF.:ST ._.- .DEC I DE I.~IHETHER THE D I STR I CT CAR IS ALI.tJAYS TO BE 
DISPATCHED FIRST, WHEN IT IS AVAILABLE, TO CALLS IN ITS 
DISTRICT. 

QUEUE -- DECIDE WHETHER A QUEUE IS ALLOWED TO BUILD UP IF 
MORE CALLS FOR SERVICE ARRIVE THAN THERE ARE UNITS 
I=tVA I LA:E:LE. 

SPEED -- MODIFY THE RESPONSE SPEED OF PATROL UNITS. 

ENTEF.: CDt1MAND: 
>LISTAI:'I .. ··'=1'11)S ~«---i~ Lists adv~n.!:.~~=co~ands. I 

IN I=tItDITION TO THE "BAS:IC" COMMANrr:s:, CREATE, NODIF·,··, CONFIG, 
SUMMARY, SAVE, EXIT, INSPECT, PRINTDIST, WORKLOAD, TITLE, POLICY, 
FRST, QUEUE, I=tND SPEED, THERE ARE MONITOR CONNANDS WHICH 
FACILITATE USE OF ADVANCED MONITOR FEATURES (DESCRIBED IN 
USER'S MANUAL). THE FOLLOWING ADVANCED MONITOR COMMANDS ARE 
AVAILABLE: 

l=irUU:S:T .-- ADJUSTS THE CALL RATE TO ACCOUrn FD.R t'lUL T I PLE 
CI=tR DISPATCHES AND/OR NON-CALL-FOR-SERVICE WORK. 

BACK -- ASSIGNS LAST DISPATCH PREFERENCE TO A PARTICULAR 
UNIT IN SELECTED REPORTING AREAS • 

r---' . ----J:Note the "undersCQ*=~_.§Y.mbol;-.a~g:u.iiecf'·ch-ar-a&tei here :1 
I 
I 
\ COMPARE -- SPECIFIES THAT PERFORMANCE MEASURES I=tRE TO BE 
I COMPUTED I=tSSUMING THE AVL DISPATCH POLICY, AND THAT 
I DISPATCH ERROR PROBABILITIES ASSUMING THE DISPATCH 
I 

I POLICY INPUT BY THE USER (I.E., SCM, M~M, ESCM, EMCM) I ARE TO BE. COMPUTED. • 
1 

ICORTM -- SPECIFIES CONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY TO BE USED 
\ IN COMPUTING INTRA-REPORTING AREA TRAVEL TIMES. 

<:I. 
D_SCALE -- SPECIFIES CONSTANT BY WHICH X,Y COORDINATES IN 

REGION FILE ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED TO CONVERt THEM TO 
t'lI LE:S. 

FRONT -- ASSIGNS FIRST DISPATCH PREFERENCE TO A PARTICULAR 
UNIT IN SELECTED REPORTING AREAS. 

GLOSSARY -- SPECIFIES TERMS TO BE USED IN HYPERCUBE OUTPUT 
TO REFER TO REPORTING AREAS, DISTRICTS, RESPONSE UNITS~ 
CALLS FOR SERVICE, AND TRAVEL TIME. 
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____ A ____________ • ______________ __ 

HIDDLE -- ASSIGNS A SPECIFIC COST OF DISPATCHING A PARTICULAR 
UN I T TO SELECTED REPORT I tiG FIREA:S:. 

NO_PRNT -- SPECIFIES THAT ONLY HYPERCUBE OUTPUT SHOWING 
REGION, UNIT, AND DISTRICT SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
IS TO BE PRINTEII. ' 

PATROL -- SPECIFIES THE EFFECTIVE PATROL SPEED OF RESPONSE 
UNITS AND REQUESTS THAT THE FREQUENCIES OF PREVENTIVE 
PATRDL PA:S:S I NG:S BE CALCULATEII. 

PRNT_ALL -- SPECIFIES THAT ALL HYPERCUBE OUTPUT, EXCEPT 
INTER-REPORTING AREA TRAVEL TIMES, IS TO BE PRINTED. 

PRNT_ATOM -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED 
SHOWING ATOM SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE MEASURES •• 

PRNT_CFS -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED SHOWING 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS FOR SERVICE BY REPORTING 
11REA ... ' 

PRNT_COST -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED 
SHOWING THE ESTIMATED COST OF DISPATCHING EACH RESPONSE 
UNIT TO EACH REPORTING AREA. .. 

PRNT_PATROL -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF PATROLABLE STREET MILES IN EACH 
REPORTING' AREA. 

PRNT_SP_ALC -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED 
SHOWING THE SPATIAL ALLOCATION AMONG REPORTING AREAS 
OF RESPONSE UNITS WHEN AVAILABLE. .. 

PRNT_TR -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED SHOWING 
INTER-REPORTING AREA TRAVEL TIMES. • 

~RNT_TT -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED SHOWING 
THE MEAN TRAVEL TIMES OF EACH RESPONSE UNIT TO EACH 

it REPORTING AREA •• 
,! 

.RNT_VST -- SPECIFIES THAT A TABLE IS TO BE PRINTED 
SHOWING THE VARIABLE SERVICE TIME ASSOCIATED WITH EACH 
RESPOnSE UNIT. '. 

STATISTICS -- SPECIFIES WHETHER HYPERCUBE STATISTICS ARE 
TO BE CALCULATED USING THE EXACT MODEL, THE APPROXIMATE 
MODEL, OR BOTH. ~ 

:S:TORE -- SPECIFIE:S:':~HAT THE DI:STRICT PLAN FILE IS TO BE 
SAVED WITHOUT TERMINATING THE MONITOR. 

TXOV -- SELECTIVELY OVERRIDES CALCULATION OF INTER
REPORTING AREA TRAVEL TIMES USING THE MANHATTAN METRIC 
BY DIRECTLY SPECIFYING THE TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN PAIRS 

;' OF REPORTING AREAS • 
. ~ .• l' 

, : .~;ST -- :S:PEC I F I ES I tiD I V I DUAL AVEF.:AGE SERV I CE T I l'1ES FOR EACH 
RESPON:S:E U~i IT. 
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• THESE COMMANDS ARE ALSO USED TO SPECIFY THAT TABLES ARE 
NOT TO BE PRINTED. FOR EXAMPLE, THE USE OF THE 
.. PRNT _COST" CDi1MAND AT A T I ME ! .• .tHEN A D I :STR I CT PLAN 
DOES NOT CALL FOR THE PRINTING OF A TABLE OF DISPATCH 
COSTS WILL CAUSE SUCH A TABLE TO BE PRINTED. ON THE OTHER 
HAND? IF THE DISTRICT PLAN SPECIFIES THAT THE TABLE OF 
DISPATCH COSTS IS TO BE PRINTED, THE USE OF THE 
"PF.:t'fT_COST" COMt'lAt-m MILL SPECIFY THAT IT IS NOT TO BE 
PR I tHED. NOTE THAT UNT I L THE IJUR' "IND I CATE:S: OTHERl') I SE , 
t'lDr"iE OF THE TABLES l.oJILL BE PRI~tE1). Note that this footnoote does 

~~ not apply to the PRNT ALL 
command. -EtHER COMMI=)r-m: __ .~ ___ ._ .. _____ J 

:::- CREri'TE ~--- .. -. ___ "U"' .• --~2:.?_ sP-=~~-~~~~!:iO~, dj.~f:.is~._ p~~J 
ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
-0 .. -,.. .... ~ 

THE TITLE OF THE PLAN CAN BE ANYTHING YOU CHOOSE AS LONG AS 
IT IS ONLY ONE LINE LONG AND HAS A LENGTH OF 50 
CHARACTERS OR LESS. 

(NOTE: THIS TITLE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE NAME 
OF THE DISTRICT PLAN FILE.) 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
>SAMPkE ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 
TITLE ENTERED: 
'SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 

Use a -titl;-which~ will-h-;'ip YOJ to quickly identify the patrol 
operations plan being studied. 

.0° • 

~--.-------. "'-

ENTER PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 

TYPE THE RESPONSE SPEED OF THE PATROL UNIT IN MILES PER HOUR: 
>20 
PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED ENTERED: 20.00 

ENTER DISPATCH POLICY: 
)'( 

THE FIVE TYPES OF PATROL UNIT DISPATCHING POLICY ARE 
:::;:C~h ~1CM, ESCM, EMCM, AND A'·IL. tiD 'TW. WANT A MORE 
DETAILED EXPLANATION?: 

> '/ -<. .. . ....... _ '" .... _ .. _-_ .. ---!'-f" ~ay "be ~sed 'in~~tead of "YES." 1 

SCM (STRICT CENTER OF MASS): 
CALL LDCATION: A:S::S:UMED AT CENTER OF III:STRICT BAS:ED ON CALL 

FOR SERYICE STATISTICS. 
UNIT LOCATION: ASSUMED AT CENTER OF DISTRICT BASED ON PRE

VENTIVE PATROL COVERAGE. 

ESTIMATED TRAVEL DISTANCE: FROM DISTRiCT CENTERCFOR UNIT) 
TO D I STR I CT CENTER (FOR CALLS) 8 T'h-' ,-- ---h' - .. -- ) ' I' bI to 

1S 1S t e pO.1CY app 1ca e 
t'101 (MIODIFIEII CnHER OF MA:S:S):"- - the sample analysis. 
CALL l.oCAT I ON: AS::~~UMED AT CENTER OFReP!WtT I NI3 AREA. 
UNIT LOCATION: ASSUMED AT CENTER OF DISTRICT, BASED ON 

PREYENTIVE PATROL COVERAGES. 
ESTIMATED TRAVEL tIISTANCE: FROM DISTRICT CENTER -(FOR UNIT) 

TO CENTER OF REPORTING AREA OF THE CALL. 
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_M (EXPECTEII MOIl I F I ED CENTER OF ~lASS): 
CALL LOCATION: ASSUMED AT CENTER OF REPORTING AREA. 
UNIT LOCATION~ CORRECTLY DISTRIBUTED OVER REPORTING AREAS 

ACCORDING TO PREVENTIVE PATROL COVERAGES. 
ESTIMATED TRAVEL DISTANCE: STATISTICALLY AVERAGE TRAVEL 

DISTANCE FROM UNIT/S REPORTING AREA (WEIGHTED BY 
PREVENTIVE PATROL COVERAGE) TO REPORTING AREA OF THE 
CALL. 

ESCM (EXPECTED STRICT CENTER OF MASS): 
CALL LOCATION: ASSUMED DISTRIBUTED OVER REPORTING AREAS 

ACCORDING TO STATISTICAL PATTERNS FOR CALLS FOR SERVICE. 
UNIT LOCATION: SAME AS FOR EMCM. 
ESTIMATED TRAVEL DISTANCEf STATISTICALLY AVERAGE TRAVEL 

DISTANCE FROM UNIT'S REPORTING AREA (WEIGHTED BY PRE
VENTIVE PATROL COVERAGE) TO REPORTING AREA DF THE CALL 
(WEIGHTED BY THE CALL-FOR-SERVICE DISTRIBUTION). 

AVL (AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION): 
CALL LOCATION: ASSUMED AT CENTER OF REPORTING AREA. 
UNIT LOCATION: ASSUMED· TO BE KNOWN USING A PERFECT 

RESOLUTION VEHICLE LOCATION SYSTEM. THUS VEHICLE LOC
ATION IS AT CENTER OF ONE OF THE REPORTING AREAS OF ITS 
DISTRICT, THE PARTICULAR REPORTING AREA SELECTED PROBA
BALISTICALLY BASED ON PREVENTIVE PATROL COVERAGES. 

ESTIMATED TRAVEL DISTANCE: EXACT TRAVEL DISTANCE FROM 
REAL-TIME REPORTING AREA OF THE UNIT TO THE REPORTING 
AREA OF THE CALL. 

ENTER DISPATCH POLICY: 
):51=1'1 

DISPATCH POLICY ENTERED: SCM 

'NO SPECIAL PREFERENCE FOR DISTRICT UNIT. 
CHANI:5E?: 
'lo? " . 
tURRENTLY NO SPECIAL PREFERENCE IS SHOWN FOR THE DISTRICT 

UNIT. DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THIS SUCH THAT THE DISTRICT 
UNIT IS DISPATCHED FIRST WHEN IT IS AVAILABLE, REGARD
LESS OF OTHER FACTORS?: 

)OK A 1 f . PLEASE T'iPE "YES:' OR " NO": 4- n examp e 0 error correctl.on by 
the program. )y 

FIRST PREFERE~~CE FOR D I STR I CT 1~f\fI;i", 
r---------------~. 

ZERO CAPAC I 1'i I~UEUE" ~-----I A queue is a sequence of calls for 
service awaiting dispatch by a 
dispatcher. 

CHA~1GE .. ? : • 

DO YOU WANT TO ASSUME THAT IF A CALL FOR SERVICE ARRIVES 
WHEN NO UNIT IS AVAILABLE FOR DISPATCH, THE CALL ENTERS 
A QUEUE TO WAIT FOR AN AVAILABLE UNIT?: 

, ,,> NO 

'NO CHANI:5E. 
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I F 'lOU I.,JANT 

ONLY EXACT STATISTICS 
ONLY APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 
BOTH EXACT AND APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 

)'? 

THEN TYPE 

o 
1 
'J .... 

TWO CLASSES OF STATISTICS CAN BE GENERATED. APPRO~lMATf. HN11 
EXACT. THE APPROXIMATE STATISTICS ARE Nor QUITE AS 
ACCURATE AS THE EXACT, BUT THEY COME VERY CLOSE AND ARE 
MUCH LESS EXPENSIVE. 

T'r'PE .. ' (I "', .- 1 "', OR .,' 2 .,' : 
>1 
ot-1L')" APPRmnMATE :S:TATISTIC::S: l.o.IILL BE (5a~ERATED. 1I!'!!l~~-

TO IIEFINE THE DISTRICT Cm~FIGURATIoN, E~iTER THE t'iUMB~RS 0-:--\ 
THE Uri I TS Arm ,HE 1 R A:S::S:OC I ATED REPORT I ~iG AREA:S:. ~_\"._._,_ 

~;I~t~~ NUMBE·R= Note that larger problems cannot be handled using exact] 
statistics see text for size limitations. --'--_.-._.------------

...... ERROR ...... 
THE STRING ~oNE' CAUSED AN ERROR, SINCE IT 

SHOULD HAVE BEEN A NUMBER. 
PLEASE RETYPE WHAT IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN: 

)1 

F'F'F:S:'f' : 
>"7' . 

DO YOU WANT TO CHOOSE YOUR OWN SET OF PREVENTIVE PATROL 
FACTORS FOR THIS: UNIT?: 

'0, .",: • 
.•.. ! 

ASSOCIATED WITH EACH REPORTING AREA IN A DISTRICT MAY BE A 
.. PREVENT I","E PATROL FACTOR," A~fl' NUMBER BETbJEEN (I. 0 ANII 1 O. 0 
WHICH INDICATES THE RELATIVE FRACTION OF PREVENTIVE 
PATROL COVERAGE THAT A REPORTING AREA WILL RECEIVE. A 
REPORTING AREA WITH A FACTOR OF 0 RECEIVES NO PREVENTIVE 
PATROL COVERAGE, ALTHOUGH CARS ARE STILL DISPATCHED TO THE 
AREA WHEN CALLS FOR SERVICE COME IN. THE PREVENTIVE PATROL 
FACTOR IS STRICTLY RELATIVE -- IF ALL REPORTING AREAS 
IN A DISTRICT HAVE THE SAME FACTOR, THEY WILL ALL RECEIVE 
EQUAL PREVENTIVE PATROL COVERAGE REGARDLESS OF WHAT THAT 
FACTOR IS. EQUIVALENT EFFECTS CAN BE ACHIEVED BY INCREASING 
THE FACTOR OF ONE REPORTING AREA IN A DISTRICT WHILE HOLDING 
THE FACTORS OF ALL OTHER REPORTING AREAS IN THE DIST~ICT 
Co~STANT, OR BY HOLDING THAT ONE FACTOR CONSTANT AND REDUCING 
ALL OTHERS IN THE DISTRICT. 
(NOTE: IF PREVENTIVE PATROL FACTORS ARE SPECIFIED FOR A 
DISTRICT, THE PREVENTIVE PATROL FACTOR FOR AT LEAST ONE 
REPORTING AREA IN THE DISTRICT MUST BE NON-ZERO.) 

JHE PREVENTIVE PATROL FACTOR IS OPTIONAL. IF YOU CHOOSE 
NOT TO USE THIS OPTION, PREVENTIVE PATROL WILL BE ASSUMED 
TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO NUMBER OF CALLS FOR SERVICE. 
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-----------,~-,----- - -

po YOU WANT TO CHOOSE YOUR OWN SET OF PREVENTIVE PATROL 
FACTORS FOR THIS UNIT?: 

PPFS WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO DEMAND FOR SERVICE. 
REPORT I HI3 AREA:S:: 
~.? 

TYPE THi· ... nR (:5;)_ OF THE RE~DMIf'itG Met't(S) eOVERED Wi TtlE NEW UMIT. 

t.HI!'r' M~~ ;;1£ .Si£f'A~EtTED ~V BL.FtNKS ~ 
>121 131 141 151 161 
• Indicates that 
~ORE UNITS?: costs has been 
;,)-y 

ur~ I T NUMBER: 
'" ... ::a 

.... L:. 

~PPF:S:'? : 
~H~ 

COMMAS: 

a unit Of-d~-;~~cessing ] 
expended to this point. --- -

PPFS WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO DEMAND FOR SERVICE. 
REPORTING AREAS: 
)71, :31, ':;'1,101,111 

r10RE UN ITS'?: 

UN I T NU~t:BER: 
>:~: 

PPF:5:?: 
>I'm' 

PPFS WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO DEMAND FOR SERVICE. 
REPORTING AREAS: 
)11,21,31,41,51,61 

f10RE UN ITS? : 
> I'm 

ENTER PATROL UNIT SERVICE TIME (IN MINUTES): 
>°7 
TYPE THE AVERAGE TIME THAT IT TAKES A PATROL UNIT TO 

COMPLETE A CALL FOR SERVICE: 
>22 
SERVICE TIME ENTERED: 22.0 

ENTER NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS: 

YOU MAY WANT SEVERAL SETS OF STATISTICS GENERATED. EACH 
SET WILL CORRESPOND TO ONE WORKLOAD LEVEL (IN CALLS FOR 
SERVICE PER HOUR) FOR THE ENTIRE REGION. YOU WILL NEED 
TO CHOOSE THREE THINGS: 
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1) THE LOWEST ARRIVAL RATE OF INTEREST OF CALLS FOR 
SERVICE PER HOUR. 

2) AN INCREMENTAL ARRIVAL RATE OF CALLS FOR 
SERVICE PER HOUR. 

3) THE NUMBER OF SETS OF STATISTICS THAT YOU WANT 
PRINTED OUT. 

FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU CHOOSE 6.0 AS YOUR LOWEST ARRIVAL RATE 
AND 2.0 AS YOUR INCREMENTAL VALUE, AND YOU SPECIFY, SAY, 4 
SETS OF TABLES' THEN TABLES WILL BE PRINTED OUT FOR CALL 
RATES OF 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, AND 12.0 CALLS PER HOUR. 
IF YOU ONLY WANT ONE SET OF STATISTICS, YOU NEED NOT 
SPECIFY AN INCREMENTAL ARRIVAL RATE. 

ENTER NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS: 
> 1 A(.....,....------------. 
NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS ENTERED: 1 

ENTER ARRIVAL RATE OF CALLS FOR SERVICE (NUMBER OF 
CALLS PER HOUf<:): __ . _._ -.. - ---------__________ . 

ARRIVAL RATE ENTERED: 6.0 [AnalYSis r~quires only one rate1 

~
. - J Printed automatically at this 

SUMMARY OF DISTRICT PLAN point. '. -' -
NUMBER OF UNITS: 3 
NUMBER OF REPORTING AREAS: 16 
TITLE OF PLAN: SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 
PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 20.00 
NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS: 1 
PATROL UNIT SERVICE TIME: 22.0 
NUMBER OF CALLS FOR SERVICE PER HOUR: 6.0 
DISPATCH POLICY: SCM 
DISTRICT CAR FIRST. 

ZERO CAPACITY QUEUE. 
STATISTICS GENERATED: ONLY APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 

ALL REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN AT LEAST ONE DISTRICT. 

NO REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN MORE THAN ONE DISTRICT. 

ENTEF.: Cm11'1AN!I: ~.-.----.--- - .-.. -.------.---.-.-~--.---.-------~ 
.... __ _ ... ____ Used to enter ca .. s' prevent~ve patrol 
.,' PH rRDL <{- veloci ty and to/request printing of 

preventive patrol passing frequencies in 
the output. . -_ .. _ .... "" -""._. ".. ~ .-- -.. - , .... _- ..... ".- ..... ~ -. ..... . - - . ..-.-- -'" ..... ,_ ...... ..., 
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,OllOW 'PATROL' BY THE EFFECTIVE PATROL 
~. G. 'PATROL 10.0" 

NO PATROL CARD WILL BE ENTERED. 

SPEE~.~--------------~ 

l]omputer explains 
that command has 
not been properly 
entered. 

EtHER COMMAND: 
)PATRClL 10 Used to indicate that intra-reporting 

area travel times are to be based on 
PREVENTIVE PATROL 

EtHER COMMA~m: 
> ':CJR Tl'1 ...... .c(r---

SPEED: 10.00 7a (s,!~~re c:~~:~~~ eXPl~~1 

__________ --' ~~~~j~~:~t has not_ I 
FOLLOI,~ , CORTM' B'y' THE PROPORT I m1AL I T'y' CONSTANT. 
E.G. 'CORTM .667' 

NO CORTM CARD WILL BE ENTERED. 

ENTER COMMAND: 
:> CClR'TM O. '30 

CONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY: 0.900 

ENTER COMMAND: l 
),;:;LClSSARY <64~------1 Routine to specify terminology 

to be used in hypercube's output. 
OPTION: 
>'? 

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: 
1. LIST THE GLOSSARY 
2. ENTER DR CHANGE R_DIST 
3. ENTER DR CHANGE ATOM 
4. ENTER DR CHANGE R_UNIT 
5. ENTER DR CHANGE T_COST 
6. ENTER DR CHANGE CFS 
7. EHTER DR CHANGE NM_DIST 
8. ENTER DR CHANGE NM_UNIT 
9. GO BACK TO COMMAND lEVEL 

T'~PE THE NUMBER (1-'3) OF THE OPTIBN YOU ttJANT: 
:> ! ;ill -.::c ji-U...;...;..;"s-.;,ed...:;,.;;;.;....to--ch...;...;..;"e-ck-':-'i-f-a--n-y-t-e-r-m-s----,h,....a-v-e~b=-e-e-= n.-J'"'I 

p:!:EiyiQHsl~ specifi,ed.:,.. _______ ; ___ _ 
IF tm "DEFINITION" HA:S: :E:EEN SU~l~lh THE H'y'PERCUBE OUTPUT 
lo.lI II USE THE ONE LISTED I N THE USER"':S: MANUAL. 

R_DIST: NO USER DEFINITION 
ATOM: NO USER DEFINITION 
R_UNIT: NO USER DEFINITION 
T_COST: NO USER DEFINITION 
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CFS: NO USER DEFINITION 
NM_UNIT: NO USER DEFINITION 
NM_DIST: NO USER DEFINITION 

OPTION: 
>2 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) R_DIST: 
>ZONE 

FLDI:S:T: ···Zm-~E 
... 

OPTION: 
>:::: 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) ATOM: 
> RF·r :E:LOC 

I=iTm1: ... RPT :E:LDC ... 

oPTlm-~: 

>4 

TYPE (18 CHARACTERS OR LESS) R_UNIT: 
> ZO~·~E '=AR 

... 

OPTION: 
>5 

TYPE (18 CHARACTERS OR LESS) T_COST: 
>TRt=lVEL TIME 

,. 

OPTION: 

:1; 
TYPE (18 CHARACTERS OR LESS) CFS: 
> I NC I DEt-~T:S 

CFS: .' I NC I IIEI'HS ... 

OPTION: 
)7 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) NM_UNIT: 

r·~~LUNIT: ···ZDI'1E CAF.:··· 4----1 Entry· sain~_-':':'.~~R~~~. 
OPTION: 
)::: 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) NM_DIST: [Entry same as "R D.~ST"-J 
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Hf-LD I ST : .' ZONE .' 

OPTION: 
>', 

ENTER COMMAN!': 
>- pf;! I t·fT _ALL 

-----~-~- ~---- ------,----

UNKNOWN COMMAND: PRINT_All 

ENTER COMMAND: ~ it t . t' f 11 ~ 
>Pf;!l'fT _ALL ..... "1 ......... _._ equEls s prJ.n J.ng 0 (l output .. tab_l.e_s, 

often useful on a first run. t .~ 01.. _ .~ --.~..-__ ._ 

All HYPERCUBE STATISTICS Will BE PRINTED. 

ENTER COMMAND: 
>P)o!.!t·fT - rR <t:(---_ Printing of the ·travel time matrix 

must be requested separately (not 
covered by PRNT_ALL) 

------

TRAVEL MATRIX WILL BE PRINTED. 

ENTER Cm1MAND: 

DO yOU 1,1.IANT TO 
THIS TIME'?) ,-

Speci fic:;.ti~;:·;;f··;:h~--d;:;t~ i~t ~lan I 
and type of output desired is now 
complete. L.-._....:::..._. _____ ;._,_~ .. _ _... ___ _ 

COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 

ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN (I.E., THE NAME GIVEN TO THE DISTRICT 
PLAN CREATED USING THE MONITNEW DR MONIToLD COMMAND»DlsrPLAN 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN DISTPLAN CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STDRED?)No 
E:'<ECUT I ON: 
I; 

[]o~tPut fro~'-i;y;~;c'ub'~"~~aiysi~' ~f"'th~·.1 
district plan follows. 

___ . ___ "'.,. ,.,_ .. _........ . __ <.', •• " ........ ' ..... _ 'O,l> 
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I tiC I I1E~H:5: 
11 
21 
:::: 1 
41 
51 
61 
71 
::::1 
'31 

101 
111 
121 
131 
141 
151 
161 

DISTRIBUTION, BY RPT BLOC 

O. 1142';' 
O.06E,G7 
O. 0761';' 
O. 0';'524 
O. 0761';' 
O. 07E.l '31 
0.05714 
0.02:357 
0.04762 
0.02:357 
0.01':;'05 
0.00'352 
0.01'3105 
0.047E.2 
O. 0';'524 

This table a~pears i~ the '~utP~-'---:-l 
automatically only when a preven
tive patrol speed has been indicated 
in the district plan • 

... - .. --"'-_ ....... -,....- .,----
PATROL STREET MILES PER RPT BLOC 

11 5.20 
21 3.70 
:31 :3.20 
41 4. ::::0 
5i 5. 00 
61 2.40 
71 2. ';. 0 
::: 1 ::::.60 
91 2. '~O 

101 4. 10 
111 :3. ;::0 
121 2.70 
1:31 1.50 
141 2.:30 
151 4.:30 
161 ::::.20 
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: ' 'tRAVEL TIME MATRIX: INTER-RPT BLOC 

RPT BLOC NUMBER: ORIGIN 

11 
21 
:31 
41 
51 
61 
71 
:31 
'31 

101 
111 
121 
1:31 
141 
151 
161 

RPT BLOC NUMBER: ORIGIN 

11 
21 
:31 
41 
51 
61 
71 
::: 1 
91 

101 
111 
121 
1:31 
141 
151 
161 

RPT BLOC NUMBER: DESTINATION 
11 21 :31 41 

1.04 

:3.45 
2. 7:~: 
1. 62 
1.26 
2. :35 
::::. 15 
4.41 
4.20 
5.61 
r= ,-,,-, 
,_I. CIC 

6.60 
7.44 

(I. :3;3 
1 .• t.2 
1.50 
1. 17 
2.01 
2.40 
2.70 
:~:. '31t. 
::::.75 
5.1E. 
5. :~:7 
6.1:3 
6.15 
6. '~'~ 
6.54 

:3-.45 
1. t.2 
O. :31 
1. 02 
2.4:3 

2.70 
2.22 
:~:. 4:3 
.-, ,-,~ 

'':'. Co ( 

4. E.::: 
4. :::'3 
5.70 
5. E,7 
6.51 
6.06 

2.7:3 
1.50 
1. 02 
1. I) I) 

1. 71 
2.'31 

1.20 
2.4E. 
.-, '-If:;" c.. C·_I 

:~:. 6E. 
:~:. :::7 

4. E.5 
5.4'3 
5.04 

RPT BLOC NUMBER: DESTINATION 
81 '31 101 111 

:3. 15 
2.70 
.:. .=-'::. 
L.... ,L-L.;.. 

1.20 
1.5:3 . 
.-, .-.c-
C II ,,::,._1 

o. :37 
1.2E. 
1.17 
2.4'::. 
.-, ... ~ c. • r::. ( 
:~: .. 4:3 
:~: .. 45 

:3. :::4 

4.41 
:~:. '3f. 

2.4E. 
2.79 
::::. 15 
1.56 
1. 26 
0.7:3 
1. 17 
1.2t. 
1. 41 
.:. 'J'=' 
L....'-~ 

2. 1';" 
:3.0:3 
2.5:3 

4.20 
:3.75 
'J '::'7 
'_'. L- J 

2.25 
2.5:3 
2. '34 
1. :35 
1. 17 
1. 17 
o. '32 
L41 
1.1:,2 
2.4:3 
2.40 
:3.24 
2. 7'~ 

5. Ell 
5.16 

:~:. '31'3 
4. ::::5 
2.7E. 
2.4'::. 
1.26 
1. 41 
o. ;::':'-
1. :35 
1. 02 
2.07 
1. :':::3 

I Matrix contin~e~~ O;-;~~!-;a.;eJ 
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51 

1.t.2 
1. 17 
2.4:3 
1. 71 
1. 02 
1. 20 
1.23 
1.53 

2.5:3 
.:. ':a':' '-' ... ' .. ' 
4.20 
5.01 
4. ':,.::: 
5. !32 
5. :!:7 

121 

C' ,-,.-, 
,_I. I~a=. 

C' .-• ...., 
,_I •• :J ( 

':.. ,;:.? ,_'.1_, I 

4.20 
4.5E, 
2. ';"7 
2.67 
1. 41 
1. E,2 
1. ::::5 
0.74 
o. :37 
O. 7::: 
1. c.2 

61 

1.2f. 
2. 01 

2. ';"1 
1. 20 
0.70 
1.5':.t 
.= .. =.~ L.,... L..,.._, 
:~:. 15 
2. '34 
4. :35 
4.5E. 
r:' '-:'''7 ,_'. ,_, r 

5.34 
6. 1:::: 
C" 7'-:' ,_I. I ,_I 

Ela E.:3 
6. 1:3 
5a70 

5. 01 
c- ':'7 ._1 .. ,_, I 

.-:. 7';:' 
'_' .. I I_I 

2 .. 22 

1. 02 
o. :37 
0.55 
1.5'3 
o. ::;:1 
1. 02 

71 

2.40 
2.70 
1 • '3:3 
1. 2~: 
1.59 
0.77 
1 ,-,,-, 

•• ':.L:. 

1.5':. 
1. ::::5 
2.76 
2. 'St? 
.-. ~.':t 
.;:t. " ,_, 

:~:. 75 
4.59 
4.14 

141 

6.60 
Ela 15 
5.67 
4. E.5 
4. '3:3 
5. :34 
:3.75 
:~:. 45 
2.1'3 
2.40 
2.07 
0.7:=: 
1.5'3 
0.69 
O.!=:4 

','12.6.,1 



RPT BLOC NUMBER: ORIGIN RPT BLOC NUMBER: DESTINATION 

F<:PT BLOC 
III 

151 161 

11 
21 
:31 
41 
51 
61 
71 
:31 
'31 

101 
111 
121 
1 ::::1 
141 
151 

161 

7.44 
6. ';";' 
Et.51 
5.4';' 
5. :32 
E •• 1:3 
4.5'3 
4.2'3 
'j 
'-' . 0:::: 
:3.24 
1. ;3·.~: 
1. ':.2 
(I. ::: 1 
0.:34 
O. '35 

1. 77 

.:.. '3'3 
6.54 
6. 06 
5. 04 
5.37 
5.7:3 
4. 14 
:3. :34 
2.5:3 
2.79 
1.3:3 
1. :3'3 
1. 02 
2.151 
1. 77 

0.:31 

MEAN TRAVEL TIMES FOR EACH ZONE :AR 
TO EACH RPT :E:LOC 

I II OF ZONE CAF.: 

NO ZONE CAR ZONE CAR ZONE CAR 
123 

1 1 I:, • '3:~: .::. 71 1 :=:::=: '-' . · 21 6. ·4:3 :3. 2E. 1 · 49 
31 I::. _ 00 .-:' 03 2. :::: 1 '-' . 
41 4. '~:=: .=. 

L.... 1 1 1 · '31 
51 5. 31 .;:. 

L.... 09 1 · 4::: 
61 e ~.7 

.-, 54 1 :32 ,_'. c. · 71 4. 0:3 1 · :::::5 .-, c. l q 
o' 

=31 .-, 7::: 1 31 ,-, ::=:0 . :.' . · c • 
'31 .-, c. 52 1 · 2:3 :::: . 51 

1 01 2.7:::: 1 · 21 3. :30 
1 1 1 1 • 54 2 • 01 4. 71 
121 1 55 .-, 25 4. '32 · c. 
1 :31 o. 9'3 2. 92 e 

,_I. 7:~: 

141 1 · 74 . -:-
'-' . 02 5 • 70 

151 1 41 .-:. · '-' . ",?''j 
I '_' 1:_ • 54 

161 1 · .35 'J 
'-' . 2:3 

'=' -
09 
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STRICT CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO ZONE CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ZONE 

ESTIMATED "CO:S:T" OF IIISPPTCHHiG 1_ TH ZmiE CAF.: 
TO ,J_ TH F.:PT BLOC 

RPT BLOC ID OF ZONE CAR 
ID 
t'm ZONE CAR ZONE CAR ZmiE CAR 

! 2 :3 

11 6. 0:3 '.~ • :=: 1 O. 00 
21 E .• 0:3 2. :31 O. 00 
31 E~ .. ' 0:3 2. :31 o. 00 
41 I: .. 0:::: 2. :=: 1 O. 00 
51 E .• 0:3 2. :31 O. 00 
61 1= .. 0:::: 2. :=: 1 O. 00 
71 '-1 'J'-' '':' ....... c O. 00 211 :31 
:31 :;:.22 O. 00 2 .. t31 
'31 OJ .:.':. ,_I. I.-~ O. 00 2. !:: 1 

101 .-. -"~-I 
• .j. cc O • 00 2. ::::1 

111 .-, .-,.;:, 
'':' . .::.~ O. 00 2. ::.::: 1 

121 O. 00 :;:.22 E,. 0:::: 
1:31 O. 00 .-.. -,,::. 

'':'. c ...... EI. 0:::: 
141 O. 00 .-.. -,,::. 

.;. •• .::. L..- Eta 0:::: 
151 O. 00 ::::.22 t .. In 
161 o. 00 '-1 .::..-, 

':". I-c' .:: .. 0:3 

ZONE CAR SPATIAL ALLOCATION~ WHILE AVAILABLE 

RPT BLOC III OF ZONE CAF.: 
NO. ZONE CAR ZmiE CAR ZmiE CAF.: 

1 ,-, 
.::. 'j 

'-' 

1 1 O. (10 0.00 0.25 
21 O. 00 o. 00 0.20 
:31 0.00 0.00 0.12 
41 O. 00 O. 00 O. 1:::: 
51 0.00 0.00 O. 17 
61 0.00 0.00 O. 1:3 
71 0.00 O. :32 0.00 
:31 0.00 0.24 O. 00 
91 0.00 0.12 0.00 

101 0.00 0 .. 20 O. 00 
111 0.00 O. 12 O. 00 
121 0.10 0.00 0.00 
1. :31 0.05 0.00 0.00 
141 o. 10 o. I) 0 0.00 
151 0.25 0.00 O. 00 
161 0.50 O. 0 I) o. 00 
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--- ----~~~--~---------------,-----

PROBLEM TITLE: SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USEn • 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED~ 4 

NO QUEUING ALLOWED, BACK-UP SYSTEM FOR OVERFLOWS ASSUMED 
F.:UN NU~1:BER : 1 
ZONE CAR ••• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 3 
RPT BLOC ••• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 22.00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF INCIDENTS = 6.000 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 22.00 MINUTES OF INCIDENTS : 2.200 
SPEED OF PATROL= 10.00 MPH 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.733 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= 2.622 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23999 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.55734 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.070 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE: 0.13678 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-ZONE : 0.44850 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.268 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH ZONE CAR 

ID OF 
ZONE CAF.: FRACTION OF 

1).1[] F.: K LOAD % OF II I SPATCHES 
NFI~lE NO OF UNIT MEAN OUT OF ZONE 

zm1E CAR 1 0.4:30 :3Et.l .5511 
zm1E CAF.: =, 0.575 103.2 .6124 .... 
Z0I'"1E CFIF.: ':.- 0.617 110.7 .2124 '-' 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH ZONE 

III OF 
ZONE FRACTION OF 

I.,JDF.:K LO A D :.~ OF D I 'S:PATCHES 
Nlii'lE ~m OF ZONE ~lEAN INTER-ZONE 

ZONE 1 0.41'3 57.1 • :3165 
ZONE 2 0.524 71. 4 • 4405 
ZONE .-, 

.:J 1.257 171.4 .4'354 
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~.~ OF 
MEAN 

122. '3 
1:36.5 
47.4 

~~ OF 
NEAN 

70.6 
'38.2 

11 O. 5 

AVERAI3E 
TRA'.,.'EL TIME 

:3.510 
2. :354 
2.172 

liVERAI:iE 
TRAVEL TIME 

2.267 
2.1.19 . 
,;:. ,~,. : 
~. :7'F1l~ } . 

.,' ,.'? 



PERFORMANCE MEASURE::;: THAT f=tRE SPEC I F I C TO EACH F.:PT BLOC 

RPT BLOC 

11 
21 
:31 
41 
51 
61 
71 

91 
101 
111 
121 
1:31 
141 
151 
1;51 

1,1.10 F.: I< LOA II 
OF 

RPT BLOC 
(~~CALL:S:,""l (lOHR) 

:35. 71 
E.:3.57 
40.00 
45.71 
57.14 
45.71 
45.71 

17.14 
• -.,-. co",,", c·:'. ,_, ( 

17.14 
11.4:3 
5.71 

11. 4:~: 
2:3.57 
57.14 

A I.", EF.:A 13E 
TRAI· ... EL 
TIME 

:::: . 402 
:~: . 001£, 
'~I 

'-' . 256 ,-. c. 57:=: 
'::. ...... 4':":' ~.-. 
2. :300 
'::. L... 0::::3 
'-. c. 0:35 
'::. ...... 071 
.= . 
L... 01::: 
2., 58t. 
'-. c. 0:~:7 
1 . :3:31 
,-. c. 416 ,-. c. '42E. 
'::. L... 24:3 

FREOUENC'r' OF 
PREVENTIVE PATROL 
PA:S::S: I NGS (~~/HOUF.:) 

O. 1:3 
O. 21 
O. 14 
O. 1 1 
O. 1':-'-' 
O. 21 
O. 47 
O. 2:3 
O. 1:=: 
O. 21 
o. 1':' 'j 

O. 19 
O. 17 
O. 2:3 
o. :;:0 
O. 81 

PERFnRMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH RPT BLOC 

RPT BLOC 

11 
21 
:~: 1 
41 
51 
61 
71 
:31 
',1 

101 . 
111 
121 
131 
141 
151 
1 E.l 

:Al.L Ilm~E 

FRACTION 
FRm1 RPT 
SERVICED 

1 

0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
O. 1', 
O. 1'3 
O. 1'3 
O. 1'3 
O. 1', 
o. E.::: 
O. ,:.:3 
o. t.:3 
(I. E.:3 
I). t.:3 

OF I NC I IIENT:S: 
BLOC 
EII.J • I UtHT NUMBEF.:: 

'::. :;: '-

O. :3 0 0.50 
O. :30 0.50 
O. :30 0 .. 50 
O. :30 0.50 
O. :~: 0 0.50 
O. :30 0.50 
0.56 0.25 
0.56 0.25 
0.56 0.25 
0.56 0.25 
0.56 0.25 
0.22 O. 10 
0.22 O. 10 
0.22 O. 10 
0.22 O. 10 
0.22 o. 10 
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·-_..--.. -_._ .......... _ .. -..... '---,-_.-.. "'-"- ............ ..- .~, 

CORE RESET TO 256 ~ Core is automatically reset to 256 after 
ess.::::OO 06 ..... 15 .. ··'76 ~--I output is printed. Don't forget to change 

it to 384 or more if further creation or 
modification of district files is to be 
carried onto 

.------ -~ ... ..-' ... ~ . . ~ 

'To illustrate thl" tYPL~ l')f inl\H'uhtt i\.)l\ Pl'lldlh't'd hy 1\\1 1 11\\1\11 t\ll 

lprogram for input to the hypercube proqram, the district lile 
created for the sample analysis is listed below. Users 
of the "batch" hypercube program must format th~s information 
manually, without the monitor, and input it on punch cards. 

- ... ---_____ .. ___ ... _ •••• ' ___ '_'~ __ I .... ", •• ~ ... _ f' __ .... -- '" ....... _ .... _ ... ,..--1'1 "--• .-1 • ___ .......... 

11.40.45 )PRINTF DISTPLAN DATA 

i1:::3 R = 16 ~~UM = 1 
.. ' GLOSS: A F.: 'y' .-

R_II I ::;:T :: " ZONE 
ATOM :: 'RPT BLOC' 
R_UNIT = 'ZONE CAR 
CFS = .. ' I ~~C I DENT:S: 

.. ' 

NM_UNIT( 1):: 'ZONE CAR' 
'NM_UNITC 2) - 'ZONE CAR' 
NM_UNITC 3) :: 'ZONE CAR' 
t'H1_DIST C 1) = "ZONE 
NM_DIST( 2):: 'ZONE 
NM_DISTC 3) = 'ZONE 
NO_UNITe 1) = 1 
NO_DIST( 1) - 1 
NO_UNIT( 2) = 2 
NO_DIST( 2) = 2 
NO_UNITe 3) = 3 
NO_DIST( 3) = 3; 

." 

ES:TSTAT = 1 . ,. 

'TITLE' 'SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF A DISTRICT PLAN 
.. ' PRNT _:S:P_RLC " 
·'PF.:tiT _CF~~ " 
"'PF<:NT _',/ST'" 
'PRNT _PATROL" 
" PPMT _ TT ... 
.. ' PF.:NT _COST" 
"'PRNT _ TR" 
"ATOM_NO'" 
"'LAM' 
"':5: .,' 
0

0
- S: ", 
"~S: .... 
.. ' D_:~,eALE .. ' 
"'SPEED" 
"'PATROL .. ' 
"'T::-~/ 

"'CDRTM" 

":SCM'" 
"'FR:£T" 
.' :5:EF?",JTM" 

1 
2 
.-, . .: . 

1. 000 
20.00 

",. 

'-' 
c-
'-' 
6 

10. (I 

o. '300 

22.0 

'RUN' 6.00 0.00 

121 
71 
11 

1:31 
:31 
21 
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'~1 
:31 

151 
101 . 

41 

161 
111 

51 61 



APPENDIX C 

DISTRICT DESIGN EXERCISES 
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Exercise 1. MEASUREMENT OF GEOGRAPHIC DATA 

Figure C-l is a map of a sample police district. A coor

dinate system has been superimposed on the map with a distance 

scale (the unit of measure is miles). The police district is 

divided into 16 reporting areas. Using Figure C-l, locate the 

approximate geographic center of each reporting area, determine 

the x and y coordinates of each center, and estimate the approxi

mate size in square miles of each reporting area. Record these 

measurements on the worksheet contained in Figure C-2. Also, 

approximate the number of patrolable street miles in each report

ing area by multiplying its area, in square miles, by 35. Enter 

this information in the appropriate column in Figure C-2. 

(The solution to this exercise is shown on page 176.) 
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,. 
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Figure C-1 

MAP OF SAMPLE JURISDICTION 
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Reporting Area X-coordinate 
Number 

. 
11 

. 21 

31 

41 

51 

61 

71 
I 

f-J 81 -....t 
l 
I 

91 

101 

III 

121 

131 

141 

151 

161 

Y-coordinate Size (sq. miles) 

; 

Figure C-2 

WORKSHEET FOR RECORDING GEOGRAPHIC AND 
CALL VOLUME DATA FOR THE SAMPLE REGION 

Calls for service Est. street 
miles 

105 

84 

49 

56 

70 

56 

56 

42 
. 

21 

35 

21 

14 

7 

14 

35 

70 



- - -----~--~ 

Exercise 2. CREATION.OF A REGION FILE 

Using the data measured in Exercise 1, create a reqion 

file for the sample police region by following the procedure 
, 

described in Chapter VI above. Ill<;luc1e each ot the following 

steps: 

@ input the data (give the file the name Il·LAWCITY"); 

(9 list the region file after all the data has been 
input; 

e verify the accuracy of the entries in the 'file; 
and 

~ correct any errors. 

. . 
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(:5::5: [lNL I t~E - CH I 1 ~~ _______________ -I~ogging o~~J 

>L 1 tw: 1·116:::: H'y'FER 

F'ASSI,Jmm: 

A·····C INFO: 
::=- E>::ERC I SES -E;~~------------------l 
M168 READY AT 16.56.28 ON 03NOV76 

-CSS.300 06/15/76 

Data processing cost 
account is called 
"EXERCISES." 

16. 56. 46 :::- NEHRE':; 0 .(;-. ______________ LI :::C.=.r~e~a.!:t=i~o~_.9.,~ .. ~ ~egion file 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE REGION FILE BEING CREATED>LAWCIT~from scrat_ 
t'{EI.,J FILE. 
HWUT: 

> 16 
> 001 1 0.25 (I. :::: (I o. 1,4:::: 105 5. 2 

> 21 Oft ':.:::: 0.57 O. 106 :::4 :;:. 7 

> :~: 1 O. ';.::: (I. :~::=: O. 090 4'~ -' ::::.2 

> 4 1 1 O:~: (I. E.f O. 1'-::"=' 5'::. 4 .=. · ' '-"-' . '-' 
> 51 0.69 O. '30 O. 1,42 70 5. 0 
:::- 61 0.4:3 1. 04 O. OE.:=! c:- .-__ It· 2.4 

>- 71 O. :::5 1. 15 O. O~::2 
c:- ,- ':r f~ __ 't. L... ..... 

> :~: 1 1 · 1'-' c I). '3::: O. 1 04 42 :~:. E. 

> 91 1 '-::"-::. 1. 19 O. 0::::4 21 -:. '::. · ._"-' 
L... ..... 

> 1 01 1- 10 1 • :~:5 O. 116 ,-,t:" 4. 1 ,;,,_\ 

> 1 1 1 1 .-,.-. 
• .:;,c.. 1.60 o. 10:::: 21 .-, ,-, 

';'. ':' 

-', 121 ,,' 

> 1 31 
> 1 1 41 

1 c::,-, 1. 41 O. 076 14 .-, ""':' · "_":' 
c:. • .-

1.57 1. ~q O. 042 7 1.5 
-' .' 

1 .' ::::~: 1 ,,42 O. 066 14 .-, .-, a::. •• :. • 

1 . !:::;: 1. 70 O. 124 . -,e" 4 '-::. ':;'0_1 . '-' 
1.46 1 q'=' O. 090 70 :;:.2 . -" ~ > 151 

>- 161 
:::- ~o----o----_-----_-~ 
EDIT: 
>FILE 

16 < 
o (! I, 1 O. 25 o. :::0 O. 14::: 1 05 5. 2 

21 o. ':.:;: o. 57 O. 1 06 :::4 :~: . 7 

:;: 1 O. '3:=: O. ::::::: o. 090 4q :~:. 2 .' 
41 1 0:3 O. . - """:' o . 1'-:":' 5E, 4 .:. 

· t· ," '-"-' • '_t 

51 0.69 O. 90 O. 142 70 c:-
.... 1. O 

61 o. 4'-::' '-' 1 · 04 O. o E.::: 5E. ,-, 
c. 4 

71 O. :::5 1 · 15 O. 0:::2 c:- ," ._'1:. 2. '3 

::::1 1 12 O. 13:=: o. 1 04 42 '':- {-· '-' . -' 
91 1 · .-,.-, . .: .. :., 1 · 19 o. 0!::4 21 .:. 

L... '3 

1 01 1. 1 (I 1 · '-,C" 
'':''-' o. 1 16 .-,C" 

.': •• _1 4. 1 
1 1 1 1 .-,.-, 1 60 O. 1 0:=: 21 "":, .:. 

· .:.-.::, · "_, . '-' 
121 1 t::".-. 1 41 o. 076 14 2. 7 · ,_"=, · 
131 1 <=-,. 1 E:~ O. 042 7 1 t:" 

· ._Ii · . "-' 
1 14 1 1 -="':- 1 4;::: O. 06Eo 14 ':. .:. 

· t_,,_, · L... '-' 

151 1 ::::3 1 .~? (I o. 124 ::::5 4 . . -:. · '-' 
161 1 46 1 '32 O. 090 70 .,,:. 2 · · '-' . 
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o Initial line indicates 
number of reporting 
areas. Each subsequent 
line gives a reporting 
area's identifying 
number and related data. 

---_._--
Signal that data for fina_ 
reporting area have been 
entered. _ ......... _~ ____ ... ~r· .- . 
Listing of just created 
file for verification of 
entries. Note errors for 
reporting area 11, 31, ~4 



Routine for correcting 
17. 22. 02 :> CORRE(:; ~ ______________________________ ~individua1 lines in a 

region file. an EF.: rjAt'1E OF PEG I m'j FILE TO BE CHfH'j(:;ED> UilK IT"'" 

EDIT: 
:> L 'f; 11 :1; 

0011 
>R 
>L $31$ 

" .. "R 

>L '1;1 
1 141 
)R 

>FILE 
DO '"f'OU 

16 
1 1 
21 
::::1 
41 
51 
61 
7 1. 
:::: 1 
91 

1 01 
1 1 1 
121 
1 :~: 1 
141 
151 
161 

0.25 0.80 0.148 
11 0.25 (I. :::: 0 O. 14:::: 

31 
141$ 

141 

f .. JAr·jT 

O. 
O. 
o . 
1 · O. 
O. 
O. 
1 · 
1 · 
1 · 1 · 1 · 
1 · 
1 · 
1 · 
1 · 

(I. oj::: 

1 • :::::~: 

o . :~::::: (I. 090 
O. :~::::: 0.0'30 

1.42 0.066 
1.42 O. Of,6 

LAJ...fC I T'r' LI :S:TED?> "{ES 

.-.t::" 
C,._I O. ::::0 fl. 14:::: 
E,:~! O. t=7 1 06 '-" · 
"~;:: o . ,-'"-, . ':11:' · 090 
03 O. . -~ 

1';:. ( · 1 ': .. :' ,_",_, 

t='=t -' -' I) • 90 · 142 
43 1 · 04 t · Ot:,::: 
,-or::: 
':"-' 1 · 15 O. 0::::2 
1'-' c O. 9:::: O. 1 04 
.-:,.::. 1 19 (I. 0::::4-'-"-' · 
1 0 1 · '-.1::'" 

'':''-' 0 · 1 16 
. : .. :. 
'_'1- 1 · 60 O. 1 0:::: 
t::'.-, ._1.:. 1 · 41 O. 076 
c-, 
'-' ,. 1 · t:,'j O. 042 
,-,.-, 
Ct.,:, 1 · 4'-' C O. 066 
': .. ::' 
'-"-' 1 · 70 O. 124 
46 1 · '32 O. 090 

105 

4'3 

14 

1 05 
::::4 
49 
t::' ,-,_rl::. 

70 
t::' .-

'-''::' 
t::' ,-,_'I::, 

42 
21 
.::.t::" , - -
21 
14 

-, .. 
14 
'-,E::" 
.':.,_1 

70 
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~orrect line for area 11. 
"--_ .. _----.. ~ ... -.. . 105 

14 

2. :3 1--'---- , .. -. _.... . -........ -
2. :~: ~--fa..:::ect line for area 141. 
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,_" . 7 
. :. .: . 
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-
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.-, 4-c. 
,-, 9 c. 
.-:. E. '-' .. 
.=. '3 L. 

4. 1 
.-: . :~: ,_" . 
.:' "7 
L. , 
1 0::-. -' .-, ,-, 
c. ·2' 

4. :::: 
.::. 2 '-' . 



.~---------- ------- ---------

Exercise 3. CREATION OF A DISTRICT PLAN 

Use the procedure described in Chapter VI to interactively 

enter patrol, dispatch, and district data into the computer. 

Use the region file created in Exercise 2, and the following 

information: 

(1) Service time for calls (including travel time) averages 
30 minutes per call. 

(2) Calls for service for the entire region arrive at an average 
of three per hour. 

(3) When responding to a call for service patrol cars travel at 
an average of 15 mph, but while engaged in preventive patrol 
they travel at an average of 7.5 mph. 

(4) The terminology used to describe field operations in the 
department is (in terms of hypercube's terminology): 

district = beat 
unit = beat car 
atom = reporting area 
calls for service = calls for service 
travel time = travel time 

(5) Dispatch policy is approximately MCM. When the car assigned 
to a beat is available it is first choice for calls arriving 
in that beat. If no beat cars are available when a call 
arrives, the call is held by the dispatcher in a first-come
first-served queue until a car becomes available. In general, 
the dispatchers assign calls to the closest car (unless the 
assigned beat car is free, but is not the closest available 
car) . 

(6) The travel times associated with cars being dispatched to a 
call located in the same reporting area as the car was when 
it received the assignment should be approximated using the 
command CORTM = 0.667. 

(7) When on preventive patrol the time spent by a beat car in 
any of the reporting areas in its beat is proportional to the 
workload in the reporting area. 

(8) Three ·beats, covered by one car each, are to be used. Beat 
1 contains reporting areas 11, 21, 51, 61, 71, and 101; Beat 
2 contains areas 31, 41, 81, and 91. Beat 3 contains areas 
Ill, 121, 131, 141, 151, and 161. 
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When the district plan has been entered "in'to the computer use it 

to run a hypercube analysis which prints out all available output 

tables at your termillal but whose output. is not stored in the 

computer for later use. 
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Figure C-3 

MAP OF SAMPLE ,JURISDICTION 
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11.42.26 )SET CORE 384 
CSS.300 06/15/76 

11.49.02 )MDNITNEW 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST)LAw CIT~ 
LAW DOES NOT EXIST, ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE)LAWCI~~ 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)E/3 
E:'-=:ECUT I m~: 

, 
NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

i'1Di'~ I TO F.: HEF.:E. 1.,.lHE~~ I N DOUBT, Tr'PE .'? .. ' . 

.. 
THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS, CALLS FOR ~ERVICE, ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT ~E MOtrIFIED WITAIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TP BE USED IN THE 
F I i'HiL 1-l'lF'EF.:CUBE OUTPUT B'y' U 5: I NG THE "GLOS:~:fiF:'y'''· c:m1~1Ai'm 

liFTEF.: FIF.::5:T CF.:EATH~G 'lOU F.: DI::;:TRICr: F'LAi·1. DO 'y'0L! 1 ... HiNT iii'~ 
E::-::PLIir"~ATIm~. OF THE TERi'1HmLOI::i'y' BEHH; USED B'y' THE i1G1HTOf.t?: 
)N 

EtHER cm1 i'1 At·m : 
)'=REATE 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
)E~ERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LAWCIT~ 
TITLE EtHEF.:EIl: 
~EXERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LAWCITY 

ENTER PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 
)15 
PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEEIl ENTERED: 15.00 

ENTER IlISPATCH POLICY: 
> r·1C,··1 

IlISPATCH POLICY ENTERED: MCM 

NO SPECIAL PREFERENCE FOR IlISTRICT UNIT. 
CHm~GE?: 
> .,.. 
FIRST PREFERENCE FOR IlISTRICT UNIT. 
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ZERO CAPACITY QUEUE. 
CHANGE?: 
)y 

INFINITE CAPACITY QUEUE • 

IF YOU WANT THEN TYPE 
ONLY EXACT STATISTICS 0 
ONLY APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 1 
BOTH EXACT AND APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 2 

)1 
ONLY APPROXIMATE STATISTICS WILL BE GENERATED. 

TO DEFINE THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION, ENTER THE NUMBERS OF 
THE UNITS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED REPORTING AREAS. 

UNIT NUMBER: 
)1 

PPFS?: 
)N 

PPFS WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO DEMAND FOR SERVICE. 
REPORTING AREAS: 
)11,21,51,61,71,101 

MORE UNITS?: 
)y 

UNIT NUMBER: 
)2 

PPFS?: 

PPFS WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO DEMAND FOR SERVICE. 
REPORTING AREAS: 
>31,41,91,81, 

MORE UNITS?: 
)y 

UNIT NUMBER: 
>3 

PPFS?: 
)N 
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PPFS 1.1.1 I LL BE PROPOF.:T I Ot"1AL TO DEMAi"~II FOF.: SEF.:' ... ' I CE. 
F.:EP OF.: T I NG A F.: E A:5: : 
>161 151 141 131 121 111 

t·m F.: E U t"~ I rn" : 
>r"~ 

ENTER PATROL UNIT SERVICE TIME (IN MINUTES): 
>::::0 
SERVICE TIME ENTERED: 30.0 

ENTER NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS: 
>1 
NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS ENTERED: 1 

ENTER ARRIVAL RATE OF GRLLS FOR SERVICE (NUMBER OF 
CALL:5: PEF.: HOUF.:>: 

):3. I) 0 
ARRIVAL RATE ENTERED: 3.0 

SUMMARY OF DISTRICT PLAN 

NUMBER OF UNITS: ~ 
NUMBER OF REPORTING AREAS: 16 
TITLE OF PLAN: EXERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LAWCITY 
PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 15.00 
NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS: 1 
PATROL UNIT SERVICE TIME: 30.0 
NUMBER OF CALLS FOR SERVICE PER HOUR: 3.0 
DISPATCH POLICY: MCM 
DISTRICT CAR FIRST. 
INFINITE CAPACITY QUEUE. 
STATISTICS GENERATED: ONLY APPRO~(IMATE STATISTICS 

ALL REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN AT LEAST ONE DISTRICT. 

NO REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN MORE THAN ONE DISTRICT. 

ENTEF.: CDt'1~1mm: 

>!="ATRDL 

FOLLOW ~PATROL~ BY THE EFFECTIVE PATROL SPEED. 
E. (3. """PATF.:OL 10.0""" 

NO PATROL CARD WILL BE ENTERED. 

EiH EI~: COI'11'1FlI'W: 
)PATRDL 7.5 

PREVENTIVE PATROL SPEED: 7.50 
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ENTER COMMAND: 
)CdATM 0.667 

·CONSTANT OF PRDPOR~IDNALITY: 0.667 

ENTER COMMAND: 
)GLOSSARY 

OPTION: 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) R_DIST: 
)SEAT 

OPTION: 
)3 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) ATOM: 
)RPT AREA 

ATOM: 'RPT AREA' 

OPTION: 
)4 

TYPE (18 CHARACTERS DR LESS) R_UNIT: 
)SEARiBEAT CAR 

R_UNIT= 'BEAT CAR 

OPTION: 
>6 

TYPE (18 CHARACTERS OR LESS) CFS: 
)CALLS FOR SERVICE 

CFS: 'CALLS FOR SERVICE ' 

OPTION: 
)7 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS DR LESS) NM_UNIT: 
)BEAT CAR 

OPTION: 
} o .w 

TYPE ( 8 CHARACTERS OR LESS) NM_DIST: 
)SEAT 
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r-HLD I ST: --- :E:EFfT 

OF'T I Dr"1: 
>'3 

ErHEF.: COMMAr-m: 
>PRINTALL~PRNT_ALL 

---

ALL HYPERCUBE STATISTICS WILL BE PRINTED. 

HHEF.: CO~1r'1A~m: 
>PRt-H_TR 

TRAVEL MATRIX WILL BE PRINTED. 

ErHEr:;;: Cm1t1A~m: 

">SAI_--'E 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
THIS TI~1E?>y 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LA~cITY 

ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN <I.E., THE NAME GIVEN TO THE DISTRICT 
PLAN CREATED USING THE MONITNEW DR MONITOLD COMMAND»Ex3 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX3 CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, OR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?>N 
E::-::ECUT I m1: 
!£ 

CALLS FOR SERVICE DISTRIBUTION, BY RPT AREA 
11 0.14286 
21 
:31 
41 
51 
61 
71 
:=: 1 
91 

101 
111 
121 
1:~:1 

141 
151 
161 

0.11429 
o. 0661:,7 
0.07619 
o. 0'3524 
0.07619 
0.07619 
0.05714 

0.04762-
O. 02:=:57 
0.01905 
0.00932 
0.01905 
0.04762 
0.09524 
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PATROL :S:T~:EET MILES PER RPT AREA 
11 5.20 
21 :3.70 
:31 :3.20 
41 4. ::::0 
51 c-'-' . OO 
61 2.40 
71 2. '30 
:31 :~:. f. (I 
'31 2.'30 

101 4. 10 
111 :~:. :=:0 
121 2.70 
131 1.50 
141 2. ::::0 
151 4. :30 

:1; 161 3.20 

TRA',,·'EL TIME MATRI:x:: ItHER-RPT AREA 

F.:PT AREA l'iU~1BER : OF.: H5IN RPT AREA NUMBER: DESTINATION 
11 21 :31 41 51 61 71 

11 1. 0:3 2.44 4.60 :3. ';:.4 .-. .::. . 16 1.6:3 :3. :=:0 
21 2.44 O. :37 .:;. ..... 16 . :. 

0.;. • 00 1.56 2.6:3 ~:. 20 
31 14a efO .~ .::.. 16 O. :30 1. :3E· :3.24 4. :34 :3.60 
41 :~:. E.4 2. 00 1. :36 O. '3'3 2.28 :3. :3::: 2. E.4 
51 .-, 

.::.. 16 1.56 3.24 2.2:3 1. 01 1. 60 1.64 
6! 1.6!:! 2.68 4.:34 :3. :3:3 1.60 0.70 .-. 

0::. 12 
71 :3.~::O ::::.20 3.60 2.64 1.64 .:;. 

0.;.. 1'-' .::. 0.7E. 
=31 4.20 :3.60 2. '36 1. 60 .:;. 

"". 04 .:;. 
'-' . 00 1. 76 

'31 5. :3::: 5.2:3 4.64 :3.28 3. 7~~ 4.20 .;:. ..... 0'-' '::0 

101 5.60 5. 00 4.36 :3. 00 3. 4~~ :3. '32 1.:3 0 
111 7.4;':: 6. :':::3 6.24 4. :3:=: 5 .-. .... 

~ • ~':;L.. 5.80 ;3. 6~3 
121 7. lE. 7. lE. 6.52 5. 16 5.60 6. 08 ~3. '3':. 
1:31 '3. :::4 =::.24 7.60 Et.24 6.68 7. 16 5. 04 
141 :3. :::0 ::::.20 7.56 6.20 6.64 7. 12 5!! 00 
151 ,~ ,:::.'::-.' .. ' ~ ':,.. :32 :3.6:3 .." .:-.-, 

i • ,_.e. 7.76 :::.24 ... 
1: •• 12 

161 '~. :~:2 :::.72 :3. O~3 t= .... ::> -'. (~ 7. 16 7.64 5.;.5Z 
, ).' 
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RPT AREA NUMBER: ORIGIN 

1 1 
21 
::::1 
41 
51 
1::,1 
71 
::: 1 
'31 

101 
111 
121 
1::::1 
141 
151 
161 

RPT AREA NUMBER: ORIGIN 

11 
21 
:31 
41 
51 
61 
71 

91 
101 
111 
121 
1 :~: 1 
141 
151 

161 

F.:PT AF.:EA ~1 W'n: E F.: : Den I 1'1AT I Dr1 
:::: 1 91 1 01 1 1 1 

4. 20 r-,_'. :::::: r-._' · 60 7. 4'=' '-' .:. 
,_I " 60 -=-,_'. :.,:. 

L:.,'_' c' '-' . 00 E .• :::::! 
. :-
L-. '3E . 4. 64 4 · :~:E, E'a 24 
1 60 .:. 2::: :~: 00 4. I:,,:. · ,_I • · ,_11_' 

=, 04 :::! • "",,:,.-, .-, 44 r= .-,.-, 
L-. " c. ..:, · ,_I • .~Ic.. 

,-, 00 4. 20 .-, '32 r-- ::: 0 . :.,- . . .:, . ,-' . 
1 ~.- .:. o~=: 1 :::0 .:. I:,::: · (I:', L-. · '-' . 
0 · :::E. 1 · E.::: 1 · 5':, .:. 

,_, II 2::: 
1 · I:.::: o. 77 1 · 5':. 1 · ':.::: 1 51:, 1 e: .- O. 91 1 ': .. :. · · ._.t:, · '-"-' .:- 2::: 1 E,~=: 1 :::::: O. ::::=: '-' . · · . :. 5E . 1 :=:~=: .:. 16 1 :::0 '-' . · L- - · 4. 64 .:. '3E. ':- 24 1 ::::1:-L- · '-' . · 4. 60 .-, '32 .:. 20 .:. ~.-

c.. ,_I. L-. ... ,=. 
J::" 
,_I. 72 4. 04 4. ':"=. '_'L.- 2. 44 
r.:- 12 .-, 44 ':, -;-.-, 1 ::::4 -' . . .:, · '-' . fC · 

RPT AREA NUMBER: DESTINATION 
151 161 

'3 · ':"2 ':'- · 
.-,,-, 
,:..e. 

'3 .-,.-, I:. ~,-, · .:.,.::. '-' · I' .::. 

':' .:,:=: :=: 0::: '-' · · 7 · .-,.-, ·:,-c t== -' · -;-.-, fC 

7 · 7E. 7 · 1 t== -' 
:=: · 24 7 · 64 
I:, · 1'-' C. 

e: C"'-' 

'-' · ,_Ie. 
e: 72 J:" 1 2 ._' · '-' · 4 · 04 ,-, 

.::" · 44 
4 ':,.:. :~: 72 · ,_IL.., · 2 · 44 1 · :::4 
2 16 =, C"-' · '- · ._1'::' 

1 · 0::: 1 · :3E, 
1 · 1'-' c. :::: · 4'=' '-' 
0 · '34 2 · :~:':I 

2. :~:E, 
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121 1:~:1 141 

"7 , . ..., .-,. t,:. .: . 
'-' . ::::4 c· '-' . ::::0 

"7 16 i:. 24 ':. 20 , . '-' .. I_I • 

E .• 1:".-, "7 I:. 0 7 J::" .-
,_'L:- , . · ._It=. 

e: 16 E .• 24 t. 20 '-' . · -=-'-' . ~I I) !: .• E,~=: 6 · 64 
1:1'11 0::: "7 16 7 1 ,-, , · · c. 
.:. 
,_I • '3E. c::--' . 04 c:-._' · OO 
.~: r= .- 4. 64 4. 60 · ,_It-

1 ,-.,-. .:. '=-":' =, '32 · .:'\:. L-. L-. 
.:. 
L-. 16 .:' '-' . 24 .:. 

,_I • 2 0 
1 ::: (I 1 :~:I:I .:' ~ .-· · L-. (e-
O. 74 1 · 16 1 · 04 
1 16 O. r=r= .:' 12 · ._1._, L-. 

1 · 04 2. 12 O. E.'j 
.:' 16 i 0:=: 1 12 L- · · · .=, 1:",-, 1 :~:E, ':, 4':' L-. ._I~ · '-' · '-' 



MEAN TRA\"EL TIMES FOR EACH BEAT 
TO EACH RPT AREA 

RPT FIREA II! OF BEAT CAR 
II' 
~iD BEAT CAF.: BEAT CAR I:EAT CAR 

1 2 :3 

11 .::. OJ';:' 
L,;".. "_"_1r 4.34 '3. 01 

21 2. :32 2. :36 !=:.41 
:31 :3 .. 74 .-. a::.. 01 7.77 
41 2. '31 1.;'4 6.41 
51 L~Q 2 .. '::,8 tS. :::5 
61 1. '~'3 :3. '3~=: 7.3:3 
71 2.4:3 2 • .:.3 5.21 
:31 2. '37 1. :32 4.:31 
'31 4.26 2. '36 3.14 

1 (11 :3. '34 2.:36 :3.41 
111 5.74 4.4:3 1.90 
121 6. 02 4.75 2.00 
1 :31 7.10 -=: ,joj 

"_I. '_'._' 1. 31 
141 7.06 5.79 2.36 
151 ,;:. 

~-' . 1'::' '-' 6.91 1. :3:3 
161 7.5::: 6. :31 1.6:3 

'. 
\'" 

MODIFIEI! CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

CAR 

, 
., 

E:ST I MATED .. COST" OF D I :SPATCH I Nt:; 1_ TH BEAT CAR 
TO .-'_ TH F.:PT AREA 

RPT AREA In OF BEAT CAR 
ID 
NO BEAT CAF.: BEAT CAR BEAT CAR 

1 2 :3 

11 0.00 .3.5'3 '31. 01 
21 0.00 2.41 :3.41 
':::1 .3.65 0.00 7.77 
41 2. IS':) 0.00 6.41 
51 0.00 -.. -.. -, 

Co • .:..:.,. E.. :35 
61 0.00 :3. :3:3 7.3:3 
71 O~OI) 2.5'3 5.21 
:::1 2.46 D.OO 4.:31 
'311 4.14 0.00 :3.13 

101 0.00 2.5'3 :3.41 
111 5. 7·:; 4.47 0.00 
121 6.02 4.75 0.00 
1:31 7.10 5. :33 0.01) 
141 7.06 5.79 0.00 
151 :3. 1:3 6. '31 0.00 
161 7.5:3 6.31 0.00 
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BEFiT CAF.: :~:PAT I AL liLLOCAT I Dn, 1.,.lH I LE ii"/A I LABLE 

RPT AREA ID OF BEAT CAR 
NO. BEAT CAR BEAT CAR BEAT CAR 

1 1 
21 

41 
51 
61 
71 

'31 
101 
111 
121 
1 :;:1 
141 

123 

0.26 
0.21 
(I. 00 
0.00 
0.17 
(I. 14 
O. 14 
O. 00 
0.00 
0.0'3 
O. 00 
(I. 00 
0.00 
0.00 

O. 00 
o. 00 
0.2'3 
o •. 3~3 
0.00 
0.00 
O. 00 
0.25 
O. 1:3 
0.00 
0.00 
O. 00 
O. 00 
0.00 

O. 00 
O. 00 
(I. (I I) 

O. 00 
0.00 
O. 00 
I). 00 
O. I) 0 
0.00 
o. 00 
o. L:: 
0.0'3 
0.04 
0.0'3 

151 0.00 0.00 0.22 
161 0.00 0.00 0.43 

PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LRWCITY 

. ., I TEF.:AT I VE l~ppF.:m!' H1AT Iotl t'1ETHOD USED ... 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 4 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH 1_ST-COME l_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
F:Url NUt,mER: 1 
BEnT CAR ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = ~ 
RPT AREA ••• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30.00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE - 1.500 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.500 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= ::::. ::::5:::: 1'1 I t'1UTES 

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23684 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORkLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.50000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.057 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.11321 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.223 PASSES PER HOUR 
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I='ERFORMANCE MEA:5:URES 'THAT ARE :S:PECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAR FRACTION OF 

I .. JDF.: I<LOAII ~~ OF II I SPATCHES ~~ OF 
NAME NO OF U~HT MEAN OUT OF BEAT MEAN 

BEAT CAR 1 0.55:3 110.6 .221'3 50.6 
BEAT CAR 2 0.507 101. 4 .614'3 140.1 
:E:EAT CAR ,:-

'-' 0.440 :3:3.0 .5121 116.7 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

III OF 
:E:EAT FRACTION OF 

I...!!JRI<LOAD ." ,'. OF DISPATCHES ~~ OF 
r'~AME NO OF BEAT MEAN INTER-BEAT MEAN 

:E:EAT 1 o. E:2'3 165.7 .47:37 108.0 
BEAT 2 O. :34:3 6:::.6 .4280 97.5 
:E:EAT ,-, 

,;:.i 0.329 65.7 • :3613 :32.3 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH RPT AREA 

F.:PT AREA 

11 
21 
31 
41 
51 
E,l 
71 
:31 
91 

101 
111 
121 
1::::1 
141 
151 
lE,l 

1"JDRI<LOAtJ 
OF 

RPT AF.:EA 
(~~CALL:S:/ 1 OOHR) 

42.86 
:34.2'3 
20.00 
22. :::E. 
2:::.57 
22. :36 
22. :::t:. 
17.14 

.=. 1:""7 
I_r.~ ,_I) 

14.2'=-' 
:3.57 
5.71 
2. :::6 
5.71 

14.2'31 
.: •• :. C'-.? ..... -... '. ,_" 

A',lERAGE 
TRAVEL 
TIME 

:3.4:30 
:3.407 

:3. :362 
2.954 
2. E.24 
:3.25';
:3.57:3 
:3. 1:3E. 
3. :306 
:;:. :~: 02 
::::. '32'? 
4.06':1 
:3. 71~l . 
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FREQUENC'r' OF 
PREVENTIVE PATROL 
PASS I NI3:S: (~~/HOUR) 

0.17 
O. 1 '3 
o. :34 
0.26 
0.12 
0.1'=-' 
0.16 
0.26 
0.16 
0.07 
0.14 
0.14 
0.12 
0.16 
0.21 
0.57 

AVERAGE 
TRAVEL TIl'lE 

2. '~75 
:3.302 
:3. '326 

A'\,'ERAGE 
TRAVEL TIME 

:3. :3'=-"3 
2. '355 
:3.6:::1 



PERFORMANCE M~ASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH RPT AREA 

ID ~~ FRACTION OF CAllS FOR SERVICE 
RPT AREA FROM RPT AREA 

::;:ER"", ICED B .... ' UI·~ I T 1·~UI1BEF.:: 

1 2 .:. ._' 

11 0.53 O. 2'3 O. 19 
21 0.53 O. 2'3 (1.19 
31 0.25 O. 57 O. 1 ':' '-' 
41 0.25 O. 1:"7 . _" O. 1'-' ': . 
51 0.53 O. 2'3 O. 19 
61 0.53 O. : .. ::, 

L.. o· O. 19 
71 0.53 0" 2'3 O. 19 
81 0.25 O. '-..., ._' .. O. 1':' '-' 
91 0.14 O. 57 O. 2'3 

101 0.53 O. 2'3 O. 1'3 
111 0.13 O • . : .. -:. "-'._' O. 64 
121 0.13 O. .: .. :' o. 64 1..-'-' 

131 0.13 O. :. :. 
L-'_' O. 64 

14: 0.13 O. .:. -:. 
1...'-' o. 1::'4 

151 0.13 O. .: .. -:. O. 64 L...._, 

161 0.13 O. :.':. L-.,_, O. 64 
lill IlmiE 

CORE RESET TO 256 
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Exercise 4. IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF A DISTRICT PLAN 

Use the results of exercise 3 to redesign the initial 

district plan to corr.ect for imbalances in average travel times 

to calls arriving in each of the three beats (i.e., travel time 

as seen by the citizen requesting service). Do this by relocating 

a .single reporting area, rerunning the hypercube analysis, relo

cating a second reporting area based on the new output, and 

rerunning the program once more. Cancel printing of all but 

car and beat st~tistics, and do not store the output in the com

puter. 

Next attempt to create a better workload balance among the 

three cars by an additional change to the district plan. Do this 

by relocating a single reporting area and running the program once 

again. Note the impact of your change on both workload balance 

and the travel time balance sought earlier in the exercise. 
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r- -'.- ... ' -- - . 
12. 19.50 >SET CORE :;::::::4 ~~ ____ I Increase core ~o' ~e;~i~' ~~difica'ti'~-;;'l 
CS8.300 06/15/76 lof a district plan. I 

- "--' --.. ..• .... -_.. • ._-_._ .... --." .. - .. .I 

12.20.11 >MONITOLD 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREA~ED USING THE MoNITNEW OR 
MoNIToLD CoMMANI0>Ex3 
/lENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LA~cITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED}Ex4A 
D::EC:UT I ON: 

I I-~~-':~d-ifi~'d dis~ri~t plan must have 
I own name, different from that of the 
! plan. Here "EX4A" is used. 

its I 
original.--· .. · 

----.... -.-.~~._ .. ~_~_. "-._0- .,...-.. _ . ' .... ' __ .' . . .1 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE ~?~ . 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS, CALLS FOR SERVICE, ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN tHE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
FI NAL H'/PERCUBE OUTPUT B'r' US I NEi THE "GLDS:S:AF.:'r'" Cm'1t'lA~m 
AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 
>t·~o 

TITLE OF PLAN: ~EXERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LAWCITY 
CHANGE?: 

Et·nER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLm~: 
)E::{ERCISE 4 - :E'ALAt'~CE TR A I.." T I t·1E FOR E):::=:, 1ST TR·· ... 
TITLE Et·lTEF.:ED: 
.. ' E::·,;EF.:C I :S:E 4 - BALAtK:E T F.: A ' ... ' TU1E FOF.: E::o:;:3, 1ST TR· .... .. ' 

)CDNFIG ~ '\' Permits revision of reporting area 
. makeup of beats . 
... ... ------... -----.... ._ .... ~- .. , "~ 

DO YOU WANT THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION PRINTED OUT?: 
)","ES 
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D I STF.: I CT F:EF'OF.:T I tiG AF.:EAS: 

1 11 21 51 61 71 101 

2 :~: 1 41 :31 '31 

:~: 111 121 1:31 141 151 161 

DO YOU WANT TO MODIFY THE DISTF.:ICT CONFIGUF.:ATION?: 
>y Refer to output shown on-' page"1 89-to'determIne the ----'.~~ 

average travel times for calls arising in each beat. Note 
that the average is highest in beat 3 and lowest in beat 2. 

OPTION: This suggests that 121 should be moved from 3 to 2 (see 
>"? rna ' ~.------- ..... --"-- --'--'" .-.. _--_ .... _. __ ._-- ............. -.. _. __ .-.•. _ .. _-----
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: 

1) ADD A NEW UNIT 
2) F.:Et·1D'· ... E A Ut'i IT 
3) NOT IMPLEMENTED IN CUF.:F.:ENT VEF.:SION 
4) ADD ONE OF.: MORE REPOF.:TING AREAS TO A DISTF.:ICT 
5) SUBTRACT ONE OF.: MOF.:E F.:EPORTING AREAS FROM A DISTRICT 
6) MOVE ONE OF.: MORE REPOF.:T1NG AF.:EAS FROM ONE DISTF.:ICT TO 

At·iOTHEF.: 
7)" cm'm HiE TI.o.lO D I STF.: I CTs 
8) NOT IMPLEMENTED IN CUF.:RENT VERSION 
9) PRINT THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION 

TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE OPTION (1 - 9) THAT YOU WISH 
TO USE: 

ENTER NUMBER OF DISTF.:ICT 
FROM WHICH YOU AF.:E SUBTRACTING: 

>:3 

ENTER NUMBER OF DISTRICT 

TO WHICH YOU ARE ADDING: 
>2 
TYPE LIST OF REPORTING AREAS TO BE MOVED FROM DISTRICT 

3 TO DISTRICT 2: 
>121 

t·1DF.:E CHAt'H3ES?: 
>N 

ALL REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN AT LEAST ONE DISTRICT. 

NO REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN MORE THRN ONE DISTRICT. 

HHEF.: COM~1Atm: 

)PRNT _ATOM ~---l 
~~~~. ~~d c:~:~·~~-~-~~:~p-~-~T;!~~ii-:~·~~~i~~;~~~~· .. ----.,.] 
no longer .desired. Only car and beat s~ati~ticp 
will be required. '------_ .. _------_.-.. ---_ .. __ .. ,-..... , ............ _.. .......... '.," .'. 
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Miles 

.. 

2.0 -.----------~--------.~-----------_r---

1.5 

1 • .'0 

0.5 

O~O 

.. '" .... ....~ 

0.5 1.0 

Miles 

Figure C-4· 

---t----.----j----

1.5 2.0 

MAP OF SAMPLE JURISDICTION 
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ATOM SPECIFIC DATA WIL~ NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHER Cot'1t'1At-m: 
>PRt-~T _CFS 

CALLS FOR SERVICE DATA WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHEF.: CO~1t'1AND: 
>PP~~Rt-~,. _COST 

COST MATRIX WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHEF.: Cot'1~1At-m: 
>PRNT_SP_ALC 

RESPONSE UNIT SPATIAL ALLOCATION DATA WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHER Cot'1~1A~m: 

>PRt-n _ TR 

TRAVEL MATRIX WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHEF.: Cm1MA~m: 
>PRt-n _ TT 

.TRAVEL TIMES TO EACH ATOM WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHER Cm11'1At-m: 
>PRt-~T _PATROL 

PATROL STREET MILES PER ATOM WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 
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DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT ME8SURE~ AT 
TH I:S T I t·1E?>·· ... Es 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX4A CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?)ND 
:I:E::-:; E CUT I ot'~ : 

MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

PROBLEM TITLE: E~ERCISE 4 - BALANCE TRAV T1ME FOR EX3, 1ST TRY 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED. 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 4 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH 1_ST-COME 1_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
F.:UN NUt'1BEF.:: 1 
BEAT CAR ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 3 
RPT AREA ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30.00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 1.500 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.500 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= ::::. 423 t'1 I t'1UTE:5: 

RVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23684 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.50000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.060 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.11843 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT = 0.44040 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.225 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAR 

t..lOF.:KLOAD 
FF.:ACT I m1 OF 

% OF DISPATCHES 
MEAN OUT OF BEAT 

~,~ OF A'· ... EF.:AGE 
NAME NO OF UNIT MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

:BEAT CAR 1 O. c:-a::-.-. 1 1 O. 7 222:=: 50. E- .::- '375 ,_10_1.:', · L-. 

BEAT CAF.: ~=I O. 512 1 02. 4 590E- L::4. 1 ,-, 4::::2 L- · .;'1 • 

BEAT CAR .-:' O. 4,-,r= I-I~ 

'-' .':'0_' ':' ... (I · 5450 1'-"-' C4::" • 7 4. 007 
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PERFdRMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BERT 

ID OF 
BEAT FRACTlm~ OF 

~.~ OF It I ::=;:PAT CHE:;;: ".' ...• OF A'.,.'ERAGE 1 .. .IDPI<lOAII 
t·m OF BEAT t·1EAt·~ I tHEF.:- BEAT t'1Em~ TPm·'EL T 1~1E 

BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
All IIDt'~E 

1 (I. :::2'='-
2 o. ~:71 
:3 0.::::00 

1E.5. 7 
74. ~: 
60. 0 

.4740 107.6 :~:. 46:3 

.4:326 I~:=:. 2 :~: . 16'~ 
• :35E.4 :::0. ';- :3. €,:~~. 

- #s.' 

C:OF.:E F.:E::=;:ET TO '-Ie" .... c. ._11::. 

C::=;:S. :3 0 (I 06 ..... 15.···"76 
Note the improvement, compared to p. 189, in' 
average travel times for beats. 

12. :34. 44 }t'1DNITOLI) < ---fBeii~ addit'i~~~i-"~;h~ge-;£d~rctEI;n-d 
ENTEF.: t'~At'1E OF D I :5:TR I CT PLAt·~ TO BE "-r-ITJIiTFTEII--.::r.t:-:" ~ rHE NH~lE 
OF A DISTF.:ICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MoNITNEW OR 
MDNITolD CoMMAND»Ex4A I 

ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E.~ THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL .VolUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
EtHEF.: t-iAt'1E TO. BE (:;I ..... E~~ TO THE r~E/.t.l DI:=::: .' f: . -tLBEIN§ 1;:8EATED)E)::4B 
NOT Et·mUGH CoF.:E TO LoAII t'1ODULE ompu er J.nd1.ca"1:es 'l:l'iat user ~ 

NAt'1E ·1 ::=;: Ut·mEF I t'~ED - I Bt'lBC:S::S: < ___ I forgotten to reset core to high 
~1~. . 

----~.---........ --.--... -----... _.,. -_.--, -
12.47.06 }SET CORE 384 

rTry- -~g~i~'~l 12. 47. 27 ) t'1m~ I TOLl) ~----LL--':~~_--'_ 
ENTER NAME OF IIISTRICT PLAN TO BE MoIlIFIEII (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MONITNEW OR 
MONITolii CoMMAND»Ex4A 
ENTER NAME OF ·F.:EGIoN FILE (I.E.~ THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEPEST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW IIISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATEII}Ex4B 
E::-::EC:UT I ON: 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 
. 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE ~?~'. 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOP USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPON~E UNITS, CALLS FOR SERVICE, ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MoDIFIEII WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
FINAL HYPERCUBE OUTPUT BY USING THE "GLOSSARY" COMMAND 
AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 
>N 
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Et'H E F.: C mH'1 Rt·m : 
>TITLE 

TITLE OF PLAN: /EXERCISE 4 - BALANCE TRAV TIME FOR EX3, 1ST TRY 
CH A t'H::i E? : 
}"", 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
> E::<ERC I SE 4 -
TITLE EtHEF£D: 
." E;:-:;EF.:C I :5:E 4 -

Et'HEF.: cmH'1At'm: 
> COt'4F I ,:; 

E:ALAt'4CE TRA!.··' T I t·1E 

BALAtK:E T F.: A',,.. TIt1E 

FOR E>:::3!' 2ND TR· ... · 

FOF.: E'''''-' 2t·m T F.: 'r' 1'-'1'=" 
.. ' 

DO YOU WANT THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION PRINTED OUT?: 
>N 

DO YOU WANT TO MODIFY THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION?: 
>y Refe-ren-c-~~to' -otitp'~t '~i-p~' 27" show~ ~ver'~ge tr~vei--ti;~--'~'tiil"1 

gre~test ln beat 3 and lowest in beat 2. Map suggests I 

m.ovl_If_g ___ ~3l._f£Qlll .. ~ ._t,q _? .. (~H~~ ne~t .pag_~). _ 
OPTION: '. . 
>6 

ENTER NUMBER OF DISTRICT 
FROM WHICH YOU ARE SUBTRACTING: 

>:~: 

ENTER NUMBER OF DISTRICT 
TO WHICH YOU ARE ADDING~ 

>2 
TYPE LIST OF REPORTING AREAS TO BE MOVED FROM DISTRICT 

:::: TO ·DISTF.:ICT 2: 
>141 

t'1DF.:E CHA t·~I:;E.5.:'7·: 
> t·4 

ALL REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN AT LEAST ONE DISTRICT. 

NO REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN MORE THAN ONE DISTRICT. 

Et'H E F.: CDI'm At·m : 
>SAI""E 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
THI:::;: T H1E?>"{ 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX4B CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS I TIS: GEt'~EF.:ATED B'y' THE H' .... PERCUBE PF.:OGF.:At'h OF.: I T CAt'~ BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?>N 
E:-:;ECUT I Dt'1: 
$ 
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MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 4 - BALANCE TRAV TIME FOR EX8, 2ND TRY 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED • 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 4 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH l_ST-COME l_~T-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
F.:Ut'j tKlt'lBEF.:: 1 
BEAT CAR ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 3 
RPT AREA ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30. 00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 1.500 
:S:PEED OF PATROL= 7.50 t'1PH 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.508 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= 

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23684 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.50000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.063 
t'1A;:": I t'1Ut'1 I.,JDF.:KLOAD I t'1BALAtK:E= .0. 12:368 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT = 0.442::::::: 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.228 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAP FF.:ACT I Df'j OF 

1".I0F.:KLOAD •... OF D I :SPATCHE:S: ". 
t'jAr'1E t'm OF Ut'jIT t'1EAt'j OUT OF BEAT 

BEAT CAR 1 0.554 110. '7 . 22:~:7 , 
BEAT CAF.: 2 0.516 10::::. :::: .51::'72 
BEAT CAR ,-, 

.. :;'t 1).4::::0 E:'::I. 0 .57'34 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

, BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 

ID OF 
:BEAT 

ALL rlm'jE 

1 .. .I0F.:KLOAD 
tom OF BEAT 

, 1 
2 0.400 

fl. c~71 

FF.:ACTION OF 
% OF DISPATCHES 
MEAN INTEP-BEAT 

1 t.5. 7 
:~: (I. II 
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.4744 

.4-::72 
• ,_:<515 

'" ...• OF m,'EF.:Af3E 
t'1EAt"l TF.:m,'EL TH1E 

50.6 .-. '::,"":='t::' c.. _' t .-' 

12:=:.2 :;:.601 
1 :::: 1 . 0 4. 0::::2 

rti~t~-'f~rther' ..' -'j 
i improvem~nt in 
I travel-_l~~ ,.Q_?ilarrge 

;,; OF A',/ERAGE 
MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

107.2 ::::.527 
:::.4 f14 
~: • 4 ':~ (I 



CORE RESET TO 256 
CSS:. :::: I) I) 06/15/76 

12.54.38 )SET CORE 384 
CSS. :::: I) (I 06.····15.···'76 

12.55.28 )MONITOLD 

Now ;~·dify- th~-~ii;t;i .. ;·tplal} -t~~-b~tt;r·l 
balance the car workloads. ----- -,-_.. ."-"- .... _,._-

ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MONITNEW OR 
MONITOLD COMMAND»Ex4B 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex4c 
E;:'::ECUTIm~: 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE '1' . 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS, CALLS FOR SERVICE~ ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
Fn~AL H'r'PEF.:CUBE OUTPUT In·' U:S: I m, THE "GLOS:S:AF.:Y II CO~1~1AND 

AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE-MONITOR?: 
)N 

EtHEF.: CDt'l~lAND: 
)TITLE 

TITLE OF PLAN: 'EXERCISE 4 - BALANCE TRAV TIME FOR EX3, 2ND TRY 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
)EXERCISE 4 - NOW BAL CAR WORKLOADS SHOWN FOR Ex4B 
TITLE ENTERED: 
.' E>~EF.:C I S:E 4 .. _7 -1:ilJ!o.! __ !lfiL-1~AR J~U:!.Et~Lq8.I1~:.3HOI,!!tLEgF.: E::HJ,:: .' . ____ _ 

1!~;~I;~~;'._~~!~~~~~~ .... !~~~~~_O~9;'~~~:d~~r 1 has hig~eS~ 
EtHEF.: CDt'1t1AI'UI: 
)CONFI':; 

DO YOU WANT THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION PRINTED OUT?: 
>N 

DO '-(OU 1.,.IAtH TO t'lOII I F' ... ' THE DISTF.:ICT COtlFIGUF.:ATION?: 
)v 
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OPT I Dt'1: ~- .. -- _ ... 
)6 <-"'---L~~ __ (s.~~ n~xt page) suggests moving iOl from 1 to 3.1 

ENTER NUMBER OF DISTRICT 
FROM WHICH yOU APE SUBTRACTING: 

>1 

ENTER NUMBER OF DISTRICT 
TO WHICH YOU ARE ADDING: 

):3 
TYPE LIST OF REPORTING AREAS TO BE MOVED FROM DISTRICT 

1 TO DISTRICT 3: 
>101 

r'1DF.:E CHAi'11;,ES?: 
)N 

ALL F.:EPOF.:T HH3 AF.:EAS APF'EAF.: H1 AT LEA:~:T OnE D I S:TP I CT . 

NO PEPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN MOPE THAN ONE DISTRICT. 

aHEF.: COt'H'lAr'W: 
>SAI""E 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
TH I :~: T I t'lE?)·· .. · 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX4C CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PRrGRAM, DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?>N 
E>::ECUT I Ot'1: 
$ 

. MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FI F.:ST PF.:EFEREt1CE AS::S:I r::;nEII TO BEAT CAF.: 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 4 - NOW BAL CAR WORKLOADS SHOWN FOR EX4B 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED. 
NUM~ER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 3 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH l_ST-CDME 1_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
RUt'1 t'Wt'1BER: 1 
BEAT CAF.: ... TOTAL t·1UI11::EF.: OF = :~: 

RPT AREA ..• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30.00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
AVERAGE ~UMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 1.500 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
A'·.,'EF.:A·GE UTILIZATIDt'1 FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.500 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= 
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AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23684 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.50000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.049 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.09440 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT 

REG I ml-I.oJ IDE A',/EF.:AGE PATF.:OL FREQUH1C'y'= 0.225 PASSES PER HOUR 

r--- .~ .-.. ,-

~~9.~e improvement in workload balance for cars. 

MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

t t'lAt'1E I 
I 

"~ • .1 

III OF 
BEAT 

BEAT CAR 
BEAT CAR 
BEAT CAR 

CAF.: 

t'm 

1 
.-, 
c. 
,-, 
'-' 

1..,lOF.:KLOAD ~.~ OF 
OF UtHT t'lEA~l 

0.541 10::: . 1 
0.513 102. ..... , " 
0.446 :,::';.. 2 

FF.:ACTIml OF 
II I :S:PATCHES •... OF A',/EF.:AGE ". 
OUT OF BEAT t'lEAt'~ T F.: m,' E L TIt1E 

25:~:5 5::::. t. ,-, ,-,,-,1::" . c. • C·C·_1 

~ SE,1? 12'~.::: -::, 61:::: "-' . 
. 5039 116. 4 ::::. :=:t.:::: 

[~~r:~~. ~ii-~h!.·d~~r~·d~~·i~n·'in··~ravel time balance for beats .,_. ____ .. 

PEF.:FOF.:t'lAtK:E t'lEASURE:S: THAT ARE :~:F''EC I F IC TO EACH BEAT 

BEAT 
f:EAT 
BEAT 

ID OF 
BEAT 

ALL DOt'lE 

I.dOF:!{LOAD 
tom OF BEAT 

1 
2 
.-, .::., 

0.757 
0.400 
0.343 

CORE RESET TO 256 
CSS.300 06/15/76 

FF.:ACT I Ot-l OF 
% OF DISPATCHES. 
t'lEAt'l I tHEF.:- BEAT 

151. 4 
:::: O. 0 
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Exercise 5. OVERLAPPING BEATS 

Beginning with the final district plan produced for exercise 

4, determine the performance improvements to be obtained if two 

additional cars are available to provide additional coverage. 

Assign car 4 to overlay the beat whose car is experiencing the 

greatest workload (i.e., there will now be two cars covering this 

beat), and car 5 to overlay the two remaining beats (i.e., this 

car will patrol both beats). Set up dispatching preferences which 

will cause car 4 to receive about half the calls in its beat, and 

car 5 to be the second choice for dispatch to calls in the two 

beats it covers (i.e., second to the beat car, which will be 

first choice). Hint: you will have to use two runs of the hyper

cube program for this, one to determine the dispatch cost matrix 

for the five-car operation, and one based on a properly adjusted 

dispatch cost matrix. 
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I!.:~:'~' O~ '1_1
4
1_1'3 1_1: ~El! ",;~f~E :~::=:4 rModii; ~he district plan of EX4C by 

_, ,_, • ..: •• ,_, .... .. I_I ~ ,_, 0' I ,_, ........ 1 :J.: . 
. .-/~ ,~~.~~n.g_t~? oyer~~y cars. 

1 .-, .. -, .-,,- , 1:,". 
~.U~.~j ~MONITOLD 

ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED <I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MONITNEW DR 
MONITOLD COMMAND»Ex4c 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE <I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LANCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex5A 
D::ECUTIm~: 

1 

~ince 'c,,,:- 1 has the highest average workload, car 4 ! 
will be assigned to beat 1. Therefore car 5 will be, I 
assigned to aid in covering beats 2 and 3. I "'-.--.--.. - .. -~ .. " ..... ... ....... ,~, . 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE ~?~ • 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESpm~:5:E Ut·~ I 1:5:, CALL:5: FOF.: :5:EF.:'",' I CE, ETC. I .. IH I CH t'1A\' BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
FINAL H\'PEF.:CUBE OUTPUT B''''' USH~G THE "GLOSSAR'r'" CDt'1t'1At'm 
AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
E~PLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 
>t·~ 

EtHEF.: CDt-H'1FIt"lD: 
>TITLE 

TITLE OF F'LAt·~: .. ' E::<EF.:C r::;:E 4 - t·m!.,.! BAL CAF.: !.oI0R~:::LOAD:5: :5:HOI .. Jt-1 FOF.: E::HB .. ' 

> ..... 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
>EXERCISE 5 - CAR 4 AIDS 1, CAR 5 
TITLE EtHEF.:ED: 

AIDS 

~EXERCISE 5 - CAR 4 AIDS 1, CAR 5 AIDS 

HirE F.: CDt-1t'1At'm: 
>CONFI'::; 

.-, .-, c., .:,- - STEP 1 

.-, .-, c.!II .=., - :5:TEP 1 .. ' 

DO YOU WANT THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION PRINTED OUT?: 
>N 

DO YOU WANT TO MODIFY THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION?: 
>.,{ 
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OPT I m~: 

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: 
1) ADD A NEW UNIT 
2) REMOVE A UNIT 
3) NOT IMPLEMENTED IN CURRENT VERSION 
4) ADD ONE OR MORE REPORTING AREAS TO A DISTRICT 
5) SUBTRACT ONE OR MORE REPORTING AREAS FROM A DISTRICT 
6) MOVE ONE OR MORE REPORTING AREAS FROM ONE DISTRICT TO 

mmTHER . 
7) COMBINE TWO DISTRICTS 
8) NOT IMPLEMENTED IN CURRENT VERSION 
9) PRINT THE DISTRICT CONFIGURATION 

TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE OPTION (1 - 9) THAT YOU WISH 
TO U:~:E: 

>1 

U tH T t'lLl to1B E F.: : 
>4 

PPF:~:'? : 
>N 

PPFS WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO DEMAND FOR SERVICE. 
F.:EP 0 F.: T I t'~G AR Ef3:~:.: 
>OI ... oERLAY 1 

OPT I m~: 
", 

>1 

UtHT nUto1BEF.:: 
>5 

PPFS?, : 
>N 

~;t~'-h-;;" ~i;~l;-"th;'-o'v~~i~;'-~'~sign~en:t I 
I is indicated., ,;,wi thout having to specify 
: the ~ep.ortin? areas contained in beat II 

~ .. - .-: :,.. ~'.'. - .. . 

. ,.. ~:. 

PPFS WIll BE PROPORTIOnAL TO DEMAnD FOR SERVICE. 
F.:EPOF.:T I t'~G AF.:EA:~:: 
}m ... ERLA··( 2, :~: 

to1DF.:E CHAt'j(3ES:?: 
>t,~ 

All REPORTING AREAS APPEAR IN AT LEAST onE DISTRICT. 
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THIS RUN HAS OVERLAPPING DISTRICTS. 
DO YOU WANT A TABLE PRINTED SHOWING WHICH REPORTING 
AREAS APPEAR IN MORE THAN ONE DISTRICT?: 
>'.,.'ES 

F.:EPDfn I t'~I:; AF.:EA 

1 1 
21 
::::1 
41 
51 
':'1 
71 

91 
101 
111 
121 
1:31 
141 
151 
161 

EtHEF.: CDt'1~1At'lD: 
)F'RNT _COST 

D I STF.: I CTS 

1 4 
1 4 
2 5 
2 5 
1 4 
1 4 
1 4 
.=. e 
I- '-' 
2 e 

'-' 
'~I 

'-' 
c-
'-' .:. 

'-' 
e 
'-' 

2 5 
.-:. 
'.J 

e 
'-' 

2 5 
,-, .:, 5 
::.::! 5 

The travel cost matrix will be needed to 
check and se't the dispatch policies specified, 
for exercise 5. 

COST MATRIX WILL BE PRINTED. 

Et'nER CDt1t1AND: 
>SAI.,"E 

A preliminary set of output statistics must 
now be produced to generate the travel cost 
matrix. 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
TH I :5: T I t'1E?> y 

ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED' IN EX5A CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM~ DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?)N 
[;:-::ECUTION: 

MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 
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ESTH1ATEII "COST" OF DI:SPRTCHHl6 1_ TH BEAT C:AF.: 
TO .J_ TH F.:PT ,RF.:ER 

F.:PT RF.:ER ID OF BERT CRR 
III 
t·m BEAT CRR BERT C:AR :E:ERT CRF.: BEAT CRF.: BEAT CAR 

1 2 .::- 4 I:" 
'-' '-' 

1 1 O. 00 .-:. 77 .=. 42 1 :37 I:" 91 ,_I • '-' . · ,_I. 

21 O. 00 '::, 17 ""7 -=,.=. 1 c·-, I:" ::::1 '-' . , . ,_fL- · ,_Ie. ,_I. 

:::: 1 :;: . ,- .-, o. 00 ""7 1 ,=, .::. E.:=: 4. .-~ I::,c- , . '-' ,_I • 1::."-
41 .-, -;..-, O. 00 I:" ::::2 .-, ?2 .:. :::: 1 c. .. c- ,-' . c . '-' . 
51 O. 00 .=, 20 6. 2':. O. 71~ .-:. 75 ...... ,_I • 

61 O. 00 .-, ::::0 6. 74 1 16 4. 2:::: ,_I • · 
71 O. 00 .=. I:" .- 4. E·2 .-, 4'-::' .:. 1 1 L... ,_,t- c. '-' L... 

:=: 1 .:' L... 
,-,,-, ,: .. ;, O. 00 4. 22 .:. 

L... :=::~: 1 · 71 
91 4. 51 O. 00 .-, 

c. 54 4. 51 O. ::::0 
1 01 4. .-,.-, .-, :~:E, O. 00 4. 2:::: 1 2E. c·:., c. · 1 1 1 E,. 1 1 .-, 71 O. 00 E, w 1 1 1 c-, .:., . · '-' .-
121 E .• :~:'3 O. 00 1 . 71 6. :3'~ 1 · I-I~ ':1._, 

1:::: 1 7. 47 t:" 07 O. 00 7 47 .:. I~:::: '.-' . · L... 

141 ""7 , . 4'::' '-' O. 00 .-, c. .- ~ 
tit 7 · 4'-::' '-' 

.-, c. ::::'3 
151 ,-, ct:" t ... 15 O. 00 .:. Cl:" 4. 01 -: .. ,_1._' I_i • ._1._, 
161 ""7 '35 c:- cr= O. 00 7 ':;t5 ,,:) 41 , . ,_I. ,_1._' · '-' . 

PF.:OBLEt1 TITLE: E::-:;EF.:C I :5:E I:" - CRF.: 4 A I I1S: 1 '-' , CRF.: c:- AIDS-'-' 2, :3 - :5:TEP 1 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOIl USED • 
NUMBER OF ITERRTIONS REQUIREII: 5 

UNLIMITED CAPRCITY QUEUE WITH l_ST-COME l_ST-SERVEII QUEUE I1ISCIPLINE 
.F.:Ut·j NUt'mEF.:: 1 
BERT CAR ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 5 
RPT RRER ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERRGE SERVICE TIME= 30. 00 MINUTES 
RVERR6E NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = ::::.000 
RVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 1.500 
~PEEII OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
RVERA6E UTILIZRTION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CRPACITY)= 0.::::00 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= 2.6::::2 t'1I tKITES: 

AVERRGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUEII CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
F'F.:OBAB I L I ry' OF SATUF.:RT I or'l= O. 02014 
REGION-WIIIE AVERRGE WORKLORII (% TIME BUSY)= 0.30000 
STANIIRRII DEVIRTION OF WORKLORD= 0.101 
MRXIMUM WORKLORD IMBALANCE= 0.26988 

FRACTION OF I1ISPATCHES THAT RRE INTER-BEAT = 0.15906 

REGION-WIDE RVERRGE PRTROL FREQUENCY= 0.541 PRSSES PER HOUR 
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT APE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAF.: FF.:ACTIm~ OF 

1.,JoRKLoAII .,' OF II I :S:PATCHES: ., OF A\·'EF.:AGE ". ...• 
t'iAt'lE t·m OF UNIT t'lEAN OUT OF BEAT ~lEAN TF.:AVEL TIME 

BEAT CAR 1 o. 45:~: 151. (I · 0:::4:3 5:3. 0 .-. 
.::.. 1 !:: I) 

BEAT CAR 2 o. :~::34 111.:3 · 195':;' 1'="" .;:. &::.'_'. L-
.::. 
'-' . OlE. 

BEAT CAR . ., 
'-' 0.27'3 '::a':' ':. .. ' L..:.. _' · 1025 E.4.5 2.428 

BEAT CAF.: 4 0.252 :=::~:. ';" 154::: '37.3 .-, .-.c-.-. · a::.. C._I'::' 

BEAT CAR C" 

'-' o. 1:=::3 61. 0 • :3':.2 (I 227. E. :3. :::'::r:3 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

III OF 
BEAT FF.:ACTIoN OF 

1.I.lDF.:I<LoAD ., ,'. OF II I SPATCHES ., 
,'. OF A'· ... EF.:AGE 

NO OF BEAT t'lEAN I NTEF.:-BEAT ~lEAN TF.:A'· ... EL TIME 

BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
ALL DonE 

1 
2 
--:. 
'-' 
4 
C" 

'-' 

CORE RESET TO 256 
CSS. ::::00 06/15.·--"(E. 

0.757 252.4 
0.400 1':":' .:' '-"-'. '-' 
o. :;:4:3 114. :3 
0.757 252.4 
0.74:;: 247. E. 

· 1711 107.5 2.417 
.2151 1~:5. 2 2.':;'22 

· 0640· 40.2 2.7:::1 

· 1711 107.5 2.417 
1454 91.4 .-, ,-,C'""'? · Co. ,:,,_1 ( 

13~18.09 )SET CORE 3:::4 
C:S::S:. 300 06.····15.···"7E. ~

--.. -- -'-'., .. ,._-- .. - .. _- . ~ . . -- "-' 

The matrix on p. 210 car now be used l 
to properly set the dispatch preferences. 

----_ ...... _._. __ ._- ------~ - -.. - --~.---- .. ---'.-----~ ... -- .. ---
13.19.34 )MONITOLD 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MoNITNEW OR 
MDNIToLD CoMMAND»EX5A 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex5B 
D::ECUTIDt-i: 

I~~~~ 4~~~~i h:e:~~h:o~~~:q~~!;~l W!~~t c~~~i~'~'~~~ff~~ -~i:~~if: -_ .. _. 
the beat. Since these costs are zero for car 1, they should 
be set to zero for car 4. This is done with FRONT command. 
---~-.-- .. - ...... ""'-"'-~ -.------ ,"" ..... -.... _- ..... , ...... -.~~ ... _ ........ ----......... ' ..... -. .,,.~, ........ -", .. - .-.... -,.. -_ ... -...... --~ .... ~ ... "' ... '" ~. 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE~ WHEN IN DoUBT~ TYPE ~?~ 
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THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
F.:ESPDt-l:S:E ur'1 I TS, CALLS: FOR :S:EF.:'· ... I CE, ETC. I.,JH I CH 1'1A''''' BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
F H1AL H'.,.·PEF.:CUBE OUTPUT B''''' US H1G THE .. GUJ:S;·::AF.:\"· cm1~'1At'm 

AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING U~ED BY THE MONITOR?: 

ENTEF.: CDt-1r1At·m: 
)TITLE 

TITLE OF PLAt'1: /EXERCISE 5 - CAR 4 AIDS 1, CAR 5 AID:S: 
CHAt-H3E?: 
)"1" 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
)EXERCISE 5 - CAR 4 AIDS 1, CAR 5 AIDS 
TI.TLE EtnEF.:ED: 

.-, .-, c:. ,.;- - STEP 2 

/EXERCISE 5 - CAR 4 AIDS 1, CAR 5 AIDS 2,3 - STEP 2/ 

ENTEF.: CDt-1t1 At·m : 
>FRDNT 

U t'1 I T r·w t'rB E F.: : 
)4 

.-, 'I e. !I .::.. - STEP 1'" 

F.:EPOF.:T I t'1G AF.:EA:S:: 
) 11,21,51,61,71 ~,-,--,-----r-Th~'se a~~ all-'th~ reporting areas 

in beat l. 

Ern E F.: CDt-H'1 At·m : 
)t'lIDDLE ~---.-

UN IT rKlt'1 BE F.: : 
'1, t::" .. ··._1 

COST: 
:::: O. 5 

F.:EPOF.:T H1G AF.:EA:S:: 
><::1,41,121,141 

HHEF.: C:Dt-1t'1At-m: 
>SAI .. ··E 

"-_ ....... ~. ,.- '.-- - ... .,... .-.~.. .. ... , .. - ..... -- ~ _. ~'" '-
I .---.-~.-.-, .. --.-- --'---"'- .•••. - .. " .. -
I For car 5 to be second for all 

." ..... --'·-1 calls arising in beats 2 and 3 its 
! travel cost to r~porting areas in 
I these beats must be less than that 
'lof every car except the prime beat car. 

Reference to the rnatrixof p. 210 shows 
\ that car 5's travel costs for reporting I 

l
areas 31, 41, 121, and 141 must be 
reduced. A small value, 0.5, is used I 
for the revised travel cost. ' 

1-. _______ ._.0-. ___ .. ,_~ .............. _ ... _ ........ ' ... _ .. _._ .. ' ~ ,,' . ~.-' 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
THI:S: TIME?}"," 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX5B CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, OR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?)N 
E:'!'ECUT ION: 
$ 
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MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING --. -- ... --_.- _ ..... --- .--, .. --~--. ~., '._"' .--. ........ ..--

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

This matrix shows that 
the desired dispatch 
policy has been correctly 
entered. 

ES:TU1ATED "CO:::;:T" OF DIS:PATCHII'H; I_TH BEAT CAF.: 
TO J_TH RPT AREA 

F.:PT AF.:EA 
ID 

ID OF BEAT CAR 
I 

t·m BEAT CAR BEAT CAR BEAT CAR BEAT CAR BEAT CAR 
1 234 5 

1 1 o. 00 .-. .:. .. 77 .:. 
'-' . 42 o. 00 I::' ,-' . '31 

21 o. cio .:. 
'-' . 17 7 . :::2 o. 00 5. :31 

:31 ,,:. E.:=: o. 00 ? 
'-' . , . 1'-' . c- .:. 

'-' . h'-· -"=' o . 50 
41 .-. 

.::.. 
-:-.-, 
0" .::. o. 00 I::' 

'-' . ,-,.-, .:.c, 2. 72 o . 50 
51 o. 00 .-. 20 E .• 2E. o. 00 0':- 75 .::.. ,_I • 

61 o. 00 .-:. 
,_I • :::0 E .• 74 o. 00 4. ':"'j .... • .;.0 

71 o. 00 2. '5E. 4. E.2 o. 00 .-. .::.. 1 1 
!:: 1 .-. 

.::.. ::::;: o. 00 4. 22 2. ::::3 1 · 71 
'31 4. 51 o. 00 .-. 

.::.. 54 4. 51 o . :~:o 
1 01 4. .-,.-, . -. :3E . o. 00 4. 2:::: 1 2E. c.:;. .::.. · 1 1 1 E .• 1 1 .-. 71 o. 00 E .• 11 1 57 '-' . · 121 E .• :~:'3 o. 00 1 . 71 .:: .. :~:.;. o. 50 
131 ? 47 e- 07 o. , . ,_I. 00 ? , . 47 .-. .::.. '33 
141 7 . 4':' '-' o. 00 . -. .::.. EI7 ? , . 4'J 

'-' o . 50 
151 .::- e-e- .: .. 15 o. 00 .:. e-e- 4. 01 '-' . '.)'-' '-' . 0_1._, 
161 ? ,::'1:'" e- e-I::' o. 00 7. ';'5 'J 41 , . .. ' ._' ,_I. '-"-' '-' . 

PF.:OBLEM TITLE: E::·::EF.:C I S:E I::' 
'-' - CAR 4 AIDS 1 , CAR I::' 

'-' AIIIS .:- .-. 
L. , .;,. 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED. 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 5 

- STEP .-, 
.::. 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH l_ST-COME l_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
RUt'1 NUt·mER: 1 
BEAT CAR .•. TOTAL NUMBER OF = 5 
RPT AREA .~.TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30.00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
A'· ... EF.:A(;E NUt'lBER PER :30. 00 t'l I NUT'ES OF CALLS: FOR :::;:EF.:'·.·' I CE = 1 . 500 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.300 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= 2.650 t'1I tKITES 

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.02014 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.30000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.062 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.14122 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT = 0.10548 
. 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.543 PASSES PER HOUR 
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT APE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAR 

I.,JOF.:KLOAD 
NAME NO OF UNIT 

BEAT CAR 1 o. :~:45 
BEAT CAR 2 O. :3:35 
BEAT CAF.: . :' o . 272 . _' 

BEAT CAF.: 4 o. :~:45 
BEAT CAF.: 0::-. _' o. 204 

1 
1 

1 

FF.:ACT I m1 OF 
% OF DISPATCHES 
MEAN OUT OF BEAT 

15. 0 · 0491 
1 1 · .::. · 1993 
90. 0::-._' · 07::::7 
15. 0 · 0491 
.-~ 

1:: ..... 9 · 1:=:17 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

ID OF 
BEAT 

I.,JOF.'KLOAD 
i··m OF BEAT 

BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
ALL Dot·1E 

1 
.-, 
c 
:::: 
4 
c: ._' 

CORE RESET TO 256 
C:S::S:.300 06/15.'·"76 

0.757 
0.400 
0.34:3 
0.757 
o. 74:~: 

FF.:ACT I m1 OF 
% OF DISPATCHES 
MEAN INTER-BEAT 

·-.c·-, c.. _Ie. · 4 · 1·-'·-'·-' .:., . .:.C, 

1 :~::~: '::. O:=::~:5 · ._' · 
1 1 4 -::. OE,:::: (I · ._' · .-,[:,".-, 4 c. ,_'e.. · · 1·-'·-'·-' .::. .. .:.c. 

247 · E- · 07E.:::: 
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;.~ OF A',/EF.:AGE 
MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

46.5 .-, c. 157 
1 :=::::: • ':'- ,-:, 

'-' . 022 
El'=-' • 

'=--
.=. 
L. • 441 

46. 0::: ._, .=. 
L-. 157 

1 -,..-, 2 .-, '3'3:;: ,. Co • ..: .. 

~.~ OF A'o,,'EF.:AGE 
MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

1 2E. . -, .: . :~:74 · c L- · 
7'3 · .-, c 

.-, .:.. · 067 
64 c: .-, -,-,:.-, 

· ._' c · I'· ... :. 
1 2'::. 2 .-, ::::74 · c · 
72 4 .:. 9:~:4 · L. · 



Exercise 6. TRAVEL TIME CALIBRATION, NON-CPS 
WORK, AND MULTIPLE CAR DISPATCHING 

Using the final beat plan produced for exercise 5, modify 

the input data to account for the following observations derived 

from data produced in a newly completed study of field operations: 

(1) Figures on travel times derived from a review of 500 

dispatches for which these data were available indicate that the 

district-wide average travel time is 4.0 minutes. 

(2) For a quarter of the calls for service two patrol cars 

are dispatched. On the average, the second cars dispatched are 

out of service for 20 minutes (including travel time); first cars 

dispatched are out of service for an average of 30 minutes. Because 

of the procedure used to compile data for the run of exercise 3, the 

time spent by second cars and the number of such dispatches had 

been overlooked. 

(3) Each car is occupied with non-cfs work an average of two 

hours per watch. This includes meals, occasional foot patrol, 

processing warrants, trips to the garage, and other such non-

dispatched activities. Here too, data on these activities had 

been previously overlooked. 

Since use of the dispatch cost matrix is not required for any 

part of this analysis, cancel the printing of it, and produce the 

hypercube program output at your terminal. 
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/ ' 

13.31.48 )SET CORE 384 
CSS.300 06/15/76 

13.32.03 )MDNITDLD 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED 'USING THE MONITNEW OR 
MONITOLD COMMAND»Ex5B 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LANCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex6 
EHECUT I Ot"~: 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE ~?~ 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS, CALLS FOR SERVICE, ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YCUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
FH~AL H'"!'PERCUBE OUTPUT BY U:S:HH3 THE "GLO:S::S:AF.:Y" Cm1Mmm 
AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EHPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 
)N 
:}; 

Et-n E F.: Cot'1 t'1 At"m : 
>TITLE 

TITLE OF PLAN: ~EXERCISE 5 - CAR 4 AIDS 1, CAR 5 AIDS 2,3 - STEP 2~ 

CHAt"~GE?: 
>.0,'. 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
>EXERCISE 6 - FIX TRAV TIME,MULT DISP,NON-CFS NORK 
TITLE EtHEF.:ED: 
/EXERCISE 6 - FIH TRAV TIME,MULT DISP,NON~CFS WORK' 

Ei iTEF.: Cot'1t'1A~m: 

>SPEE:D 

ITo correct th~r~gion-wide·~verage travel" ti~e, 
ishown on p. 213 (2.650 minutes), to a value of 

1

4.0 the patrol speed must be changed to: 
(15) x (2.650/4.0) = 9.94 

PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 15.00 

ENTER PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 

1_, PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED ENTERED: 
~ -216-
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DO YOU WANT TO ADJUST THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF CALLS FOR 
SERVICE PER HOUR TO ACCOUNT FOR MULTIPLE CAR DISPATCHES?: 
> ..... 

t ENTER THE AVERAGE SERVICE TIME, IN MINUTES, FOR THE I-ST 
: III :~:PATCHED UN IT: 

>::::0 

ENTER FRACTION OF CALLS REQUIRING 2 DR MORE UNITS: 
>0.25 

ENTER THE AVERAGE SERVICE TIME, IN MINUTES, FOR THE 2-ND 
DISPATCHED UtnT: 
)20 

1 
~ EtHEF.: FRACTION OF CA·-L:S: REG!UIF.:ING ::;:: OF.: t'1ORE UN ITS:: 
! :> O. I) , .. 
! . DO YOU WANT TO ADJUST THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF CALLS FOR 
f SERVICE PER HOUR TO ACCOUNT FOR NON-CALL-FOR-SERVICE 
r : 1.,.lDF.:KLOAIr:--: 
" ~ > ..... 

! ENTER THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF MINUTES PER HOUR A RESPONSE 
r ~N!T SPENDS ON NON-CALL-FOR-SERVICE WORK: 
.. .-- 1._, 

. ADJUSTED NUMBER OF CALLS FOR SERVICE PER HOUR: 6.0 

EtHEF.: CO~1t'1Atm: r-- ,. ..- . " . ". __ ... '-, 
. }PRt·n _COST ~-------tl Canc~l p::intix;g <:>f the travel cost I 

j matr1x slnce 1 t 1S not needed for ! 
l Exercise 6.' 
-------... --.--.-----~" ..... -- •. --~ ..... - ..... - ...... ~-<... . 

COST MATRIX WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

EtHEF.: CO~1MAtm:' 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
TH I :~: T H1E?> y 

ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX6 CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?)N 

. E:-:;ECUT I ON: 
$ I. 
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MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

. FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
I, -'-"-'O--I-TED IIITH E--'H BE-r !' . H.:::·.::" L H J. HI_.. H . 
. PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 6 - FIX TRAV TIME,MULT DISP,NON-CFS WORK 
!: ~ 
~: • ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED. ,. 
~! NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 4 , .. 
,; UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH 1_ST-COME 1_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
i F:UN NUt·1.BER: 1 
~ I. BEAT CAR ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 5 
[. F.:PT AREA ... TOTAL NUt'1:BER OF = 16 
:. AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30.00 MINUTES 
~I' AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 6.000 
I - AVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALL~ FOR'SER~lCE = 3.000 
r S:F'EEIt OF PATF.:OL= 7.50 t1F'H 
: . AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

. 

~ • 

(!~j THE CASE OF Ut·jLIt1 !TED LUJE CAPAC!T\') = O. E;O INot~ that this is I 

F£GION-I..JIDE m·'EF.:AGE TRA'· ... EL TH1E= 4. '376 NH1UTE:5:... not 1.0, as desired.; 
1..--_' _____ 0 ______ , __ •• ___ .. I 

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 6.204 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23615 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.60000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.036 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= o. 06781 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT = O. :3246'3 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.310 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAR FRACTIm1 OF 

I.,JOF.:KLOAD a ••• .0. OF D I :5:PATCHES ~.;; OF A ' ... ' E F.: A f;E 
t'1At'1E NO OF UNIT t'1EAt01 OUT OF BEAT t'1EAt'1 TRA\·'EL TH1E 

BEAT CAR 1 o. E.27 1 04. 4 · 22:~::=: E,:::. '3 4.217 
BEAT CAR 2 0.624 1 04. 1 · 4649 14::::.2 5.2E,:=! 
BEAT CAR .:. 0.559 0_' '3:::: • 1 • ::::::::70 119.2 r= 127 0_' • 
BEAT CAR 4 0.627 104. 4 .2220 E.!3.4 4.207 
BEAT CAF.: C" ,_, O.5E.:3 '3:3. I~ · :3:357 10:3.4 6.260 
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: ' PEF.:FOF.:t1AtK:E 

I ID OF 
BEAT 

MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

A'· ... ERAGE 
t'~At1E ! ' ~EAT t'm 

I"JORKLOAII 
OF :E:EAT 

:.~ OF 
t'1EAN 

FRACTIm~ OF 
D I SPAT CHES 
INTER-:BEAT TRA'· ... EL T I ME 

1 1. 514 252.4 107.1 

! . i~~=~ 2 o. :::00 
'j o. E,:::E. '-' 

1~::3. 3 
114.3 

;a 3477 
.3178 
.2812 

''97. '3 
:3E .• 6 

4.562 
5.144 
C' .-qq --1.1: .•. _. 

i'; BEAT 4 1. 514 252.4 . ::::477 107.1 4.56,2 
C E:EAT . 5 1 • 4:=:t:. 247. 6 • :3009 '32. 7 5 ~ 4 I) 0 
: :' ALL DOt'~E 

The regi~~;ide-a;~;~';~-tr~~;l ti~;1 I ( 

COF.:E F.:ESET TO 256 
CSS.300 06/15/76 

I 

has come out wrong because the call I 
rate increase has also affected travel i 
time. Leaving the call rate fixed" i 

I' 1'';;' 4'';;' 17 .... - -
I '-'. '-'. I ." :::.ET '_ORE revise the speed again. ! 

CSS.300 06/15/76 

'1 ::::. 4::::. 47 ) t·1DN I TOLl) 

ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MONITNEW OR 
MONITOLD COMMAND»Ex6 
ENTEF.: t~At1E OF F.:EG I ON FILE (I. E., THE nANE OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REP~RTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex6A 
E::,::ECUT ION: 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE ~?' 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS, CALLS FOR SERVICE, ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF, 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
FH~AL H'y·PEF.:C:UBE OUTPUT I:Y US HH5 THE .. GLo:5::S:AF.:~··" CDt'11'1ANrl 
AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TEF.:MINoLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 

I ~~e p~~\~ot-W~~~;:V~~~~~e;~aV;~-;!~~~~~O~~'-~~-l 
4.0 the speed must be changed to: 

ENTER COMMAND: L (9.94) x (4.976/4.0) = 12.372 
_ •• _._.... , __ •.• *' __ •• ' ___ ,._" .• _ _ _T ___ . _ '_" ~ ..... + ........... __ ... _._ ...... ___ • ___ ,.. .... 

>N 

}SPEEI:' 

PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 9.94 
CHANGE?: 
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f' , 
ENTER PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 
>12.372 

l PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED ENTERED: 12. :;:7 

I 
t- Et·HEF.~ CmH'1At'm: J~h"i'~"~~~~nd allows a' b~ief- ;e~ie;:;i 'th'~'-' I 
i; >SUt'1r'1ARY ~--- !.h~i.9'~~~<;J~ts_ of the distric t plan. . .... ." ....... I 
," , 
I ' 
f : 
j 
I, ; 

SUMMARY OF DISTRICT PLAN 

NUMBER OF UNITS: 5 
NUMBER OF REPORTING AREAS: 16 
TITLE OF PLAN: EXERCISE 6 - FIX TRAV TIME,MULT DISP,NDN-CFS WORK 
PATROL UNIT RESPONSE SPEED: 12.37 
NUMBER OF WORKLOAD LEVELS: 1 
PATROL UNIT SERVICE TIME: :~:O. (I 

NUMBER OF CALLS FOR SERVICE PER HOUR: 
DISPATCH POLICY: MCM 
DISTRICT CAR FIRST. 
INFINITE CAPACITY QUEUE. 

Eo. 0 

STATISTICS GENERATED: ONLY APPROXIMATE STATISTICS 
- ~=%S~!1:~~~~:g" -~uiillnar I~.~-··t~e"'aCiy~~g:e.-ci=-C9-~~,~ds -si~~.~i~ ~eC! :.l 

.. -P F.~ t'1 T _ I"~,' :~: T ,. 
'··PATF.:OL ,. 
···CO.F.~Tt·1C ,. 
···FF.:Dt·H··· 
···tUDDLE'-

4 
c: 
'-' 

HHEF.: c:m1t1A t·m : 
>SAI""E 

-:0 c: 
I' •• _' 

c:-
'-' 

0.50 4 
1 1 
:~: 1 

21 
41 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
TH IS: T It1E?> .. { 

51 
121 

61 
141 

ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX6A CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?>N 
E::-::ECUT I Dt-1: 
:1; 

MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

71 

PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 6 - FIX TRAV TIME,MULT DISP,NON-CFS WORK 

• ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD USED. 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED: 4 

UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH I_ST-COME I_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
RUN t·Wt'1BEF.:: 1 

I I:EAT C:AF.: ••• TOTAL t·1IJt1E:EF.: OF = 5 I • 

I'RPT AREA ... TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
\ ' AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30. 00 MI~UTES 
I· A~ERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 6.000 

AVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
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[. AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 
~ (IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE ~APACITY)= 0.600 
~ " 

~
-------.. ------.---------.. ---] 

Now the average travel time is correct, 
except for a small round-off error . 

. _--._--_.-.. _ .. _._._._---- -----.. ------.-~-

f-:O F.:EG I ON-I).I I'I,'E AVE~A',~~ -TF.:AVEL T I ME= :3. 998 ~1 HWTES 
/'. 

~ HVERHbE TRHVEL TIME FOR ~UEUED CALLS= 4.985 MINUTES 
I PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23615 
! REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.60000 

tTANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.036 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.06781 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT = (I. :::24':,9 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL ~REQUENCY= 0.310 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
BEAT CAF.: 

I .. .IDRKLOAD 
. t·~At·1E NO OF UN IT 

I:EAT CAF.: 1 O. E.27 
BEAT CAF.: 2 o. 624 
BEAT CAR 'J 

'.' O. C'C".::. ._1._' .... 
BEAT CAF.: 4 o. ,::.::,-::-_'I:,;.. 

BEAT CAR C" 
•• 1 o. 56:3 

1 
1 

1 

FF.:ACT ION OF 
% OF DISPATCHES 
MEAN OUT OF BEAT 

04. 4 .:..-,.-,,-, · LoC·:',,=-

04. 1 · 464'3 
';":3. 1 · 3:370 
04. 4 · 2220 
'3:::: • '3 · :::::357 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

NAt'1E 

BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 

I: BEAT 

ID OF 
BEAT 

ALL DONE .. 

NO 

1 
2 
'J 
~. 

4 
c:-
~I 

f~ ~~~E~~ESET .T~ ~56 
1:.
(.': L·::'.,;;" • .;:.IJ 0 06/1.-,/ ( Eo 
'" ... , 

I.I.IORKLOAII 
OF BEAT 

1. 514 
0.800 
I). E,:3E. 
1. 514 
1.4:=:6 

FRACTION OF I 

~.~ OF II I S:PATCHES 
t·1EAt·~ HHER-E:EAT 

252.4 • :3477 
1 :3::::.:::: • ::::17:3 
114.:~: .2812 
252.4 • :3477 
247.6 • :3009 
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~.: OF AVEF.:AGE 
MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

6:3.9 "-:, 0_' • :::::~:3 

14:3.2 4.2:3:::: 
1 1 Cr .:. 

..." • L. 4. 120 
E .. :3.4 .-. . .:,- . :;::31 

1 0:3. 4 c:-0_' • 031 

.,' .'. OF A'·/EF.:AGE 
t'1EAN TF.:AVEL TIME 

107. 1 :3.666 
'37.,'3 4. 1:::::3 
:::6.6 4.5:::0 

107. 1 :3.666 
'32.7 4. :~:::::'3 



Exercise 7. BENEFITS OF AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION 

Consider once again the district plan described in 

Exercise 3. Determine what improvements in performance 

would result if dispatchers were provided with automatic 

vehicle location equipment. (Hint: use the COMPARE command. 

Don't forget to use the district plan for Exercise 3, not 

Exercise 6.) Suppress unwanted output tables which had been 

requested for Exercise 3. 
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12.11.59 )3ET CORE 384 
CSS.300 06/15/76 

12.12.13 )MINITOLD 
INVALID CSS COMMAND 

12.12.18 )MONITOLD 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED (I.E., THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MONITNEW OR 
MONITOLD COMMAND»EX3 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex7 
E::-::ECUT I ON: 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE '?' • 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS~ CALLS FOR SERVICE~ ETC. WHICH MAY BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITOR ITSELF~ 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE USED IN THE 
F n~AL H'r·PEF.:CU:BE OUTPUT E:'l U:S: I NG THE .. GLOSSAF.:Y" COMI'1Al'iD 
A~TER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONITOR?: 
) r·4 
:1; 

afTER COt<1t'1AND: 
>TITLE 

TITLE OF PLAN: 'EXERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LAWCITY 
CHANGE''?i 
>E·j)'·,··ES 

EtHEF.: TITLE OF 
::=: E.:<ERC I SE { .-
TITLE ENTEF.:ED: 
.. ' E::<EF.:C I :SE 7 .-

EtHEF.: cm1!'11iND: 
.> TI TLE 

II I STF.: I CT PLAI'H 
COt·1PARE SERI ... · ICE OF 1"1 C t'1 ~'~ITH AI .. ··L FaR 

C0t<1PARE SEF.:'·.·' ICE OF MCM t,.IITH A'· ... L FOF.: 

E::<::: 

E" 

TITLE OF PLAN: 'EXERCISE 7 - COMPARE SERVICE OF MCM WITH AVL FOR E' 
CHANGE?: 
> I·-
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ENTER TITLE OF DI:::;:TPICT PLAtP 
}EXERCISE 7 - COMPARE AVL ~rTH MCM FOR Ex3 
TI TLE EtHEF.:ED: 
'EXERCISE 7 - COMPARE AVL WITH MCM FOR EX3 

EtHEF.: COMMAI'm: 
}cm'1PARE 

COMPARE CARD WILL BE GENERATED • 

.... 4>... 1.,.1 A F.: 1'1 I NG .,.. .... 
ONLY EXACT STATISTICS WILL BE GENERATED~ SINCE 
THE COMPARE FEATURE CANNOT BE USED WITH THE 
HYPERCUBE APPROXIMATION. 

ErH E F.: C mlt'1 At·m : 
>NO_PR~'H 

.. ' 

ONLY REGION~ UNIT, AND DISTRICT PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
I.,.II LL :BE PR !tHEII. 

EI'HEF.: cm1~1AND: 
>PR~'~T _'rR 

TRAVEL MATRIX WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 

ENTER COMMmm: 
}SAI""E 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
TH I :S: T I f'1E'?} "", 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E.~ THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTI~G 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST)}LA~CITY 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN (I.E., THE NAME GIVEN TO THE DISTRICT 
PLAN CREATED USING THE MONITNEW OR MONIToLD CoMMAND)}Ex7 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX? CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM~ DR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?}N 
E::<ECUT I ON: 
$ 
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MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 7 - COMPARE AVL WITH MCN FOR EX3 
UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH l_ST-COME l_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
RUf"i NUME:EF.:: 1 
BEAT CAR ..• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 3 
RPT AREA ••• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 30.00 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 3.000 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 30.00 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE - 1.500 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 MPH 
TOTAL PROBABILITY OF ERROR WITH MCM = 0.07356 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.500 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVELTIME= 

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.23684 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.50000 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORKLOAD= 0.047 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.08608 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT := 0.4'3558 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATROL FREQUENCY= 0.224 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

III OF 
BEAT CliF.: 

1.,.10 F.: 1< LOA D 
NAME NO OF UNIT 

I:EliT CAr.:: 1 o. 5:32 
:E:EAT CAR 2 O. 52:~: 
BEAT CAF.: . -, 

.:,., o • 446 

1 
1 

FRACTION OF 
::.~ OF D I :SPATCHE:S: 
MEAN OUT OF BEAT 

06. ::;: · 2:34E, 
04. C' 

'-' · E,702 
!::I=-- • 1 · 542E. 

PERFD~MANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

BEAT 
BEliT 
BEAT 

III OF 
:E:EAT 

FILL DONE 

r.I.IORKLO liII 
NO OF I:EAT 

1 I). ~=:213 

L=: (I. ·34·:::: 
;: (I. ::::2 13 

CORE RE~ET TO 2~6 
C.S:.S·.300 06.>15 ..... ;:'6 

FRACTION OF .. ' .'. OF D I :S:PATCHES 
f"lEAf"i ItHER-BEAT 

1E,5. '7 .5409 , 
E,::!. ~. 4'~"?':' 

• .. ' I ~ 
.- C' '7 • :37 '3 IS t,,_I. , 
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~.~ OF 1=t',lERAGE 
MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

C'''"'' ,_I ( • 4 2. .::.,-,.-, ,_,.::-c. 

1:35. 2 :3. 1:;:5 
1 0'3. 5 :;:. ·3:35 

•. ' OF A'y'Er.::AI3E ". 
l'1EA~i TRA',lEL TI~lE 

10'3. 1 ::::. 27:~: 
100.:3 2. '32°;" 

7E •• E. :~:. 1576 



Exercise 8. VARIABLE SERVICE TIMES 
~~----~--------------~ 

Returning again to the district plan described in 

Exercise 3, determine the impact of fielding a two-man 

car in beat I (i.e., the beat from which the majority 

of the calls for service are originating). Assume that 

the average service time for the two-man car is 

20 minutes per incident, and that no other features of the 

district plan 'need be changed. (Hint: use the VST command. 

Don't forget to use the district plan. for Exercise 3, not 

Exercise 7.) Suppress unwanted output tables which had 

been requested for Exercise 3. 
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12.21.48 >~ET CORE 384 
C~::S:. :~: 0 (I 06.····15.··?6 

12.22.04 )MONITOLD 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN TO BE MODIFIED(I.E.~ THE NAME 
OF A DISTRICT PLAN PREVIOUSLY CREATED USING THE MONITNEW OR 
MDNITOLD COMMAND»Ex3 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAWCITY 
ENTER NAME TO BE GIVEN TO THE NEW DISTRICT PLAN BEING CREATED)Ex8 
E::-:ECUT I ON: 

NSF/RANN INTERACTIVE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 

MONITOR HERE. WHEN IN DOUBT, TYPE ~?~ • 

THE INTERACTIVE MONITOR USES SPECIFIC TERMS TO REFER TO 
RESPONSE UNITS~ CALLS FOR SERVICE~ ETC. WHICH M8Y BE 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO. WHILE THIS 
TERMINOLOGY CANNOT BE MODIFIED WITHIN THE MONITO~ ~TSELF, 

IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN TERMS TO BE US~,I IN THE 
FINAL HYPERCUE:E OUTPUT BY US: I NG THE .. GLO:~~:SAF.:·""" COMI'I~'IND 

AFTER FIRST CREATING YOUR DISTRICT PLAN. DO YOU WANT AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE TERMINOLOGY BEING USED BY THE MONIToR?: 
> t·~ 
:f, 

ErHEF.: Cm1MANII: 
'>T I TLE 

TITLE OF PLAN: 'EXERCISE 3 - 3 CARS IN LAWCITY 

ENTER TITLE OF DISTRICT PLAN: 
>EXERCISE 8 - ADD 2ND MAN TO Ex3 CAR 1 
TITLE EtHEREn: 
'EXERCISE 8 - Ann 2ND MAN TO EX3 CAR 1 

HiTEF-: COM~lA/,W: 
)I .. ··ST 

OF'TImH 

THE FOLLOWING TWO OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: 

.. ' 

1) PRINT THE CURRENT VARIABLE SERVICE TIMES (IF ANY). 
2) ENTER NEW VARIABI E SERVICE TIMES. 

TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE OPTION THAT YOU WANT: 
>1 
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NO VARIABLE SERVICE TIMES 

EtHEF.: Cml~lAt'm: 

>2 

UNKt·iOlJ.lN COMMAND: 

EfHEF.: Cmlmlt·m: 
)I .. ··ST 

OPTION: 
>2 

.-. .::. 

ENTER SERVICE TIMES: 
>'7" 

,SEE USER'S MANUAL, P. 71, FOR EXPLANATION OF SERVICE 
T H1E:S: THAT ' .... A R'r' B· ... · F.:ESpmi:S: E U~H T . 

ENTER SERVICE TIMES: 
)1 20.0 2 30.0 3 30.0 

...... EF.:ROR ...... 
YOU TYPED MORE SERVICE TIMES THAN THERE ARE UNITS 
TR'r' AGA I ti 

ENTER SERVICE TIMES~ 
>20.0 ::::0.0 ::::0. I) 

AVERAGE SERVICE TIME IS NOW 26.7 

....... I .• JARN I riG ......... 
ONLY EXACT STATISTICS WILL BE GENERATED, SINCE 
VARIABLE SERVICE TIMES CANNOT BE USED WITH THE HYPERCUBE 
APPF.: m:: I MAT I Ot-i. 

EtHEF.: COt>lMAt·m: 
> 1··m_PRI··rr 

ONLY REGION, UNIT, AND DI~TRICT PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
l.o.II LL BE PR ItiTED. 

EtHEF.: CDMMAt'lD: 
>PRNT_TR 

TRAVEL MATRIX WILL NOT BE PRINTED. 
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EtHER CmlNlil'W: 
> F'RN'T _',,"ST 

VARIABLE SERVICE TIME DATA WILL BE PRINTED. 

EtHEr:: COtolMAND: 
>.5AVE 

DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THE OUTPUT MEASURES AT 
THIS TIME?)'",' 
ENTER NAME OF REGION FILE (I.E., THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT 
CONTAINS GEOGRAPHIC AND CALL VOLUME DATA FOR EACH REPORTING 
AREA IN THE REGION OF INTEREST»LAHCITY 
ENTER NAME OF DISTRICT PLAN (I.E., THE NAME GIVEN TO THE DISTRICT 
PLAN CREATED USING THE MONITNEW DR MoNIToLD CoMMAND»Ex8 
ALL OUTPUT REQUESTED IN EX8 CAN BE PRINTED AT YOUR TERMINAL 
AS IT IS GENERATED BY THE HYPERCUBE PROGRAM, OR IT CAN BE 
STORED FOR LATER RETRIEVAL. DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT STORED?>N 
E>(ECUT I m~: 

SERVICE TIME FOR EACH BEAT CAR 
BEAT CAR 1 20.00 MINUTES 
BEAT CAR 2 30.00 MINUTES 
BEAT CAR 3 30.00 MINUTES 

MODIFIED CENTER-OF-MASS DISPATCHING 

FIRST PREFERENCE ASSIGNED TO BEAT CAR 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH BEAT 

PROBLEM TITLE: EXERCISE 8 - ADD 2ND MAN TO EX3 CAR 1 
UNLIMITED CAPACITY QUEUE WITH 1_ST-CoME I_ST-SERVED QUEUE DISCIPLINE 
IN-QUEUE TRAVEL TIMES ONLY APPROXIMATE DUE TO UNEQUAL SERVICE TIMES 
F.:Ui'1 1'1U~tBEF.:: 1 
BEAT CAR ... ToTAL NUMBER OF = 3 
RPT AREA ..• TOTAL NUMBER OF = 16 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME= 25.71 MINUTES 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER HOUR OF CALLS FOR SERVICE - 3.000 
AVERAGE NUMBER PER 25.71 MINUTES OF CALLS FOR SERVICE = 1.286 
SPEED OF PATROL= 7.50 tolPH 
AVERAGE UTILIZATION FACTOR 

(IN THE CASE OF UNLIMITED LINE CAPACITY)= 0.429 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME= .:. 1 =-'5 MINUTES: 
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AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME FOR QUEUED CALLS= 4.111 MINUTES 
PROBABILITY OF SATURATION= 0.16610 
REGION-WIDE AVERAGE WORKLOAD (% TIME BUSY)= 0.42732 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF WOPKLOAD= 0.035 
MAXIMUM WORKLOAD IMBALANCE= 0.06661 

FRACTION OF DISPATCHES THAT ARE INTER-BEAT = 0.37044 

REGION-WIDE AVERAGE PATPOL FREQUENCY= 0.259 PASSES PER HOUR 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT CAR 

ID OF 
E:EAT CAF.: 

I.IJDF.:KLOAD 
FRACTION OF 

~.~ OF D I :S:PATCHES 
MEAN OUT OF BEAT 

~.~ OF A\,IEF.:AGE 
NAME NO OF UNIT 

BEAT CAR 1 O. 4'-:"=' '-"-' 1 02. t= -' · 1724 
E:EAT CAF.: 2 o. 455 1 06. r-._, · 5E.4':;r 
BEAT CAF.: :;: O. ;~::=::=: '3 O. '=" · 45:=:7 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO EACH BEAT 

:BEAT 
BEAT 
BEAT 

ID OF 
E:EAT 

ALL DDNE 

1.IJDF.:I< L 0 All 
NO OF E:EAT 

1 
2 
':., 
'-' 

0.710 
0.2'34 
o. '2~32 

CORE RESET TO 256 
C$S.300 06/15/76 

FF.:ACT I m~ OF 
:..~ OF II I SPATCHE:S: 
~1EAN I tHEF.:-E:EAT 

lE~5. 7 
t.:=:. tS 
.- C' -.; f.: •. _I .... 
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• &:.~077 
• ::::412 

MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

41::,. c-,_, .:. 
1.... :::Er2 

152. c-._, .:. 
'-' . 1'30 

12:::: • . =. .:. 722 '-' '-' . 

~.~ OF A\,IEF.:AGE 
MEAN TRAVEL TIME 

'3'3.2 :3.215 
11 0.1 

'32. 1 :~:. 50:3 



APPENDIX D 

SUMMARY OF HYPERCUBE 

COMMANDS. FILES, AND INPUT DATA 
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I 
N 
W 
N 
I 

NCSS Commands 1,3 Hypercube Commands 1,4 Monitor Commands 2,5 

ALTER 
KL 
LINK 
LISTF 
LOGOFF 
PRINTF 
SET CORE 
STAT 

(52) 
(37) 
(38) 
(52) 
(39) 
(52) 
(63) 
(92) 

BRFLIST (99 ) 
CANCEL (94) 
CONLIST (99) 
CORREG (57) 
DELETE (54) 
HYPERCUBE (92) 
LISTALL (98) 
LISTHYP (98) 
MODPLAN (87') 
MODREG (57) 
MONITNEW . (63) 
MONITOLD (64.) 
NEWPLAN ( 85) 
NEWREG (56) 
OVERNITE (94) 
VERYBRF ( 9 9 ) 

ADJUST (67) 
BACK (72) 
COMPARE (69) 
CONF'IG (65) 
CORTM (74) 
CREATE (82) 
D SCALE(73) 
EXIT (83) 
FRONT (72) 
FRs'r (70) 
GLOSSARY(75) 
INSPECT(78) 
LISTADVCMDS (82) 
LISTCMDS(82) 
MIDDLE (72) 
MODIFY (82) 
NO PRNT (78) 
PATROL (66) 
POLICY (68) 
PRINTDIST(78) 

1 Commands are valid only after the computer prints time-of-day. 

PRNT ALL (78) 
PRNT-ATOM (79 ) 
PRNT-CFS (79) 
PRNT-COST (79) 
PRNT-PATROL (79) 
PRNT-SP ALC(79) 
PRNT-TR- (79) 
PRNT-TT (79) 
PRNT-VST (79) 
QUEUE (70) 
SAVE (82) 
SPEED (65) 
STATISTICS (80) 
STORE (82) 
SUMMARY (80) 
TITLE (75) 
TXOV (73) 
TYPOUT (80) 
VST (66) 
WORKLOAD ( 66) 

2 Commands are valid only after the computer prints ENTER COMMAND: within the 
monitor program. 

3 Commands performing the same functions as these NCSS commands are likely to be 
available on time-share systems other than NCSS although the command names and 
formats for their use will probably be different. 

4 Additional programming will be required for use of software on time-share systems 
other than NCSS in order to perform the functions of these commands. 

5 Commands are independent of the system on which the software is implemented. 

Figure D-l 

COMMANDS COMPRISING THE HYPERCUBE SYSTEM 



File Name 

I 
N 
W 
W 
I 

Type of File (Region, 
District Plan, Output) 

I· 

Date 
Created 

Date 
Deleted 

Figur,e D-2 

SAMPLE LOG FOR RECORDING FILES 

Description of Contents (e.g., Appli
cable Precinct and Watch, Associated 
Region File, Etc.) 



Description of Data 

Region File 

1. Reporting area 
identifiers 

2. X, Y coordinates 

~ 3. Size of report
ing areas w 

~ 
I 

4. Relative workloads 

5. Patrolable street 
miles 

Optional or 
Required 

Optional 

Required 

Optional 

Required 

Optional 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Arbitrary 

Square miles 

Arbitrary 

Miles 

Figure D-3 

HYPERCUBE INPUT DATA 

Restrictions 

Numeric, less than or 
equal to 999999 

Limited to six char
acters or less in
cluding the decimal 
point 

Limited to six char
acters or less in
cluding the decimal 
point 

Limited to six char
acters or less in
cluding the decimal 
point 

Limited to six char
acters or less in
cluding the decimal 
point 

Comments 

Sequential number
ing assumed if 
omitted 

D-SCALE command is 
used to specify a 
multiplica-tive 
constant used to 
convert coordinates 
to miles 

Computed intra
reporting area 
travel times zero 
if omitted 

Computer automati
cally normalizes 
workloads 



District Plan File 

I 
N 
W 
U1 
I 

Description of Data 

1. Number of units 

Optional or 
Required 

Required 

2. Number of reporting Required 
areas 

3. Title of district 
plan 

4. Response speeds 

5. Patrol speed 

6. Patrol unit ser
vice time 

Required 

Optional 

Optional 

Required 

Unit of 
Heasurement 

Miles per hour 

Miles per hour 

Minutes 

Figure D-3 (Continued) 

Restrictions 

Between 1 and 15 if 
the exact model is 
used, and between 
1 and 34 otherwise 

Limited by cost and 
storage considera
tions only 

Comments 

Indirectly speci
fied by user defi
nition of district 
configuration 

50 characters or less Appears in hyper
cube output; inde
pendent of the namE 
of the district 
plan file 

One mile per hour 
assumed if not 
specified 

Statistics on pre
ventive patrol fre
quencies are not 
computed unless a 
patrol speed is 
specified 



Description of D'ata 

7. Call rate 

8. Number of workload 
levels 

9. Model to be used to 
compute statistics 

I 
N 

~ 10. Dispatch policy 
I 

11. Unit identifiers 

12. Inter-reporting 
area travel times 

13. Dispatch costs 

Optional or 
Required 

Required 

Required 

Optional 

Optional' 

Required 

Optional 

Optional 

14. Service times for Optional 
individual response 
units 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Calls per hour 

Minutes 

Arbitrary 

Mi.nutes 

Figure D-3 (Continued 

Restrictions 

If calls are queued, 
the number of units, 
service time, and 
call rate must be 
such that region
wide utilization is 
not gre~ter than 1.0 

Maximum of 10 

Comments 

Statistics can be 
requested for sev
eral -call rates by 
specifying a lowest 
arrival rate and an 
incremental arrival 
rate 

Exact model can be Approximate model 
used only if number assumed if not 
of units is 15 or less specified 

Exact model required if 
AVL dispatching is 
specified 

Numeric, non-zero, 
less than or equal 
to 32767 

Between 0 and 999, 
cannot be specified 
with A\~ dispatching 

Exact model required 
if variable service 
times are specified 

.. 
SCM dispatching 
assumed if not 
speci~ied 

Manhattan metric 
used to compute 
travel times not 
specified 

Computed according 
to dispatch policy 
specified 



Optional or Unit of 
Description of Data Regui:r~e~d~ ______ ~M~e~a~s~u~r~e~m~e~n~t~ ________ ~R~e~s~t~r~i~c~t~~~'o~n~s __________ ~C~'o~mm~=e~n~t~s~ __ 

15. Proportionality con- Optional 
stant used to com-
pute intra-reporting 
area travel times 

16. Scaling factor used Optional 
to convert coordi-
nates to miles 

17. Glossary term~ Optional 

18. Dispatch procedure Optional 
I when a unit other 
~ than the district 
-..] 
I car appears to be 

closest to an in
cident 

19. Procedure for hand- Optional 
ling calls when all 
units are unavail-
able 

20. Non-call-for-service Optional Minutes per hour 
units spend on 
non-call-for
service work 

Figure D-3 (continued) 

Specified procedure 
is ignored if AVL 
dispatching is used 

Number of units, 
service time, and 
call rate must be 
such that region
wide utilization 
is not greater tha~ 
1.0 if calls are to 
be queued 

Computed intra
reporting area 
travel t~mes zero 
if not specified 

Scaling factor of 
one assumed if not 
specified 

Terms specified are 
used in hypercube 
output 

No special pref
erence for district 
car if not specifief 

Queuing of calls is 
not allowed unless 
specified 

Zero non-call-~or
service workload 
if not specified 



- ~-----

. Description of Data 

I 
N 
W 
co 
I 

21. Preventive patrol 
factors 

Optional or 
Required 

Optional 

Unit of 
Measurement 

Figure D-3 (continued) 

Restrictions 

Between 0.0 and 10.0, 
if specified the 
factor for at least 
one reporting area 
in district must be 
non-zero 

Comments 

Assumed propor
tional to reporting 
area workload if 
not specified, pro
portional to work
load for overlay 
units 



HUfo1I:E:F: OF 1"iUI"l:BEF:: OF t.ll'·i I ,..-. .:. 
F.:EF'OPT HlG 
1=iF.:EI=i!:; .-, 

.~) I::, ';'4 1i:: 1. ~5 1,;::: i:: 1. ;~~~4 i:~'? :30 .:,.:' .... 1._' 

j:~!3 j:::';~la '-', .+ .-', ': .. '" .:., i::~ a::(.~:~ i:~4::: i:~51. i:~!5:3 j~~5E, i~~)'~ ;~1:11. ;::1:·4· ;~t:,E, 
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*Storage requirements are specified in units of I\-bytes where 
one K-byte = 1024 bytes. 

Figure D-4 

CORE STORAGE REQUIRED TO USE THE APPROXIMATE HYPERCUBE MODEL* 
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*Storage requirements are specified in un-its of K-bytes where 
one K-byte = 1024 bytes. 

Figure D-5 

CORE STORAGE REQUIRED TO USE THE EXACT 
HYPERCUBE MODEL WITH NON-AVL DISPATCHING* 
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*Storage requirements are specified in units of K-bytes where one 
K-byte = 1024 bytes. 

Figure D-6 

CORE STORAGE REQUIRED TO USE THE EXACT 
HYPERCUBE MODEL WITH AVL DISPATCHING* 
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*Storage requirements are specified in units of K-bytes where 
one K-byte = 1024 bytes. 

Figure D-7 

INCREMENTAL CORE STORAGE REQUIREMENT.FOR EACH 
ADDITIONAL WORKLO~D LEVEL USING THE EXACT 
HYPERCUBE MODEl, WI'EH NON-AVL DISPATCHING* 
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*Storage requirements are specified in units of K-bytes 
one K-byte = 1024 bytes. 

Figure D-8 

INCREMENTAL CORE STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR EACH 
ADDITIONAL WORKLOAD LEVEL USING THE EXACT 

HYPERCUBE MODEL WITH AVL DISPATCHING* 
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Number of Lines Core Storage Required 
in Output File to List Output File* 

0-1500 256 

1500-2000 320 

2000-2700 384 

2700-3700 448 

3700-4700 512 

4700-5000 576 

*Storage requirements are specified in units of K-bytes where 
one K-byte ~ 1024 bytes. 

Figure D-9 

CORE STORAGE REQUIRED TO LIST OUTPUT FILES 
USING THE "LISTHYP," "BRFLIST," OR "VERYBRF If COM.l'1ANDS 
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APPENDIX E 

HYPERCUBE FLOW CHARTS 
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corrunand: 

A. List the na~es of J LIST~ (see 
~. ---, --~--~~~:-:::::---------- ----~~-?~~---------

! B. ~~~~ ~he co~tents 0= I ~~ (see 
I a =:.1e . o. 52) 

i: -~~--~~;~i:-~~:-~:~:-:;--jJ--;'~i~;:~f::--------------------------------- ----------------~--
D. Erase some of your DELETE (see 

files ~4) 
--------------------------,----~--------------

I
E. Cancel an overnigh~ i CA:;C~L (see 

rt:n ' l? 9 4) --------------------------1-------------------
F. !nte=rup~ ex~cction I KL a=ter 

c: your previous I -depressing the 
corn.".and break key 

t~ice (see p. 

No 

Log On 
(see p. 38) 

Figure E-l 

HYPERCUBE OPERATIONS 

Yes 

Yes 

I 
Use the LOGOFF 
corrunand (see p. 39) 

If you wan';; to: 

I 

I 

I 
A. Cre~te 0: ~odify a I See Fiaure E-: I 

reg:.on f:.~e, ~ ------=------------------ -----------------
B. Create or ~odify a See Figure S-3 

district plan file --~~--~::~:::-~::;::::~::j--;::-;:~:::-;=~-
measures ------------------------- -----------------; 

D. ~ist O'.l.tput fro:n See Figure E-5 I 
nyperc\.l.,e runs 
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Region File 

[
--::rCUbO 

l?,rogram 
========F======~ 

Monitor 
Program 

District 
Plan File 

Contains geographic and call volume data for 
region being analyzed - manipulated using the 

"ALTER," "CORREG," "DELETE," "LISTF," "MODREG," 
"NEWREG," and "PRINTF" commands (see Chapters 
V and VI) 

Creates district plan files from user description 
of patrol operations - invoked using the "MONIT
NEW" and "MONITOLD" commands (see Chapter VI) 

Contains description of district configuration 
and patrol operations - manipulated using thl: 
"ALTER," "DELETE," "LISTF," "MODPLAN," "NEWPLAN," 
and "PRINTF II commands (see Chapters V and VI) 

computes performance measures for specified 
region and district plan files - controlled 
usinqthe "CANCEL," "CONLIST," "HYPERCUBE," 
and "OVERNITE" commands (see Chapters VII and 
VIII) 

Contains output generated by the hypercube 
program ... manipulated using the "ALTER," 
"BRFLIST," ftDELETE," "LISTALL," "LISTF," 
IILISTHYP,It and "VERYBR'F" commands (see Cha.pter 
VIII) 

Outp\tttubltUl prinb~d aooording to \,uHlr 
opaaifiaationo (ODD Chaptor VIII) 

Figut'fJ -m=u 
: =::;; 

.ScnRMATXC RIilPRIilSIilNTATION OF n~PIilRCUDE 
FXLES, PROGRAMS, AND COMMANDS 






